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The journey begins. 
Steve Jobs used the Zen proverb, 
"the journey is the reward," to 
motivate engineers creating the 
original Macintosh. Not long after, 
the phrase was modified for this 
shirt given to all new employees 
during orientation. 

Apple employees have long been 
expressing themselves with t-shirt 
art. For twenty years t-shirts have 
chronicled events and 
accomplishments within Apple 
Computer. Here to view for the first 
time is the unique talent and 
creativity of some of the world's 
most ingenious employees. Their 
hard work is represented in over 
1500 pictures of more than 1000 
shirts that mark the public 
recognition of the milestones they 
have achieved. 
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Introduction 
''Sunday, November 13, 1994 
After hearing Kevin Moore read anecdotes and Easter eggs from his newly 
purchased book, The Mac Bathroom Reade1~ my subconscious goes into motion. 
On this day in Monterey, in the shower of my in-laws' condo, the idea strikes me to 
chronicle the history of Apple Computer by compiling an encyclopedia oft-shirts. 
Kind of like a yearbook. " 

The first entry in my T-shirt Project notebook describes my "shower 
epiphany" - as Robin Wagganer refers to such a breakthrough. The entire concept 
was created based on the "secrets" divulged in Owen Llnzmayer's book. Apple had 
seemed like a closed community but I had suddenly realized that it is not a timid 
company. A channel had always existed to communicate with the outside world -
often times it screamed. It told of codenames and products, groups and 
departments, internal politics and perspective on the competition. We may never 
have heard a corporate executive call the competition ''weasels" - as fun as that 
might be, it's considered libel - but any employee can put it on at-shirt and no one 
blinks twice. 

I had thoroughly enjoyed reading Llnzmayer's Tbe Mac Bathroom Reader in 
continued 

The journey begins. 
Apple Employee 
All new Apple employees received this shirt at the end 
of orientation. Pam notes that when she started in the 
Apple University group in the mid-1980s, orientation 
was just one day. She and her manager soon 
expanded it to two days with enhanced information 
on company access, benefits and history. When the 
two days ended, new hires were given a box packaged 
with the orientation information and this t-shirt. At 

one time the box even included a copy of John 
Sculley's book, Odyssey. 

This saying is a symbolic derivation of Steve Jobs' 
quote, "the journey is the reward." Jobs had used this 
Zen proverb in 1983 to motivate the Macintosh 
development team to work for the moment. He had 
obviously succeeded. Now each new employee could 
begin their own journey filled with rewards. 
ti PamShukait 
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November of 1994. It was the first time I had really considered Apple's 
history. I thought I had known all about the company just by having grown 
up in the valley and listening to the news - rather shallow sources of 
information. 

But Apple's history is deep and lich, just like the soil of the Santa 
Clara Valley. And, like the valley, there is a hard layer of clay just below the 
surface that is difficult to penetrate. Apple's early fame had caused it to 
build up a barlier to protect its business ideas and plivacy. The Mac 

Bathroom Reader had done an excellent job of glimpsing past that barlier 
but something was missing. 

Employees wanted to be heard. Working at a famous company gave 
workers instant notoliety. There was so much creative energy that it just 
spilled over onto a new outlet: t-shirts. Being a major contlibutor to 
"insanely great" products was thlilling; yet, until a product was released, 
employees were sworn to secrecy. With a t-shitt they could give hints of 
being inside the club and knowing some of the secrets. That felt pretty 

good. 
Flinted t-shirts have been making social statements for nearly 30 

years. Their populatitywas peaking in the late 1970s, just as Apple was 
forming. Rick Ralston had single-handedly transformed the indust1y with 
the success of Crazy Shirts Inc. His designs displayed a lifestyle message, 
allowing the wearer to communicate a unique identity to the world. 

This communication was not lost on business. If a customer 
identified strongly with a product, at-shirt would become a walking 
billboard, providing free advertising for the company. Apple was no 
different. The first Apple shirt was created to advertise the company with 
its new retailers. Apple's management roots were at National 
Semiconductor, from where A.C. Markkula recruited many of his top 
managers. There, employees had been rewarded for outstanding 
achievements by "Mr. National" t-shirts. 

Apple was created at a time when employees were treated well, 
when Silicon Valley was first blooming and good engineers were beginning 
to hop from job to job. Employers saw the great success of other start-ups 
and were trying to draw in the one engineer who would design a product 
to put them on top. They built weight rooms, workout rooms, basketball . 
courts and child care centers on their campuses. They offered incredible 
benefits. Competition for engineers was so fierce that engineers would 
change jobs every few years in order to get a substantial raise. Combine 
that climate with the idealism of Steve Wozniak & Steve Jobs and you had a 
pretty liberal work environment with a great pressure to succeed. 

In the rnid-80s, as the number of employees grew steadily, everyone 
at Apple seemed to be trying to top everyone else in a friendly 
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competition, trying to be noticed among the best and brightest, tiying to achieve 
notoriety for themselves or their product. Thousands of resumes came in every day 
following the mystique of this company that had succeeded so fast and so publicly 
with its profound effect on the world. Working at Apple was something special. 

And, it seemed, everyone in the world wanted to be palt of Apple. In 7be 
Little Kingdom, Michael Mo1itz observed the public's love of Apple in 1981: "[The 
founders] were deluged with apples carved from koa, mahogany, cedar, and 
redwood, fired in porcelain and china, dried in papier-mache, blown from crystal, 
melted in brass, and stamped in plastic. There was also a proliferation of 
memorabilia supplied by little companies that specialized in making corporate 
trinkets and icons. There were apple belt buckles and apple pens, apple doormats 
and apple goblets, apple notebooks and apple paper knives, apple calendars and 
apple pape1weights, apple key chains and apple bumper stickers." 

T-ShiltS have been called "bumper stickers you can wear all day." Whether a 

wearer is trying to adve1tise a personal philosophy or identify himself with a 
successful group, they make a statement to the world. An Apple t-shilt is no different 

than a bumper sticker for achievement ("My child was student of the month at 
school") or a vanity license plate that is earned ("Veteran") or a window sticker that 
came from hard work ("State University Alumni"). 

Working on cool projects gives you status at Apple. On PBS's "Triumph of the 
Nerds" Chris Espinosa says, "you're judged by how cool what you've created is." 
Imagine how cool an employee could be displaying his greatest creation everywhere 
he went for all to see, whether that creation is the name of the project or just the 
spectacular shilt design itself! Both can be equally noticed. 

T-shilt designs tell the Apple world what cool projects you've done. It can 
really make one proud to wear the best shiltS. Imagine if school were like this -
each class would design its own t-shi11. The class designs the artwork, but every 
semester the shilt colors are the same -white for getting an A, blue for a B, red for a 
C, D or F. Would you be recognized - or ridiculed - on campus? 

T-shiltS are given at the end of a project to bestow recognition for hard work 
and self-sacrifice. A t-shilt can be worn at Apple like a military officer wears medals -

to show a proud history of accomplishment. They are also worn to show recent 
experience so others will know "where you came from." In February 1996, as the 
press began its prolonged reiterations of Apple's downturn in revenue, a group of 
employees created "Show Your Apple Colors Day" to "show the world (and the 
press) how we feel about this company" by "getting out those Apple t-shitts, 
sweatshitts, jackets and hats, and weaiing them PROUDLY!" 

T-shiltS can be patt of the development process. At the beginning of a project 
they can define a team with a symbol or slogan and give them a common link. Along 
the way they recognize milestones and reward accomplishments. An Apple division's 
business plan once stated that they would "agree and execute on a communication 
plan for the division ain1ed at building a team identity, rewarding/reinforcing critical 
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behaviors/accomplishments, and building team spirit and passion." If you 
can look past the Dilbertese, that sounds more like a t-shirt development 
plan. 

It is said that Apple is the only place where you have to put your 
t-shirt size on your employment application. Working at Apple is definitely 
a unique experience. The buildings of Apple's R&D campus are like dorms. 
Employees get their own rooms and decorate them as they see fit with 
posters, chairs, stereos, even futons. There are casual meeting areas all 
around where people congregate on couches. Stroll through the halls and 
you'll find loud music in one office, a person asleep after an all-nighter in 
another, a room set aside for video games, a kitchenette on every floor, 
people sitting with their door open diligently doing their computer 
homework, people walking hurriedly together to meetings, and even the 
occasional running, laughte1~ or Nerf-gun attacks. It is not hard to see how 
t-shirts have come to be standard attire in such an environment. 

With Apple's troubles today, t-shirt design is not the same. The lack 
of money has reined in the freedoms of the past and many people have 
left. Projects are narrower in focus and intended to solve a single problem 
- there is little changing the world. T-shirt creativity is down - the 
sarcasm, the mockery. Without freedom, shirt budgets have been reserved 
for marketing efforts. A project team must now pay for its own. Until Mac 
OS 8, no product had made a recent splash in the market and so no shirt 
was coveted. (Team Autobahn is about as good as it gets, but that shirt 
arrived a year late!) In the future, Apple's return to success will surely be 
marked by a new abundance of shirts. 

Apple's customers are a very close-knit group, a minority of people 
who want to do things better They want to be identified, and identify, with 
Apple. Belonging at Apple to create the magic is the ultimate goal. And 
earning at-shirt is the best way to punctuate that "you've arrived." So, 
while you enjoy your trip through Apple's t-shilt memories, remember that 
the journey is the reward. 



Preface 
Turn the page and start viewing the pictures! This book is meant to be an entirely 
visual history. These shirts have been photographed to best display the artwork. You 
will find few shots of full shirts; to do this would have caused too many interesting 
details to be lost. 

The artwork is typically displayed in a two-inch square frame unless a larger 
area is needed to highlight some interesting details. Shirts are frequently printed 
with a full-size design on the back and a small design on the pocket or sleeve. Pocket 
designs have most often been included in a smaller one-inch square next to the 
two-inch picture; sleeve photos show up long and narrow. 

Each shirt photo has an associated caption. The caption includes the project 
name and any short anecdotes or explanations of codenames whenever they are 
known. More detailed stories will be in a sidebar near the photo. The name of each 
shirt's contributor is always shown, preceded by an ti symbol. 

Contributors' names are not necessaiily the source of information in the 
associated captions. In the case of multiple donors I have tried to spread the credits 
evenly. In the cases where controversial information is included I have deliberately 
excluded the name of that source. 

A book can only be a record of one person's view at one particular time. As 

with a dictionat)' or thesaurus, an encyclopedia such as this can never be complete. 
The world is constantly changing and taking t-shirts with it. Wear them, wash them, 
fold them, and the fibers are destroyed. 

Many shirts have come and gone since the beginning of Apple Computei: 
Some are now extinct. Some existed only to be put to other uses. There are many 
that have been donated to worthy causes, from Goodwill Stores to eaithquake 
victims. There are also stories of excess where, during one economic upswing or 
another, Apple shirts were so prolific that employees would think nothing of 
wearing one to paint the house or use as a rag to stain the deck. 

(To fight the loss of shirts and the destruction of Apple history, the Apple 
Records Management group has taken donations from significant projects over the 
years. The shirts have been stored in a warehouse, along with other Apple hardware, 
with the intent of one day being displayed in an Apple Museum. That museum has 
never been created, though it was briefly part of the design of R&D 4 before 
construction in 1993.) 

Much care has been taken to tt)' to reproduce the shirt aitwork accurately. 
Time is against us, however; even a single washing can cause deep fading. (See 
"Only Students Get It" in the Education section of the Operations chapter). Typical 
wear and tear takes its toll; if your shirt is in better shape than the sample, 
congran1lations. Most of the shirts photographed were well worn, including those 
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stored for the Apple Museum. 
Not only have shirts faded, they have shrunk. And when they shrink 

they often shrink more in the vertical fibers than the horizontal. The shitt 
ends up warping like a folding wine rack. Of course the artwork follows. It 
was up to me to straighten these for photographing, but I can only stretch 
shirts I don't own so far. The shirts that weren't perfect for the camera 
should remind you that they truly are shilts. 

There are shirts for which there is no information available. The 
explanations are many: memmies fade, project assignments change 
quickly, small tasks are credited at the last minute, shirts anive in the mail 
from unknown sources, or favors are done for an unfamiliar department. 
For these reasons there are a number of shirts interspersed through the 
chapters without identification, categmized as well as possible from theit· 
identifying marks. Those with no clear category have been bunched into 
their own chapter - John and Jane Doe. If you happened to have been 
involved with any of these projects, feel free to contact me to update the 
information for the next edition. Arrangements can be made to submit 
new shilts, as well. 

Submit stories and shirt cont1ibution queries to: 
Gordon Thygeson 
gordon@AppleTshirts.com 

or wiite in care of: 
Pomo Publishing 
P.O. Box 66222 
Scotts Valley, CA 95067-6222 

To see if a shirt is already part of the Apple T-Shirts collection, visit our web 
site at http://wwwAppleTshitts.com 



The Beginning 

Applen 
The early success of Apple Computer is ve1y familiar. Yet, thitteen years after the 
Macintosh was introduced and many years into the Mac versus Win tel battle, the 
Apple II is fading from popular memory. We tend to forget that the Apple II created 
and sustained the company for over eight years. Without the Apple II there would 
be no Apple Computer, Inc. or Macintosh. 

The Apple t-shitt phenomenon staited slowly. The 01iginal Apple logo, with 
Newton sitting under a tree, never made it onto a shirt for the same reason it didn't 
last as a logo - it was too finely detailed to reproduce. The first Apple shirt was 
created not as an employee rewai·d, but for free advertising at Apple dealers. 
Managers from Team Electronics received them at an orientation before the Apple II 
was introduced in their stores. 

In the eai·ly years Apple created a corporate image around the six-color logo. 

. Apple 11~· 
the personal 

computer. 

Apple II 
Created for d1e introduction of the Apple II, 
this was Apple's first shin. It was given at an 
August 1977 rnientation meeting for dealers 
from Team Electronics, a chain based in the· 
Plains States, as Apple reached into smaller 
markets. Apple was building a sales network for 
a new product where none had existed before. 

Gene Canet; Apple's first V. P. of Sales, had 
the shins made as a way to build team identity 

for mese new dealers. It didn't hun that it was 
also free advertising. 1l1e shin was made at a 
small shop in Sunnyvale. Apple hadn't had 
time to complete the four-color separations of 
the new logo, so the ptintshop was instructed 
to use an existing picture. (The Apple logo 
was still young- having been created just 
four months earlier - and so wasn't as 
"sacred" as it is today.) 
ti Gene Carter 

continued 
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It became one of the most recognized trademarks in the world. Employees were 
proud to be pan of that world-renowned team. Their first recognition came on a 
shi.tt with a one-foot-tall logo. 

As the company grew and matured, it suffered its share of growing pains but 
employees always seemed to have fun. The Apple II, Apple Ile and AppleWorks 
produced enough revenue for the company to enjoy its success and proclaim it to 
the world. 

Near the end, the Apple II followed the growth of the next generation - the 
Macintosh. Apple created the Apple IIGS - including a menu and icon based 
operating system. The Apple II was able to connect to the AppleTalk network and 
the Apple II card was made for the Macintosh LC. 

The Apple II was quietly cancelled in 1993 after fifteen years of reliable 
service. Today, Apple II user groups still provide suppolt for faithful users. 

Apple Logo 
This was the first shirt given to employees in 
1978. The anwork is easily identified by the high 
striping. This was not a onetime mistake. The 
anwork was also plinted on yellow, beige, light 
beige, and light blue shins. Nor was it limited to 
shins. On page 42 of So Far the high sniped logo 
can be seen on an Apple Disk II floppy drive. 
• Laura Strandberg 

Rainbow and Logo 

Apple Logo 
The anwork used for the oliginal 
employees' shirt was also available 
in children's sizes. 
• Apple Records Management 
Archives 

Rainbow and Logo 

Apple Turbo Porsche 935 
TI1is t-shirt was handed out at a block party on Bandley 
Drive in 1980. Apple sponsored the racecar on the 
IMSA summer circuit. The car was owned by Dick 
Barbour, famous racer and owner, and driven by 
Bobby Rahal. It had the six-color snipes down the 
sides and a large Apple logo at the rear The shirt was 
highly sought after, until people gradually forgot about 
the sponsorship. 
• Mario Gomez 

This shirt was sold in The Company Store as 
early as 1981. 

This shirt was sold in The Company Store. 
• Brian Carter 

• Chris Vanf-loy 
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Rainbow and Logo 
This shirt was sold in The Company Store. Even 
before the adoption of Garamond as the corporate 
signature font and the development of strict 
guidelines for logo display, it was rare to see the 
Apple signature and the logo together in this manner. 
(Remember, of course, that the lowercase "a" fit 
nicely into the "byte" in the proper signature.) 
ti Peter Baum 

3 

GENE 
Camp Runamuck 
This shirt was given to the executive staff by their employees 
in early 1981. President Mike Scott had fired the Apple III staff 
in Apple's first layoff (known as Black Wednesday, February 25, 
1981), and the Lisa development was going full tilt. In a 
boardroom shake-up in March, A.C. Markkula was named 
president, Steve Jobs chairman, and Scott "vice chairman." It 
was very hectic in the executive offices and the shirts gave the 
executives the appearance of "Mouseketeers." 
ti Gene Carter 

j &appkz computar I 

Computerland Bank On Apple 
Computerland was one of Apple's largest dealers. 
ti Pam Shukait 

The top 20 Apple dealers were given this shirt and a trip to Hawaii. 
Bank On Apple was the dealer sales promotion for 1982. 

1982 Sales Conference 
The 1982 Acapulco sales meeting festivities included 
a "Beach Olympiad" with beachball contests and 
donkey riding. Each sales team was given a different 
colored shirt for the olympiad. PCSD, the Personal 
Computer Systems Division (the Apple II group), 
sponsored the event. 

Chris Espinosa also relates this information about 
Acapulco in 1982: "The story is that it was the sales
force debut of Llsa, and that there was instability in 
the Mexican government at about that time. We had a 
plan that if a coup occurred and martial law was 
imposed, we would rent a boat and take all the pre-

ti Gene Carter 

THE 
COCO LOCOS 

production Llsas out into the ocean and dump them, so 
they wouldn't be seized by the military. 

"Come to think of it, that wouldn't have been a bad 
thing to do anyway ... " 
ti Gene Carter 

s 
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1983 Sales Conference 
M* A*S*H was the theme of the 1983 sales meeting, held in a 
plantation field in HawaU. The executive speakers were flown in to the 
meeting by choppe1; weating surgical garb. 

Gene Caner recalls being strapped down to a gurney and then 
seatbelted loosely across the back seat of the open-cockpit helicopter. 
He had an I.V. tube flowing into his mouth from a bottle of wine and 
nearly drowned because he "couldn't swallow fast enough." \'\>'hen the 
chopper took off and turned sharply over the ocean, he looked 
straight down to see only open water and cenain death beyond his 
toes. 111e team made it to the stage without any casualties and was 
able to introduce the Macintosh to d1e sales force. 

PCS was the Personal Computer Systems (Apple II) group, MAC 
was d1e Macintosh group, and POS was the Personal Office Systems 
(Lisa) group. 
ti Gene Carter 

1983 Sales Conference 
Army surplus jacket. PCSD is the Personal 
Computer Systems Di1~sion (me Apple II group). 
ti Peter Baum 

Apple T-Shirts 

Original Signature 
This jacket was sold in The Company Store. 
ti Peter Baum 

The American Team 
****************** 
Motherhood & 

1983 Sales Conference 
This shin was made for four Area Managers of d1e Apple sales 
group, to admonish IBM at the Hawaii sales meeting. About mis 
time IBM was claiming to have won the PC wars and was 
proclaiming itself as American as apple pie. When people saw 
these shirts, everyone wanted one. 
ti Gene Carter 

Apple Workbench 
Apple Workbench was an Apple II developer tool 
based on Pascal released about 1983. 
ti laurel Rezeau 



Apple II 
This was the advertising 
campaign for the Apple II 
in 1983. It countered the 
IBM PC slogan, ''A personal 
compute1;" which had a 
large budget. This shirt was 

Apple!! 5 

pplcz 
given to the Apple II team. ~------------~ 
9 Chris VanHoy 

This is the sweatshirt worn by the woman on the 
cover of the original red Ile box (also shown here). 
The lie was the first computer designed exclusively 
for the consumer market, which included a new 
target segment - women. For this reason the ads 
and packaging were extra colorful. 
9 LupeMoran 

Apple lie 
9 PeterBaum CJ 

Apple lie 

Apple lie 

1983 Developers' Conference 
9 PeterBaum 

This shirt was from the April 1984 release party for the Apple lie in the 
Mariani 1 parking lot. Newly popular comedian, Robin Williams, was hired for 
the party. The shirt was also distributed at the Apple Expo introduction at 
Moscone Center in San Francisco, forever remembered for the earthquake 
felt during the pre-show setup. (The place and date are written in a red 
stripe down a sleeve of this long-sleeved shin - "San Francisco/Ap1il 24, 
1984." The type is too small for this publication.) 
9 Ken l im 

Bert was one of the codenames for the Apple lie. 
A new codename was used for each ROM 
revision. (Ernie - as in Ben and Ernie from 
Sesame Street - was also used at that time as 
the codename of an unidentified product.) 

TOOLS FOR MODERNS 9 Carol \Vilser 
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HAPPINBSS IS: 

WJ~~BT 
WE'RE HAVIN' 

FUN NOW 

APPLE ALUMNI 

Apple Alumni 
This shirt was from a going-away party in early 1984 for Rusty Callihan 
in South Carolina. Many of the founding executives were leaving at 
this time, ousted by new CEO John Sculley. They proudly displayed 
their Apple experiences and stock options. 
S Gene Carter 

App1e 
One Apple 

PCSD 
Steve Jobs called the Personal Computer 
Systems Division the "dull and boring 
division." The Apple II group was already 
concerned by the preferred treatment 
the Mac group seemed to be getting. 
The Apple II Forever theme was 
introduced with the Apple lie at the 1984 
Apple Expo. Three months after the 
release of the Mac, the Apple II versus 
Macintosh feud began. 
S Brian Carter 

The Mac group was seen as getting preferential 
treatment while the Apple II group was making all the 
money. John Sculley created this shin for the whole 
company to symbolize One Apple as a team, mixing 
the fonts from both divisions. 
S Laura Strandberg 

Apple Works 
AppleWorks was a key part of the success of the 
Apple II. 
S Laurel Rezeau 

Apple Works 
This shirt represented vl.4, released in 1985. It 
was taken from the popular act of singer Bruce 
Springsteen, known as "The Boss" and creator of 
the song "Born to Run." This was a blue collar 
work shirt, typical of Springsteen's style and of 
AppleWorks' usefulness. 
S Carol \Vilser 

~ 
, J ·{fertflf ( J f(l (}.' • 

PCSD 
S Brian Carter 

PCSD 
S Pam Shukait 
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Apple llx 
Brooklyn was the codename of the Apple Ilx, 
cancelled in 1985 before its release. The design 
had a 65816 processor for standard Apple II 
software and a 68000 processor to run UNIX. 

Although it could not actually run Mac 
software, the computer was designed to be a 
bridge between the Apple II and the Macintosh, 
which had not yet proven itself as a revenue 
generator. 

TI1e development of the Mac Plus changed 
that perspective. TI1e Apple II portion of the 
design was used in the Apple IIGs development. 
• PeterBaum 

I'm pulling it off. 
Apple llos 
Cortland was the codename for the Apple IIGs. The team indicated that 
they were amazed just to get it done. 
• Carol \Y/i/ser 

Open Apple II 
The Apple II group responded to jean-Louis Gassee's "Open Mac" license plate and 
subsequent t-shin (see Open Mac in the Macintosh chapter). Apple II has always had an 
open architecture which, many believe, conuibuted a great deal to its success. The shirt 
mocks the Macintosh group for taking over two years to realize this in their design. 
Notice that the date corresponds to the release date of the 01iginal Apple IL 
• Amy Rapport 

IIGS 
Apple llos 
The Apple IIGs development team also 
responded to the "Open Mac" license plate 
t-shirt, again mocking the Macintosh 

The Original II 

development team for naming the new Open Mac the Macintosh II. TI1is 
license plate belonged to the manager of the Apple II software group. 
• Laurel Rezeau 

I'm pulling it off 
in September. 

Apple llos 
TI1is shirt was made for the I!Gs development team in April of 1986 - five 
months before the release of the I!Gs. le was unheard of ae Apple to pre
announce a produce and risk having customers defer sales - even if only 
on at-shirt. 
• PeterBaum 
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Apple Iles 
Apple llGs 
111is shin, from The Company Score, symbolized che graphics and sound 
capabilities of che Apple Iles. The Iles had come ouc with a dedicated audio 
chip. le was obvious chac chis and ocher Apple hardware wet·e nae in compliance 
with Apple's agreement with Apple Corps, the Beatles' recording company, not 
to reproduce music. The companies later settled a lawsuit. 
ti Judi Seip 

APPLE USER GROUP ApplelJGS" 
Roadshow 
1·9·8·6 

Apple User Group Connection 
After the release of the Iles, the Apple User Group held demonstrations for user 
groups and consumers at hotels across the country. 

The User Group Connection was spun-off from Apple Computer in 1993. The 
original Apple User Group Connection depanment was in existence from 1984. The 
company helps User Groups and vendors connect with each ache[ UGC also 
provides free suppon and benefits to User Groups registered with them. UGC 
organizes monthly mailings, provides a referral service, and provides management 
assistance to User Groups. 
ti Peter Baum 

Apple lie Plus 
Raisin was a shon-lived codename for the 
Apple Ile Plus. The name was created when 
the testers, copying the popular 1V 
commercial, dressed in scuffed crashbags for 
Halloween and sang "Heard it through the 
Grapevine." They won Second Place for 

'--~~~~~~~~~--=----' costumes. California Raisin toys then spread 

like wildfire throughout the group. This shin 
was created by Diana Dresbach. 
ti Carol \Vilser 

Choose Codenames 
Wisely 

The Apple II team, already smarting from Apple's 
shift in focus to the Macintosh, was sure that it 
could do as well or better if given the chance. In 
designing the Apple IIGS, the team made its first 
attempt to adopt a graphical interface. 

However, in an ironic case of foreshadowing, 
the demise of the Apple II might be seen in the 
IIGS codenan1e, Cmtland. As described in the 
Sunset Western Garden Book, Co1tland is a variety 
of apple found in cold-winter climates. It is "related 
to 'Mcintosh' but lacking its quality." Ouch. 

Programmer's 
Introduction to the 

Apple IlGs 
Programmer's Introduction 
HodgePodge was the name of a sample 
program written by Sceven Glass to show 
developers how to use the Apple Iles 
Toolbox. 111e back of this shin shows the 
book which accompanied this program. 
ti Judi Seip 

Apple lie Plus 

Hodge Podge 

• 

Adam Ant was also used as a codename for the Apple Ile 
Plus. Some people wanted to kill the project but the core 
development team was "adamant" about keeping it alive. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 



Apple II Server and 
AppleTalk Network Card 
ti Apple Records 
Management Archives 

Well Roeky , 1•m done . 
A.'1 the function h e ading• 
ere i n and they l o ok 
llke. they wo r k . 
Let a call 1t "A lph a~ 

Apple II 

Great I Al I we need t o 
d O now la code It . Send 
thl• ve r a lon to SO A · · · 
th• t ought to k•eP them 
b U8Y I We'll c a ll It S ETA I 

The Search for Quality and 

Functionality Never Ends ... 

Apple lie Plus 
This shirt depicts three of the 
codenames used for the Apple 
Ile Plus duiing its development: 
Pizza, Propeller and Raisin. The 
project had earned the name 
Pizza because early pratotypes 
had been shaped like a pizza 
box. Propeller had been used 
because a team member 
happened to have a propeller 
beanie around the office. 
ti laurel Rezeau 

R•ckJ' • B•ll•l•kl• 
Uama ucam!ID 
()[)(JlLJ-(J[)~~ 

cnm3~~ 

Apple II Server and 
Apple II AppleTalk Network Card 
Rocky was the codename of an Apple II-based server that was 
cancelled. It featured a "huge" 5 MB ProFile hard drive. 

9 

Bullwinkle was the AppleTalk Network Card for the Apple II. 
Bath projects suffered feature creep, seeming to never be 
complete, and the ship dates kept slipping. 111e testing 
contractors made this satirical shirt and ended up printing it in 
Santa Cruz because the project wasn't budgeted for at-shirt 
(very unusual in 1987). They were later reimbursed. (Rocky and 
Bullwinkle have been removed from these pictures to avoid any 
copyright infringement.) 
ti Carol \Vi/ser 

• Apple II Team 

NOW 
EdNet 
AppleTalk Network for Education 
Work on EdNet was intense in 1988. The project 
made it possible for all three systems to share 
the same network. It made use of such items as the Apple II Network Card and Macintosh 
servers. There was a major demonstration to teachers at a local convention ceme1; where the 
project test team wore their shins on stage and were recognized for their hard work. 
ti Carol \Vilser 

Apple II High Speed SCSI Card 
Codenamed Cocoon, the Apple II High Speed 
SCSI Card was designed for the Apple Iles 
and Ile in late 1989. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 
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Apple llGs System 5.0 
Apple Iles System 5.0 was released in late 1988. 
ti Carol \Vilser 

• Apple JIGS Sotfware 
Enginming Te:im 

Apple llGs Software 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

Apple T-Shirts 
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Double Exposure Team 
Apple lie Card 
The Apple Ile Card, codenamed Double Exposure and 
released in November 1990, allowed Apple II software to run 
on a Macintosh LC. 
ti Brad Burgan 

Apple II 
Given to the Apple II team in the early '90s. 
ti PeterBaum 

Apple Ile Card 

Apple IIGs System Software 

Clls , ~--' c c::::;o.;:=> · 
---s> 

Apple llGs System 6.0 
ti Matt Ackeret 

Apple II 

Great Reasoru; 
to Celebrate 

ti Patty Nation 

Apple II 
Given to the Apple II team in early 1993 
(this is not a shirt, but a hat), it marked 
the end of the Apple II era. The Apple 
Iles was officially discontinued in 
December 1992. 
ti Carol \Vi Iser 



Macintosh 

Development 

Macintosh 
Macintosh development began as early as 1979, building on many ideas from the 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center The initial machine was to be a $500 all-in-one 
computer 

Mac development was very secretive, as were all new Apple products. Apple 
was a great success story with an identifiable product and a logo that always caught 
the eye. The media attention was amplified ten times what it should have been for a 
normal company- whether the news was good or bad. 

The introduction of the Macintosh with the 1984 Super Bowl commercial 
created a market demand before anyone knew what the product was. But that didn't 
matter - it was from Apple Computer During the early 1980s, buying an Apple 
computer was nearly a fad- the new thing to do because everyone else was doing 
it and it was fun. 

Many at Apple soon realized that the self-contained Macintosh was limited in 

Lisa 
Many of the key features of the Macintosh, such as icons, pull-down 
menus and mouse input, were originally developed for the Lisa, 
released in January 1983. This shirt celebrates the appointment of 
John Sculley, previously head of Pepsi, as the new CEO. 
9 Colette Aske/and 

continued 
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its ability to grow into new markets. The Mac Plus added a SCSI connection to attach 
an external hard drive, which was a well-received addition. 

Jean-Louis Gassee wanted to go further. He promoted the Open Mac - with 
an open architecture which allows additional memory and add-on cards ro be added 
by the customer. After Steve Jobs left Apple in 1985, Gassee was named head of 
Product Development. The Open Mac turned into the Mac II and never turned 
back, eventually growing into the Quadra 950. 

The push for greater processing speed found Apple teaming with IBM, as 
well as Motorola, to produce the PowerPC. They have been able to create much 
more efficient processors using Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC). The 
Macintosh hardware has continued to evolve with successively faster PowerPC 
releases. 

~~~~~~~~~~"ii Macintosh Staff 

The Macintosh development team 
worked extremely long hours under 
great pressure. They always attempted 
to keep themselves upbeat and driving, 
no matter how long they worked. 

With this sweatshirt the team mocks 
Time magazine for attempting to report 
on unreleased products. Time, in 
concluding an article on the Lisa 
introduction, wrote ')l,pple is working 
on a scaled-down version of Lisa called 
Mackintosh (sic)." 
ti Gene Carter Macintosh 

One of the early- if not the fi rst - Mac shirts. 
The Macintosh portion is purposefully hard to 
read, making the shirt suitable for display in 
public. (This shirt is being worn in a photo on 
page 106 of The Mac Bathroom Reader.) 
ti PamShukait 

-
Macintosh 

Macintosh 128K 
Given to the Mac group, who only 
numbered about 100 at this time, 
just prior to the 1984 Super Bowl 
ad. The ad and shirts were 
teasers for the upcoming 
announcement of the Mac 128K. 

~----------------------~ ~------------___, ti Colelle Aske/and 



Macintosh 
Macintosh Signature 
The identity of the Macintosh was being 
established by the new use of the 
Garamond typeface. 
ti Karen Brewer 

MACINTOSH 
SOFTWARE 

\VE ARE NOT AUTHORIZED 
TO COMMENT ON 

UNANNOUNCED PRODUCTS. 

Ii 
Macintosh Software 
About the time the Mac II was being developed, there 
were many leaks about future product details. An internal 
campaign was launched to reduce the tendency of 
engineers to become very excited about their work and 
tell all. This included an education campaign by Security 
to let employees know about lunchtime spies who would 
sit near groups of Apple engineers at local haunts to get 
news on features and product development. The software 
team got very tight-lipped and took measures to reduce 
leaks. They created this shirt to emphasize the effon. 
ti Pam Shukait 

Macintosh 
Applications & Utilities Group 

Macintosh Software 
A team identity shin for the Macintosh 
Applications and Utilities Group, which included 
System, Finder, Control Panels and MacPaint 
development. 
ti Brian McGhie 

Macintosh 13 

Macintosh .. 
1000 

eeeel= 
Macintosh Signature 
II Apple Reco1ds Management Archives 

Fremont Manufacturing 
This shirt commemorated a milestone for the 
swing shift at the new Macintosh factory in 
Fremont, as they were making 1000 units each 
night by mid-1984. 
ti Mario Gomez 

l.B.M. 
I B U I' L D MACS 

Fremont Manufacturing 
The Fremont employees build team identity with an eye towards the competition. 
ti Jeanne Carter 
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Open 

Mac 

Macintosh II 
Jean-Louis Gassee had always thought the 
Macintosh needed an open architecture, like the 
Apple II computers, to make it successful. 
However, this conflicted with Steve Jobs' view of 
the Mac as an "appliance." 

When Jobs was ousted and Gassee was 
named head of Product Development, he got to 

Macintosh 
Bomb Squad 

System 3.2 Finder 5.3 

June 6, 1986 

Apple T-Shirts 

••• 

System 1.1 
System 3.2 and Finder 5.3, officially 
called Macintosh System 1.1, were 
released six months after the 
introduction of the Mac Plus. 
Development needed to be fast 
because System 3.1 and Finder 5.2, 
which shipped with the Mac Plus, 
were very unstable. 
ti Peter Baum 

• 
D 
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order his company-car licence plate and used 
the opportunity to make this statement. His 
Open Mac initiative eventually became the Mac 
II, the first open system Macintosh. 

(This shirt was made in June, 1986, as 
indicated by the expiration date of the license 
plate's annual registration.) 
ti GinnyReed 

• 

Turbo Mac 
Turbo Mac was to be the first upgrade after the Macintosh 
512K, due out at the end of 1984. The project was 
cancelled and eventually became the Mac Plus. The sleeves 
of this shirt came pre-sliced with stylish tears that were 
very avant-garde! 
ti Brian McGhie 

• ~-· • • 
~ .. •• .. . .. • 

Macintosh II 
A more conservative 
polo shirt for the Open 
Mac development team . 
ti Colette Aske/and 



The Origins 
of "ikki" 

A team of Mac engineers, including 
Brian Berkeley, John Medica, Roy 
Askeland, and Mario Gomez, went to 
Japan to visit Sony in 1986. For an 
intense week they reviewed monitors 
and power supplies. Sony treated them 
like VIPs. 

The team and their hosts went out 
drinking every night. In Japan, an 
employee is normally very reserved and 
submitting, but it is an accepted ritual to 
get drunk with your boss and vent your 
true feelings. Brian was trying to learn 
Japanese that trip and wrote down the 
salutation "ikki" on a napkin to learn it 
(Roy still has the napkin). Roughly 
translated, ikki means "bottoms up" or 
"chug-a-lug." 

The engineering team shouted 
"ikki" many times that week. They told 
Sony- and were told in return - what 
they thought of each others' designs 
(both the good and the bad). After a 
successful tiip they decided to form the 
"ikki team" on the plane ride home. 

, 
• MAUI TEAM 

Macintosh SE 
Maui was one of many codenames used 
for the Mac SE. 
• Laura Strandberg 

Macintosh 15 

Macintosh II 
"ikki" was one of the codenames used for the 
development of the Mac II. (See sidebar.) 
• Laura Strandberg 

I c 
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Macintosh II 
Beck's was also one of the codenames used 
for the development of the Mac II. 

Brian Berkeley, John Medica, and Roy 
Askeland loved Beck's Beer! During the Mac 
development the design team was traveling 
to Japan quite frequently. After a week in 
Japan they would go to Hong Kong on Friday 
before returning home. Beck's was not 
readily available in Hong Kong so John (the 

Macintosh II 

Program Manager) would have the beer 
shipped to the Shangrila Hotel so it would be 
waiting on ice when he arrived. 

This shirt uses the Beck's Beer corporate 
logo. The team stopped using the codename 
because of copyright complaints from Beck's 
- although Beck's has now graciously 
allowed us permission to reprint the shirt. 
• Roy Aske/and 

Milwaukee followed the beer theme as another Mac II codename. 
• Roy Aske/and 
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S Macintosh SE 
Devel~ment Team 

Macintosh SE 
This shin was created at the release of the Mac 
SE in 1987. It includes all the codenames used 
during the project - Z2, Plus Plus, Aladdin, 
Freepon, Maui, and Chablis. 
• Brian McGhie 

Apple T-Shirts 

Macintosh SE 

"' i n 

Aladdin was another codename for the Mac SE, 
and the one used most often in the press. 
• Laurel Rezeau 

MultiFinder 
Juggler was the codename for the original release of MultiFinder 
in late 1987. MultiFinder was an improvement of the Switcher 
application, and was released for System 5.0. 

~JUGGLER 1.0 (The first shin conuibuted was without the pink artwork 
shown below. Something was obviously missing. The artwork 

~------------~ wasn't found until very near the end of the book research. It is 
still a mystery why the first shin came without pink ink.) 
• Ginny Reed 

Macintosh llx 
Stratos was the codename of the Macintosh !Ix, 
released in October 1988. Pigs In Space was the 
rniginal codename of A/UX. 
• Amy Rapport 

Codenames 
Projects often had more than one 
codename - sometimes as many as five 
or six. Du1ing the 1980s it was not 
unusual for a project to change names 
every quaiter. 

Interest in upcoming Apple 
development was very high. Apple was 
an exciting company and everyone 
wanted to see what they would develop 
next. Media pressure was high and so 
was the excitement of engineers. Many 
wanted the world to know about their 
latest creations and leaks would occur. 

(A company constantly needs to 
weigh the need for building public 
anticipation for upcoming products 
against tl1e decline in current sales that 
any announcements will cause while the 
public defers purchases.) 

The frequent changes were 
designed to confuse tl1e press, altl1ough 
they could confuse employees too. 
Documents could not be created with 
references to former codenarnes; when 
a natTie was changed, the former natTie 
ceased to exist. Evidence of previous 
codenatTies is difficult to find, even 
today, as an irnpo1tant and colorful pa.it 
of Apple's history fades with the 
rnemo1ies of former employees. 

Macintosh SE/30 
The Macintosh SE was updated with a 68030 
processor. Apple was still a young company and 
many employees were just celebrating their 
thinieth binhdays. 
• Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 
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Macintosh SE/30 
Roadrunner was the codename of the Macintosh 
SE/:\O, released in January 1989. 
ti Amy Rapport 

Macintosh llcx 
The Macintosh llcx was released in March 1989. 
ti Laura Strandberg 

Macintosh llci 
The Mac llci, codenamed Pacific, was released in 
September 1989. 
ti Mike Lem 

Macintosh 

Macintosh llcx 
Codenamed Cobra, the Macintosh 
llcx was released in March 1989. The 
development team wanted 
something different than a t-shin 
and they got it with this pair of 
nylon running shorts. Unfonunately, 
the cobra was strategically placed in 
the front, which deterred many 
tasteful men from wearing them. 
S Brian McGhie 

I'm taking the country 
by storm. 

Macintosh llcx 

17 

TI1is shin was from the Mac llcx introduction 
in Canada. 

Macintosh llfx 
TI1e Mac IIfx was 
codenamed Stealth and 
F-19 at various times. 
ti Apple Records 
Management Archives 

S Shaan Pruden 
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Macintosh llfx 
The Mac Ilfx, codenamed Zone• 5, was released in March 1990. The 'Z' 
on this shin wrapped around the back, fading to purple, then blue, to 
complete the six-color rainbow. 
ti Brian McGbie 

Apple T-Shirts 

19-March-90 

·~~ 
.... ··-=1 

Macintosh Ufx 
Development Tcam 

Ws'1($ NOT J/1$T M$T. ... 

·~==1 ... . · ·~ 

.... Ws'tfr WICK~? F-A$T 
Macintosh Ilfx 

•• Macintosh llfx 
This shin was from the Macintosh Ilfx release 
presentation. Using "wicked" as an adverb was popular 
in New England at this time (and as far back as the early 
'70s). It is unclear how the word made it into John 
Sculley's presentation, though it may have come from 
IIfx Product Manager, Frank Casanova. 
ti B1yan Carter 

~ticks0_, .. 

Macintosh llsi 
The Macintosh Ilsi, codenamed Erickson, 
was released in October 1990. Erickson is a 
class of sailboat; this was the first in a seiies 
of nautical-themed codenames. 
ti Gin.nyReed 

ti Apple Records 
Management Arc/Jives 

TEAM 

Develq:>ment 
TEAM 

Macintosh Classic 
l11e Macintosh Classic, codenamed XO, was 
released in October 1990. 
ti Brad Burgo11 

Macintosh llsi 
ti Brad Burgon 

Mass Production 
becomes 

Mass Productivity 
Macintosh LC 
The Macintosh LC, was released in November 1990. 
This saying was from the Fall 1990 ad can1paign. 
ti Apple Creative Services Arc/Jives 



Macintosh LC 
ti Brian McGhie 

Macintosh Quadra 900 
The Quadra 900, codenamed Eclipse, also got its 
own representation on this polo shin. 
ti Goodwill Store, Sunnyvale 

Macintosh 

Macintosh Quadra 700 
ti Amy Rapport 

Macintosh Quadra 700 
The Quadra 700 codename, 
Spike, evolved to represent a 
bulldog. A popular 1V 
commercial for Kibbles and Bits, 
featuring a lumbering bulldog, 
inspired the Mo' Betta Bits 
saying. 
ti Mike Lem 

SHOOT FOR THI! MOON 
Macintosh Classic II 
The Classic II, codenamed Apollo, also got its own identity 
on this long-sleeved t-shirt. 
ti Amy Rapport 
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Fall 1991 Product Release 
The nautical theme reaches its crest with the 
release of the Classic II, PowerBook 170, Quadra 
700, Quadra 900, PowerBook 100, and 
PowerBook 140. (Also see the Ponables chapter.) 
Codenamed Apollo, Tim, Spike, Eclipse, 
Derringer, and Tim LC, respectively, each name 
is a class of sailboat. Regatta was used as the 
codename for System 7.0.1, the software update 
for these machines. 
ti Carol \Vi Iser 

Terror ROM 
Terror was the name of the Macintosh ROM 
update for 1991. 
9 Brian McGhie 
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Macintosh Quadra 950 
111e Quadra 950, codenamed Zydeco, was released 
in May 1992. 
• Mike Lem 

Macintosh llvx 
Brazil was the codename for the development of 
the Mac IIvx, the Mac IIvi and the Performa 600. 
Released in October 1992, they were the first 
machines to include a built-in CD-ROM player. 
They were extremely popular during the 
Chrisunas shopping season and there were 
major shortages. 
• Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Macint h Pe1forrna Intro 
Sc"J)tembcr, 141WZ- '~v Yor:k Public Ilbrary 

Macintosh Performa 
The Macintosh Performa 200, 400 and 600 were first 
released in September 1992 in a presentation at the New 
York Public Library. The machines were rebadged Macintosh 

Inu-OOucing d1e Macinta;h for Classic II, LC II and IIvx's, respectively. Apple tried to ream 
eve1y member of ilie family. consumers with a new marketing approach, including 

c_ ____________ __J selling the Performa in retail stores such as Sears and Circuit 

Macintosh Centris 
The Macintosh Quadra 800, Centiis 650 and 
Centris 610 were the first mid-level Macs with a 
Motorola 68040 processoi: Introduced in 
February 1993, they were codenamed Wombat 

City. The artwork was from the Fall 1992 ad campaign aimed 
at the typical fan1ily (the last frame includes the paw of the 
family dog). 
• Author's Collection 

33, Wombat 25 and WLCD, respectively (33 
and 25 were the processor speeds, in MHz). 

These models followed closely on the 
heels of the Macintosh Ilvx shortage. Centris 
650s were used to fill backorders. 
• Brad Bwgon 

Macintosh Quadra AV 
The Macintosh Quadra 840AV and Centris 
660AV were codenamed Cyclone and 
Tempest. Introduced in July 1993 and 
resembling the Quadra 800 and the 
Centris 610, these machines included 

""""'!ml"""'..<.L-"-''-~-~"-"'-..:....i audio and video input and output with 
help from a special digital AV chip, 
b1inging multimedia to mid-level Macs. 

The lettering in this shirt's artwork 
attempts to follow the six-color logo but 
blue and purple have been reversed. 
• jess Gibson 
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Macintosh LC 475 

Primus was the codename for the LC (or popular cow's name, Elsie) 475. 
Designed for the education and consumer markets, it was also bundled as 
the Performa 475 and released in November 1993. 

Buem Alm AfllllA !Id 
........ 81'111t81s .... 
CllGIPY 1111111 QllllC WlanlJBI ..... Slll1ag8- 
llllll bltt Clln El~OD ln UUJ 
Pll'll '"' TDUIOB18 - meu 
Zlfll lll .... NiwOllld 
11n CIR D1•llR ti AllY 

....... As1111t19o tm 
MIRlll Llllll H1to Rey lltdl 
flllllrfl lllllJIPI l. IPlllll 
lll'UI 1 Id SlackhDlll llrlca 
TBIJBI 8111Ul Ill I lllfdlem ...., ....,.. _. i:... 
"""' .. f191111 San.Im .... 
Allllll ClllClll~- ... 
Cb11lelle 111111 W11bl19111, D.C . 9 jess Gibson 

Macintosh Quadra 630 
The Macintosh Quadra 630 was codenamed 
Show & Tell for its multimedia capabilities, 
including an add-on 1V tuner card. 

Note that even t-shirt makers can have bad 
days. \Vhen approached for background 
information the vendor recognized this shirt as 
being "the customer from hell" due to constant 
design changes. 111e project team ended up 
receiving this shirt many months after the] uly 
1994 release date. 
9 Kevin Moore 

... Onka ...... 1111111111 
ll••• fl1r1m Gara Carcia ---Fall 1993 Product Release 

The fall products included the Performa 275, 
410, 460, 466, 467, 475, 476, and 550, the Color 
Classic II, the LC 475, the Quadra 605, 610, 650 
and 660AV, the PowerBook Duo 250 and 270c, 
and the Macintosh 1V. A colorful shirt for a 

c__ ______ ___ ____, minor product release - this shirt was sold at 

ROAD CREW 

Macintosh Quadra 630 
The Macintosh Quadra 630 was released in July 
1994 with its twins, the LC 630 and the Performa 
630, for the education and consumer markets. 
This new design introduced built-in multimedia 
capabilities to the low-cost market. It included 

• • • • 

111e Company Store. 
9 Erik Beck-Jensen 

"'· 
• • • 

• 

•• 
• • • ~ • 

• • • • 
• 

1111 • •• ... 
CD-ROM dtive, modem, television tuner, and 
audio and video input and output capabilities. It 
was also the first desktop machine to reduce 
costs by including an IDE hard drive. 
9 Keith Shukait 
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Power 

Macintosh 

1 > Performance 
2J compat11>llltV 

31 NatlVe APOl!CatklnS 

41 New Memorv Manager 

SJ AWACS 

61 Bart I, U, IN. 

Apple T-Shirts 

Power Macintosh 
Rock n' Roll was the codename for software 
developed for the Power Macintosh computer, which 
was based on the new PowerPC 601 processor. 

This is the only gray shin in the Rock n' Roll lineup, 
which featured this wild-looking cheetah. The cheetah 
represents "high energy" manager Sheila Brady who 
was in charge of the PowerPC Program Office. The 
guitar was originally designed in the shape of the 
Apple logo, but was disallowed by Creative Services 
because it did not follow logo guidelines. 

'----------------~ ti KarenBrewer 

Power Macintosh 
The Rock n' Roll theme shins were given 
to the project development teams at each 
successive communications meeting. They 
offer a clear picture of the use of t-shins 
for recognition, team identification and 
building project momentum. 
ti Carol \Vilser 

extreme pressure to 
meet its release date. 

Power Macintosh 
Each of the Rock n' Roll theme shins included a 
song title. This shin indicated the end of the 
project was near by including the checkered 
flag. Also incorporated into the design - both 
front and back - were references to the 
codenames of the three original Power Mac 
computers. The primate represented Piltdown 
Man, the nuclear symbol was for Cold Fusion 
and the stars were for Carl Sagan. (See the 
sidebar "Lawyers Are Wimps.") 
ti Mike Lem 



Power Macintosh 6100/60 
The Power Mac 6100 was codenamed Piltdown 
Man, or PDM for short. PDM was also the name 
of a European bicycle team. This archaic-style 
bicycle was d1en used throughout d1e Power 
Mac t-shirt lineup. 
ti Laura Strandberg 

Lawyers 

Are Wimps 
Apple was making a major transition 
when it began to incorporate the 
PowerPC microprocessor into the 
Macintosh lineup. Developed through a 
joint venture with IBM and Motorola, 
the new chip signaled a huge shift in 
CPU technology. 

The otiginal codenames of the 
Power Macintosh 6100/60, 7100/66 and 
8100/80 reflected the uncertainty of 
change. Piltdown Man, Carl Sagan and 
Cold Fusion, respectively, were said to 
be the greatest frauds of the twentieth 
century. When Sagan threatened a 
lawsuit over the use of his name, the 
7100 became the BHA- butt-head 
astronomer. Sagan learned of the 
derogatory adjustment and Apple's legal 
department again recommended a 
change. The 7100 finally became the 
LAW - Lawyers Are Wunps. 

Rim, fl-\i 

~J 
1-*-~J 

Macintosh 

Power Macintosh 6100/60, 7100/66 and 8100/80 
At the end of the Power Mac project the development team celebrated with this 
highly descriptive t-shin. All the codenames were represented here (see sidebar 
"Lawyers Are Wimps") including HPV and Planaria. HPV was High Power Video, the 
intelligent connector pon unique to the first Power Mac designs. Planaria was the 
optional NuBus video card. 
ti jess Gibson 

Power Macintosh 
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CHANGING THE COURSE OF COMPIJTING. FOR THE BETTER. 

This shin was from the PowerPC launch at 
Lincoln Center in New York in March 1994. The 
polygon design should have extended below the 
lettering, like the towering booth design . .A), MOTOROLA 

PowerPC 
This shin was handed out at a 
Motorola party at Macworld 
Boston in August 1993. 
ti PeterBaum 

ti Shaan Pruden 

Slow is not an option. 

S Power Macintosh· 
Power Macintosh 
This shin was available from the StaningLine catalog for Apple dealers to 
wear or give to their customers. It was later available in The Company Store. 
ti Chris VanHoy 
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"Tho.se amazing people and their flying madllnes." 
Power 

Macintosh 1M 

Power Macintosh 
This shirt was available from 
The Company Store. 
ti PamAiles 

Power Macintosh~ 
Power Macintosh 
This shirt was available from The Company Store. 
Note the gender-corrected quote. 
ti 81J!an Carter 

• Power Macintosh Update 

Tesseract. 

Tesseract was the codename of a high-end PowerPC project 
developed in parallel with the original 601 Power Macs. The 
project was discontinued in late 1994, but portions of it were 
revived to become The New Tesseract (or TNT, the Power Mac 
7500/100). The miginal development must have had a good
sized budget - the embroidered design stretches across the 
entire back of this polo shirt. 

The design on the front of this shirt shows a point, line, 
square, cube and tesseract, representing the two-dimensional 
drawings for location, distance, area, volume, and time and 
space - climensions zero through four. 

L-~--------------------~ ~---- ti Apple Records Management Archives 

9 TSUNAMI 

Power Macintosh 9500/120 
The 9500 was codenamed Tsunami for its 
amazing speed and released in July 1995. The 
artwork is "The Great Wave" by Katsushika 
Hokusai, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. It was 
also used for the PowerBook 180c c-shirt. 

[__ ___________________ ____, ti TimHolmes 



Macintosh 

Power Macintosh Update 1995 
PowerSurge was che codename for the emire 
project co updace the Power Mac lineup to che 
PowerPC 604 and 603 processors. The deskcop 
compucers also received a PC! bus design. The 
codenames of che individual machines, as 
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~-------------~ shown in che artwork, were Tsunami (Power 

Power Macintosh 7500/100 
and 8500/120 
Developmem of the cancelled Tesseracc 
project lead co TNT - The New 
Tesseracc. Nitro followed the explosive 
theme and che two projeccs became the 
first release of che 7500 and 8500, 
respectively. (This shirt was 
embroidered ac home by projecc lead 
Heacher Snow using a device connecced 
to a Macimosh by a SCSI cable. le is also 
available in deep purple, as well as chis 
very dark green.) 
ti GinnyReed 

Power Macintosh 5400/120 
The Power Mac 5400/120, codenamed Chimera, 
was incroduced in April 1996. It was che updace 
co che Power Mac 5200, che all-in-one design 
wich the CPU and display on a swivel base. 
ti Aracely Areas 

Mac 9500/120), Nitro (Power Mac 8500/120), 
TNT (Power Mac 7500/100), Cacalysc (Power 
Mac 7200;90), Alchemy (a new motherboard 
design), Marconi (Mac System Software 
updace for che new systems, v7.S.2), M2 
(PowerBook 5300), Malcolm (PowerBook 
603e Upgrade Card), AJ (PowerBook Duo 
2300), and Omega (PowerBook 190). 

Power M acintosh 7500/100 and 8500/1 20 
Codenamed TNT and Nicro, che 7500 and 8500 team was 
represemed in this artwork - as well as a few famous rnascocs and 
the recurn of the Power Mac cheecahs (shown here as tigers) . 

ti jess Gibson 

ti Nori Frasier 

Power M acintosh 7200/75 and 7200/90 
The Power Mac 7200!75 and 7200;90, codenamed Cacalysc, 
were imroduced in Augusc 1995. 
ti B1yan Carter 

Power Macintosh Update 1996 
Autobahn was che codename for che encire 
projecc co increase che processor speed of che 
Power Mac deskcop lineup. The codenarnes of 
che individual machines remained che same as in 
cheir original PowerSurge release. This bacch of 
"speed-bumped" versions were Tsunami (Power 
Mac 9500/150), Nicro (Power Mac 8500/150 & 
132), TNT (Power Mac 7600/120), and Cacalysc 
(Power Mac 7200/120 and 8200/120 & 100). The 
computer codenames are on che helmecs; 
speeds are on che shirt badges. 
ti No1i Frasier 
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Portable 

Portables 
Steve Jobs had always envisioned a notebook-size computer. Five years after the 
Macintosh release, Apple made its first attempt at portable computing. The 
Macintosh Portable was slow and power hungry with a 16 MHz 68000 processor and 
a six hour battery life. But most of all it was big and heavy. Affectionately known as 
the "Luggable," - a name derived from its early codename, Laguna - it weighed 
fifteen pounds. 

Two years late1~ in 1991, the Macintosh PowerBook was created with the 
release of the PowerBook 100/140/170 lineup. Its sleek casing and subtle curves 
won numerous industrial design awards. In 1992 Apple added the PowerBook Duo 
210 and 230 for even greater portability. 1993 saw the first color display on the 
PowerBook 180c. A new case was designed for the release of the PowerBook 520 
and 540 in 1994 and Apple again received recognition for great industrial design. 

The PowerBook 5300, released in 1995, was plagued by quality problems. It 
was recalled in early 1996 and Apple's finances hit rough terrain. In late 1996 and 
early 1997 the PowerBook 1400 and 3400 were released and have been solid 
performers. Once again a Macintosh PowerBook can be coveted by computer users 
everywhere. 

A new version of portable computing was introduced in 1992 by CEO John 
Sculley. He championed the Newton MessagePad personal digital assistant (PDA) , a 
handheld device with a touch-screen for pen-based input. The first MessagePad was 
released in 1993 amid great cmiosity. Newton sales have evolved into a niche market 
for highly mobile users who require quick input and information retrieval. 

Macintosh Portable 
The Macintosh "Luggable" was not as 
easy to carry as this marke[ing promo 
shirt leads us to believe. This is, 
however, one of many great variations 
on the 1986 ad campaign 'The power 
to be your best." 
• Brad Burgan 
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CPU .DeYelq:>ment 1eam 

•• 
Macintosh Portable 

Macintosh Portable 

The development ream received 
this shirt when the Portable 
reached irs Dvr milestone. The 
team disputes any argument that 
its two-year-old technology is 
omdated. The dinosaur head 

nyth 
shows a preview by using the 

A ing but. profile of the machine. 
~-----------~ ti Alex Rosenberg 

Codenamed Esprit, the Portable was released in September 1989. The back of 
the shin is an excellent representation of the machine. It shows a Macintosh, 
ponability, a battery and a trackball around a TF'T LCD representation of a 
screen pixel - all in a global package. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Backlit Macintosh Portable 
Aruba was the codename for the Ponable update to include a backlit LCD display in 1991. The screen was 
placed in the lower right corner on the back of the shin to emphasize the hide-and-seek theme. All the 
artwork on this shin glows in the dark. When confirming that with a colleague, Hossein Razavi, he said, 
"the screen should be bigger!" And isn't that always the complaint. 
ti Brad Burgan 

Macintosh 

Power Book 

Macintosh PowerBook 100 
This small logo was the design used on the first 
PowerBook t-shin. 
ti Keith Shukail 

Macintosh PowerBook 
This design includes the PowerBook 
script on the sleeve. It was given to the 
PowerBook group some time in 1992. 
ti Richard Bw-right 



Macintosh PowerBook 100 
111e PowerBook 100, released in October 1991, 
was codenamed Asahi, Rosebud and Deninger. 
ti Brad Burgan 

Macintosh Duo System 
Development Team 
1be best of both worlds. 

Portables 

Macintosh PowerBook 100, 140, 
and 170 
This was a promotional shirr from Marketing for 
the release of the Powerbook 100, 140 and 170 in 
October 1991. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

Und 
sie lebten 
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gh1cklich 
und 

zufrieden .. . 

• -
Macintosh PowerBook 100 and 140 
')\nd they lived happily ever aftei: .. The Power Book from Apple" 
This shirt is from a sales event to introduce the first PowerBooks 
in Germany in August 1992. 
ti Geo1ge Rath 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 210 
and 230 
111e first Duos were released in October of 1992. 
ti Mike Lem 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 210 and 230 
DB-Lite was also a codename for the first Duos and 
Companion was the Duo Dock desktop docking station. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 210 
and 230 
Bob \VI was the codename created by Product 
Manager Dave Rothschild for the first Duos. 
Their ponability and desktop uses made them 
"the Best OfBoth Worlds." 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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Macintosh PowerBook 1 SOc 
Hokusai was the codename for the PowerBook 180c released 
in June 1993. This is the first use of"The Great Wave" by 
Japanese woodblock ca1ver Katsushika Hokusai. 

Macintosh PowerBook 520 and 540 
Blackbird was the codename for the PowerBook 500 series 
released in May 1994. 
S Apple Records Management Archives 

S Keitb Sbukait 

Macintosh PowerBook Duos 
Atlantis was the codename for the Duo Dock II, 
Ansel was the Duo 250, Escher was the Duo 
270c, and Yeager was the Duo 280 and 280c. The 
Duo Dock II had a wider mouth for the taller 
280s. These Duos were released in May 1994. 
S Mike Lem 

Macintosh PowerBook 
This shirt was designed by Chris and Tim Holmes 
of the PowerBook testing team. The group was 
separated from the rest of testing and put up pirate 
flags over their cubes, "just for fun." M2 was the 
codename for the PowerBook 5300, Omega was 

}UST DID IT! 

~' filJ 
Macintosh PBlSO 
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CREATORS OF THE NEXT GENERATIO ...... ....., 
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,,_ 1'111Weni bath 
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l:':"':'..\""" Macintosh PowerBook 150 _,, . 
=:,;;.~ The PowerBook 150 was co-designed with Acer 

1f. 1V • . of Taiwan as a low-cost PowerBook. It was 
...... " 

L 1'. ~tJ codenamedJeDl-forJust (sic) Did It-not in 
-up reference to the team's work ethic but, rather, to 

,__ _ ______ :f ___ ;f._, ___ ~ their parental abilities. There were 12 babies 

the PowerBook 190, Malcolm was d1e PowerBook 
603e Upgrade Card, and AJ was the PowerBook 
Duo 2300. All were released over d1e objections of 
the quality team in August 1995. 

(Author's note: These objections were, in fact, 
raised before the product release - long before 

born to the core design team during product 
development. The 150 still managed to ship 
despite the many engineers taking Family Leave. 
The babies names and birthdays are listed on the 
back -Acer on top, Apple below. Charlotte Bell 
is the daughter of our contributor. 
S Mark Bell 

d1e battery fire incidents. A shirt - again designed 
by members of the testing team - of the "top ten 
reasons for shipping the new PowerBooks" was 
squelched by management as "too negative." It was 
never printed. The electronic file could not be 
recovered for this compilation.) 
S Nori Frasier 
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PowerBook Team '95 

Macintosh PowerBook 5300 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

Newton 

MessagePad 

Newton 
111e Newton release parry, with booths and tents 
set up in the R&D courtyard, was held for 
employees and the public in August 1993. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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• Madnt@l PowerBook 
ApJie F;xpo, Paris 1995 

Macintosh PowerBook 5300 
This shirt is from the PowerBook 5300 introduction by Apple Europe. 
The shirt was a gift to our contributor for coordinating shipment of all 
beta testing units to the field. 
ti Keith Shukait 

Newton 
This was the first shirt given to the Newton team 
in 1992. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

Newton 
This shirt identifies those who set up the Newton release parry, August 1993. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Newton 
The first Marketing shirt to 

create a corporate identity 
in 1992 
ti Apple Creative 
Services Archives 
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Newton 
These shins identified the event staff at the 
Newton booth at Macworld Boston in August 1993. 
II Richard Burright 
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Newton 
The shirt was made to create a group identity for the Newton 
Engineeting team in late 1992. 
II Colette Aske/and 

Newton MessagePad 110 
Lindy was the codename of the MessagePad 110, 
released in March 1994. Apparently the engineers 
were feeling a little stressed under the time 
constraints given for the success of the Newton. 
II Author's Collection 

LIND y 

Apple T-Shirts 

Newton 
Cadillac was the codename of a Newton hardware 
project, cancelled in 1993. 
II Richard Burright 

Newton Connection for 
Macintosh v2.0 
Newton Connection was the Macintosh 
application that allowed data to be 
synchronized between a Mac and a Newton. 
Version 2.0 was released in March 1994. 

There are many imelligent and even
tempered people working at Apple but some 
shirts can bting excitement to even the most 
stoic among us. When this shirt finally 
a.nived from the vendm; the project manager 
was noticeably proud and excited to 
distribute shi1ts to the team members of her 
first lead assignment. 

'----"'-----"--------------' II Keith Sbukait 
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"Newton 
Systems Integrator 

Newton Development "A smart step with Newton. 
A giant leap in technology:' 

December 7-8, 1993 
The second Newton developers conference was 
held in December 1994. 

The second Newton Systems Integrator and 
Value Added Resellers conference was held in 
January 1996. Newton Development 

ti Richard Burright 

The first Newton developers conference was 
held in December 1993. 
ti TimHolmes 

Prot oNewtonDev eloper • 

Developer Infom1a1ion Group 
~E 

ESSENTIALS 
Newton Development 
Developer University hosted a Newton Script 
programming class. 
ti Richard Burright 

ti Jeanne Carter 
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Newton Development 
The Newton Toolkit gave access to everything but the kitchen sink. 
ti 71m f-iolmes 
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Newton System v2.0 
The second Newton operating system was released 
in October 1996. The beta tester shirt was given 

Apple T-Shirts 

being conducted in the Newton group in late 1995. e ta when users contributed their Newton data to a test ~ 

SEveMedina e.srer 

Newton MessagePad 2000 
Q was the codename for the MessagePad 2000. The 
newt is used regularly in the Newton division. 
9 Richard Burright 



Input 

Peripherals 
This is the quiet side of Apple. Most peripheral design took place off-campus in four 
buildings on Monroe Avenue in Santa Clara. Working in relative obscurity, the 
groups producing Apple's many peripherals have created products that consumers 
(and corporate executives) tend to take for granted. When is the last time you 
thought twice about your Apple keyboard, CD-ROM drive, hard drive, laser printe1~ 
or monitor (17-inch Multiscans, notwithstanding)? 

There have been many successes and failures. Luckily the successes have had 
great longevity and the failures have been quickly removed or replaced. The 
Imaging group alone has put up some astounding numbers, accounting for $1 
billion of Apple's sales revenue at one point in the early 1990s. Apple would not 
have kept itself going without such workhorses as the LaserWriter Ilg, the Macintosh 
13-Inch RGB Display or the Apple Color OneScanner. 

On the downside, there seems to be a never-ending lineup of fax-modem
answering machine-scanner-copier-CD-ROM-1V-based-game machines that will also 

Accessories Products Group 
APG was the Accessories Product Group from Southern California. 
This vendor made keyboards for the Apple II and early Macintosh 
computers and was eventually bought by Apple. 
ti Pam Shukail 

continued 
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turn the lights out for you. Most have been cancelled, although Pippin and PowerCD 
actually came to market. 

Yet another overlooked reason for Apple's blazing downfall in 1996 and 1997 
has been the decreased revenues from petipherals. In an attempt to change, Apple 
replaced Canon-based inkjet ptinters with Hewlett Packard engines in early 1997. It 
may have been too little too late as there have even been rumors that Apple will 
simply close operations on the Imaging group without considering a spinoff. 

' 
llJ rn w 
lliJ ll1 ii 
~ &!1 [f] 

~ ~ ~ 
ti] ~ 
fJ EfJ . 
[J] & [[5J ~ ii S. Apple Exrended Keyboard II 

A PG on the mtWB 

Accessories Products Group 
After the Accessories Product Group was bought by Apple, 
the team moved into "Little Bubb" - Bubb 1 at 10260 
Bubb Road in Cupettino. This shin includes a modification 
of tl1e old wooden sign in front of the building. Today a 
bright blue roof facade has been added and the building is 
occupied by Nrnian. 
9 Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple OneScanner 

Apple Extended Keyboard II 
The Apple Extended Keyboard II was codenamed Gatsby and released in 1990. 
9 john Dasher 

Paladin Project 
Also referred to as Project X, the Paladin project 
was a fax, scanner, modem, and answering machine 
all in one. The project was cancelled in 1994. 
9 jess Gibson 

WinDome was the codename for the Windows version of the Apple OneScanner, 
which had been codenamed Half Dome and released in September 1991. 

Apple QuickTake 100 
Venus was the codename for the 
QuickTake 100 digital camera. 
9 Apple Creative Services 
Archives 

9 Brian Carter 
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Apple CD600 
Hollywood was the codename for the CD600 
4x CD-ROM player released in June 1995 
ti Matt Peterson 

Apple Bx CD-ROM 
Stingray was the codename of the Sx CD-ROM 
drive released in June 1996. 
ti Nori Frasier 
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ti PowerCD 

Apple PowerCD 
The PowerCD was a Phillips-designed 
ponable CD player with PhotoCD 
capabilities released in March 1993. 
Besides connecting to a Macintosh 
SCSI pon, the PowerCD could connect 
to a television to view Photo CDs. 
ti B1ian Carter 

W9LfPACK 

Floppy Drive 
Wolfpack was the codename of the Sony floppy disk 
drive released in 1992. The new dtive was designed 
without the auto-insen feature of early Macs and 
replaced the SuperDrive. It first appeared in the Mac 
Ilvx in October 1992. 
ti jess Gibson 

Apple is Multimedia 
Apple CD600 
This shin was designed by our conniburor for the Apple 
CD600 4x CD-ROM player Marketing promotion. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

.. 
NEW AGE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS 

NEC 
Floppy Controller 
New Age was the codename used for the floppy disk 
controller chip-set for the Quadra 840AV. 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 
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Apple HD 20 
The Apple HD 20 was the first 20 MB hard drive for Apple. It 
was released in April 1985 and sold as an external addition co 
the Macintosh. It was later part of the Turbo Mac design and 
was eventually incorporated into the Mac II. 
S Amy Rapport 

Hard Drives 
Helsinki was the codename of an unspecified 
hard drive from the early 1990s. Codenames for 
projects of this era were designated by Rita 
Taylor who was from Scandinavia. 
S jess Gibson 

Output 

Apple T-Shirts 

PowerBook Hard Drives 
Jake and Elwood were the codenan1es for the 
Conner Peripherals 20 and 40 MB hard drives. 
The 2.5 inch drives went into the PowerBook 
100, 140and170, released in October 1991. 
S Brian Carter 

Apple Hard Disk 400SC 
Eagle was the codename for the Apple Hard 
Disk 400SC released in 1991. A Ts'all is 
Japanese for eagle. 
S Brian Carter 

Apple lmageWriter II 
The ImageWriter II dot-matrix printer was released in 
September 1985. 
S Amy Rapport 

•• Jake & Elwood 
'91 Tour 

AND RELA X 

Apple lmageWriter LQ 
The ImageWriter LQ letter-quality dot-matrix 
printer was released in August 1987. 
S Judi Seip 



Apple LaserWriter II NT, SC and NTX 
The LaserWriter II NT, SC and NTX laser printers were 
released in January 1988. 
ti Colette Aske/and 

Apple LaserWriter Select 360 
Viper was the codename of the LaserWriter Select 360 laser 
printer released in October 1993. 
ti Brian Carter 

JJNi\/ ·! ' .:-; ' 'lVIjO 'N · · -~~ R 
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Apple Imaging Group 
ti Roy Aske/and 
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Peripherals 

Apple StyleWriter 
Tabasco was the codename of the StyleWriter 
inkjet printer released in March 1990. 
ti Amy Rapport 

If you've got it, 
flauntir. 

Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor 
Kong was the codename of the Apple Two-Page 
Monochrome Monitor released in March 1989. The 
monitor came out with the Mac llcx and was designed 
to sit on top by distributing its weight evenly. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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The Apple/Kirin Dry Team 

' 
' 

, 
' A Perfect 300 Everytime 

Apple LaserWriter Hf 
Kirin Dry, after Kirin Beer from Japan, was the 
codename of the LaserWriter ill, a 300 dpi laser 
printer released in October 1991. 
ti john Dasher 

Apple Imaging 
This shirt was produced by the Imaging group 
for the 1993 sales conference in Las Vegas. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Macintosh 16-lnch Color Display 
Goldfish was the codename of the Macintosh 
16-Inch Color Display released in October 1991. 
ti Roy Aske/and 
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Communication 

&.Bess 
Macintosh PowerBook Modems 
O'Shanter & Bess were the codenames for the 
first internal PowerBook modems released in 
late 1991 with the PowerBook 100, 140 and 170. 
ti Brad Bwgon 

Productivity 

and 

Entertainment 

Apple T-Shirts 

Macintosh llci Cache Card 
The Macintosh Ilci Cache Card, codenamed American 
Express, was released in August 1990. 
ti Rick Sewill 

• Data Modem 2400 
NetComm Australia 
Au s lr a l l a n P :ir tn c. r s hlp 

Apple Data Modem 2400 
Funnelweb was the codename for the Data Modem 2400 
released in November 1989. The funnelweb spider, found 
in Australia, is one of the world's most poisonous spiders. 

Many Apple modems were developed overseas; this 
modem was created by NetComm of Australia. In Australia, 
Apple was required to invest in local companies in order 
to qualify for government sales. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Fire Wire 

GeoPort Modem 
Besides modem capabilities, 
GeoPort was designed as a 
high-speed selial pon 
architecture to let developers 
create fax, voice and data 
applications. GeoPon was first 
introduced in August 1993 
with the Quadra 840AV and 
Cenuis 66DAV. 
ti Mike Lem 

This shin is from a demonstration at Apple's Worldwide 
Developers Conference in 1996. FireWire is a high-speed 
selial bus invented by Apple in the mid-1980s. It has 
become IEEE standard 1394. Apple created a FireWire 
support extension in April 1997 to allow developers to 

standardize their products. 
ti Tim I-lolmes 

Fast Eddy 
Fast Eddy was the codename of an unreleased 
machine mentioned in 1991 as part of an early 
co-development of Sony's PlayStation. 
Connected to a television, the Apple machine 
was considered a "smart television" with a 
Macintosh interface. It was designed for games, 
interactive movies, and database access. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 
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Quadra 610 DOS PDS Card 
Royal Scam and Houdini were the 
codenames used for the DOS 
Compatibility Card, based on an Intel 
80486 processor and released in 
March 1994. It was placed into the 
Quadra 610 DOS Compatible after it 
was upgraded from the Centtis 610. 
The card was introduced at Comdex 
'93 to rave reviews but, because of 
internal conflict over its market 
positioning, it never got Apple's 
support and never became popular. 
(That, and the fact that it should have 
been a Pentium.) 
S Mark Bell 

Apple MPEG Card 
Cannes was the codename of the Apple MPEG Card 
released in November 1995. The shirt was given to the 
project team members and Performa testers for testing 
MPEG titles on shipping Performas. MPEG is a digital 
format used by the motion picture industry. The symbols 
indicate a film being shown on CD. 
s Kevin Moore 
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Bandai @Mark 
Pippin was the codename of a joint development 
that became the Bandai @Mark (@) and was 
released in March 1996. The machine was CD
ROM based with limited Mac OS capabilities. It 
was designed for games and other CD-ROM 
programs. Bandai made this shirt for the Apple 
development team. 
S Eric Towns 



System 7.0 

Mac OS 
Macintosh System Software was initially developed in conjunction with new 
hardware. The Mac Software group was part of the larger Macintosh team, 
developing not only system software but also applications, such as MacWrite, and 
utilities, such as desk accessories. 

As is evident in the shirt below, it soon became clear to the software group 
that they provided a unique identity to Apple. The group eventually was split from 
hardware development, which allowed it the freedom to pursue new features. 

The software group began work in 1988 on its largest project ever, System 7. 
The development was endlessly delayed by feature creep, instability, and an 
earthquake. It was released in 1991 and was flexible enough to sustain Macintosh 
development until Mac OS 8 was released in 1997, still substantially based on its 
System 7 predecessors. 

Development of Pink began at about the same time as System 7. It was to be 

Apple 
AlatmClock 

AppleTalk PC 
AppleWriter II 

Apple Works 
AppleShare 
AppleFax 

AppleScan A/UX AppleUnk 
Acces.s Privileges • APW AppleTalk • Acoess II 

AppJeSoft Basic • AppleUne 3270 • Apple II System UUllties 

Apple is a Software Company 
AppleShare PC •Apple U Pascal , Apple II DOS •Apple IIc llOM 
Apple File Exchanae • Apple Ile OM • Apple lliS ROM • CDEV1 

Apple D Syum Diak • Backsrounder • Calculator • CloleVlew 
CD RO.M • Cbooser • Color Quic.kDtaw • Control Pa • H'PS 
Color Picker • Desk Accessones • Disk P Aid • Easy 
Ether'fallc • Finder • FindPile • Font/DA MOYer • Fontl • G&'OS 
Guided Tour Disks • HD Backup • HD SC Senip • Hi8b Siem 
Human Interface Guidellncs • HypetCard • HypeiScan • Inaller 
ImagCWriter Drivers • Map • Imtant Puca! • lnlemalioaal UtilJda 

1/0 Drivers • Kanjffalk • Keycaps • Laser Prep • LaserWriret Driven 
LasetShare • Usa Woriahop. Lisa ?n •Logo II• MacApp • Ma~w 
MacintoSh Assembler • Macintosh C • Macinto.'11 II ROM • Madnroeh PucaJ 
Macintosh Plus ROM • MacintoSh SE ROM • Macintosh System Diak • MAX 

Macintosh System Utilities • Macintosh Toolbox & Managers • MacPalm 
MacPro)ect • MacroMaker . MacsBug • MacTennlnal • MacTe5l • MPW 

MacWorkStation • MacWrite • MultiFinder • PrintMonitor • SA.NE 
MacWorks • Prooos • Projector • Puzzle • QuickDraw • SADE 

Responder • Resl!dit • Sound Manager • Saipt Ma.nqier 
Smalltalk • SctapBoo.k • Video ROMs • TeadlTat 

Tape Backup • Virus Rx SQA Tat Tools 
ZhongwenTalk Switcher 

Apple Software 

This shirt was produced by an executive in the predecessor of the 
AppleSoft division in 1988. Apple was still considered a hardware 
company with software playing a supporting role. This built recognition 
of the team's software contributions and raised team morale. 
• Apple Records Management Archives 

continued 
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the next generation of the Macintosh system. When Apple and IBM joined together 
in 1991, Pink was transferred to Taligent, their new joint venture company. After the 
merger, the direction and focus of Pink was broadened beyond just the Mac. 
However, the mission was never well-defined and its development languished. 

Macintosh system software underwent major revisions with System 7.1 in 
1992, System 7.5 in 1994, and System 7.6 in 1997. In late 1994 Marketing gave 
System Software a new name, the Mac OS. 

Development of the next generation operating system, publicly known as 
Copland, began in 1994. As with so many systems before it, it suffered from feature 
creep and lack of focus. As Apple began to lose money in 1996, Copland 
development strained. Without much to show for almost three years of work and 
no real direction, the project was cancelled when Apple bought NeXT Corporation 
in late 1996. Apple has now concentrated its new OS plans on NeXT technology 
with a system it calls Rhapsody. It continues to support the Mac OS with focused 
releases such as Mac OS 8 and Allegro. 

System 7 Beta Release 
A pany was held at the Monterey Bay Aquarium 
in September 1990 to celebrate the Beta Release. 
ti Mike Lem 

Mac OS Software 
ti Amy Rappol'I 

System 7 SQA 

* 

This shirt was produced by the 
System 7 Quality department in 
1991. System 7 used the 
codename Big Bang during part 
of its development. 
ti Amy Rapport 

System 7 SQA 
This shirt was produced by the System 7 
Quality department in 1990. 
ti Brian McGhie 
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Feature Creatures 

Mac OS Team 
This shin, designed by Lynn Bekkala about the 
time of the movie Dead Poets Society, shows a 
monstrous representation of some of the 
programmers in the core Mac OS team. 
Accounts differ, so the engineers may include: 
Bill Bruffey, David Harrison,Joe Buckecz, David 
Feldman and, from The 7. 0 Wisdom Book, Jay 
Moreland, Carl Hewitt, Eric Anderson, Rich 
Castro, Mike Puckett, Helder Ramalho and 
Kenny Tung. Available in a sweatshin and t-shin, 
sweatshins went only to the core team. 
ti Brian McGhie 

System 7.0 
There were a few steps to take to ensure a 
smooth installation of System 7. Desktop 
Services created this shin for the technicians 
who supponed machines for Apple employees. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Mac OS 

The 1989 Earthquake 
System 7 development had its schedule slip 
substantially because of the earthquake. This shirt 
was made to boost morale. (The team was a litde 
disappointed when the final Richter scale reading 
came in at 7.1 .) 
ti Carol \Vilser 

System 7.0 
System 7 was finally released in May 1991. The 
Quality department made a shin to 

commemorate their relief. 
ti Carol Wilser 

~ 
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MANIA 

System 7.0 

The7--. 
The7cleadlyllna. 

The 7voragea of Slnbad. 
The7Mll ....... of the 

wortcL 
The7colors 
ofthe~ 

The 7 mtlcles of the 
U.S. Constitution. 
Andof~_ 

Snow White and the 
7clwarfs. 
lbc nunilcr 7, 

wblcb lw played a~ role througbow hislory, 
Is about ID cm. the~ of pcnonal computing. 

ti 
s~ 7 for Macinl05h. History in the making. 

System 7.0 
This Marketing promo shirt was created by 
Andy Dreyfus. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 
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When System 7 was finally released in May 1991, this shirt was 
given to d1e project teams. 111ey were considered maniacs 
because they worked so hard and so long. 111e hair on che back 
was modeled after Linda Lamar, Engineering Project Manager, who 
got a new spiral perm duiing development. 
ti Karen Brewer 
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The Blue 
Meanies 

Working at Apple has always been a free
wheeling affair for engineers. Creativity is 
encouraged and promoted. But this 
freedom can seriously hamper a 
development schedule. As engineers put 
new ideas into their software they may be 
entering new bugs or creating conflicts 
with previous code. Those conflicts may 
even be in code from other engineers. It 
all has to be tested and retested to find 
any bugs for revision. The delays caused 
by slowly adding these new ideas are 
known as feature creep. 

Enter the Blue Meanies. This 
engineering review team was formed in 
1990 when System 7, codenamed Blue, 

Apple T-Shirts 

• 
THE BLUE. 

THE PROUD. 
THE MEAN. 

Blue Meanies 
The Blue Meanies engineering review team had a major role in System 7 
development. This shirt, designed by Lynn Bekkala, emphasizes that role by 
showing diskettes for each of the alpha and beta revisions of the System 7 
development cycle. The team's ruthlessness can be seen in their modification 
of the U.S. Marine Corps slogan. A sweatshirt was reserved for the core team. 
ti Brian McGhie 
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THE FUTURE OF RESOURCE ENFORCEMENT 

RezCop 
RezCop was a stand-alone application used as a 
test tool by the Blue Meanies. The tool would 
search application code to determine whether 
resources had been used correctly. 
ti Brian McGhie 

went beta. They were given great power to 
determine the direction of system 
software development. The team was 
named after the Blue Meanies in the 
Beatles movie Yellow Submarine. 
(AppleShare servers within the group had 
names like Flying Glove.) 

The Blue Meanies would review 
projects and products to determine their 
merit, then make recommendations to the 
engineers. They performed some code 
review and delivered software and bug 
fixes when needed. From The 7.0 Wisdom 
Book, the Blue Meanies included Darin 
Adler, Scott Boyd, Chris Derossi, Cindy 
Jasper, Greg Marriott, Brian McGhie, 
Beattice Sochor and Dean Yu. 

The team was abandoned before the 

release of System 7.5 because of 
resentment of their power. They ended up 
providing software leads for Systems 7.0, 
7.1 and 7.5. System 7.5 continued to have 
a strong lead committee but its schedule 
was still delayed. It, too, had some feature 
creep. 

The review team was not missed 
until Copland development started to lose 
its focus, about one year later. Copland 
was eventually cancelled when Apple 
started to draw a clear plan for its future 
software. 

Currently, Apple has recognized the 
need for a strong and focused review team 
such as the Blue Meanies and, according 
to Mac OS Engineering V.P. Steven Glass, 
"hopefully, without the 'mean'." 



Pink 

The Creation 

of Pink 
During early System 7 development a 
group meeting was held to determine 
the features that would enhance the 
Macintosh in the future. This 
brainstorming session produced many 
suggestions; each idea was written on 
either a pink or blue card. 

When the group was finished they 
sorted ideas into two categories for 
current development and future plans. 
When all was settled most of the cards in 
the current pile were blue, most in the 
future pile were pink. And so, System 7 
was named Blue and the future system 
was named Pink. 

System 7.1 

Mac OS 

Pink 
Pink was to be the next major system software 
release after Blue. It eventually went to Taligent 
for development. This shirt was made for the 
team in 1990. 
ti RickSewill 

Jaguar 
Jaguar was the codename for a Motorola 
88000-processor machine under development 
at Apple. The development team was looking 
for an operating system and chose Pink. 88000 
development was later cancelled in favor of 
the PowerPC. 
ti RickSewill 
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Pink 
The Pink group was moving to 
different buildings quite frequently 
- from Bubb to Clyde to DeAnza. 
The group created this shirt to 

commemorate their survival in the 
small Clyde Avenue outpost in 
Mountain View, far from the 
Cupertino campus. 
ti RickSewill 

Taligent 
As part of a joint venture with IBM in 1991 the 
Pink operating system went to Taligent for 
further development. The top photo is an 
embroidered polo shirt; the bottom is a 
printed t-shirt. 
ti Ginny Reed, Chn·s Holmes 

System 7.1 
Cube-E was the codename 
of System 7.1, released in 
November 1992. The project 
was supposed to conform to 
IEEE standards, and was 
originally named "I Thpoli" 
by Project Manager, Candyse 
Weckel. The name didn't 
catch on and was 
occasionally substituted with 

"£-cubed." When the band The Residents produced an album titled 
"Cube-E," the name was quickly adopted. 

There was a question of whether to develop another version of 
System 7. System 7.1 incorporated WorldScript to allow multiple 
language capabilities. 
ti Bill Christman 
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Hit squads were 
formed to perform 
"quicklooks" of newly 
released software 
builds before releasing 
them to general 
testing; they were the first to "hit" the software. 
The story goes that "hit squad" was misspelled in 
a memo and the name stuck. The Hie Squids are 
known to have tested System 7.1 (codenamed 
Cube-E) and System 7,5. 
• Karen Brewer 

System 7.1 
System 7.1 included WorldScript which 
allowed multiple languages to be 
supponed at once. It involved a small 
amount of engineering but a Joe of 
testing, System 7. 1 was a universal 
release - it was released at the same 
time all over the world. 
• Brian McGhie 
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MACINTOSH SYSTEM 
SOFTWARE 

System 7.1 
This shin was given to all who attended a 
three-day System Software off-site in Monterey 
in September 1992. All the food and hotel 
accommodations were paid fo[ 111ere were 
great spreads of food wherever they went 
Attendees had beach panies and volleyball 
matches. There is a large photo of rhe group in 
the lobby of R&D 2. 

The off-site would be considered "the glut 
before the cut" when nine months later there 
was a major Apple layoff An engineer who had 
been let go was later seen wearing a modified 
version of this shin that said, "Imagine - I've 
been laid off" 
• Carol \Vilser 

I I'M QE~PON~IBLEI I 

DRI 

Macintosh System Software 

IMINE'0 ON THE LINE I 
System 7.1 
The System 7.1 DRI's were each given this shin. The title 
"Directly Responsible lncliviclual" was given to key 
decision-makers in the development tean1. "Mine's On 
111e Line" was separated from the ORI cross-hairs and sac 
very low in the back of the shin, essentially covering the 
wearer's rear encl. 
• Karen Brewer 

System 7.1 Pro 
Jirocho was the codename of System 7.1 Pro, 
released in November 1993. It was aimed at 
enterprise users and included many new 
developments soon to be included in System 7,5. 
•Lynn Shade 
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System 75 • Capone 

System 7.5 
This shin was given to the engineering team just 
before the beta release. 
9 Laura Strandberg 

System 7.5 
The front of this shin was created by 
engineer Alex Rosenberg in May 1994. 
Much to management's dismay, the shins 
were worn by the engineering team during 
Capone presentations at the Worldwide 
Developers Conference. The developers 
appreciated die reference to other 
operating systems. The back was designed 
by tester Tristan Farnon and the shill was 
sold at Macworld Boston in August 1994 to 
celebrate the release of System 7.S. 
9 Mario Murphy 

System 7.5 
System 7.S was codenamed Capone in response to Microsoft's development of 
Chicago- Windows 95 

This shin shows Mrs. O'Leary's legendary cow, said to have starred the great fire 
that destroyed Chicago. The saying at the bottom describes the System 7.5 engineers' 
hopes for their users. It is a modification of the 1994 ad campaign "It does more. It 
costs less. It's that simple." 

The shill was given to the entire project team at a pany to celebrate the beta 
release of System 7.S in May 1994. 
9 jess Gibson 

~~~~~~~~~~~~----~ 

System 7.5 
This sweatshill was created by Mila Carey. 
She wanted a simple design without any 
drawings on the back that would be 
covered by her long hair. 

The vendor made the first version with 
the colors switched around completely. 
(Mila said, "Who ever heard of a blue violin 
case?'') The vendor ended up making the 
correct lot for free and sold the mistakes to 

.-------------------. Apple at a steep discount. 
The correct version was given tO the 

core engineering team at the beta release 
pany in May 1994. With a second lot of 
sweatshins on hand, it was later decided 
that the "mistakes" would be distributed to 
those that the core-project team-leads 
thought were deserving, to recognize d1eir 
contributions. 
9 Bn·an McGhie 
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Macintosh 
~II.~ 
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System 7.5 

System 7.5 
This shirt was from the System 7.5 release party 
in the R&D campus courtyard in August 1994. 
ti Eve Medina 

System 7.5 

.llaci11tosb 

\ystem 7.; 

Apple T-Shirts 

Only System 7.5 users 
know for sure. 

Terms and Conditions 

far •t'aling 1his promo<iooJI shin. 

f) Shin ~good now lhruugh 1he time 11 hecumcs' ar·• .... lhing """"°'Y· 

2) Shin must be wm1 ~only one proon a< a um<. 

3) Apple' rc•em:s the fl!lh110 bundc:r shin •ithout notice. 

4) \fearing shirt •-hiJe u..<ing non-Apple pmclu<t5 may ci1"" di.'<Olontioo, 
disoricrmuion. d~10u!'ion, and dismay. 

5) Shin flO{ ,'lfid in conjulllikn1 ~i1h ~1ricli\ie nedrn·car. 

8) Ln<t, bie. or rnisdirt.'Cterl ocru1'1111 of sltin • jus11ha1 and l10I the 
rc.<ponsibili1r of Apple Cnrnp111t:1, Inc .. or i" subsidiaries. 

7) Wmdoo>~ user.;, Fur •s.<i>t>nct puning on >hin, 25i< BOB~ 

7.5) E"<fJ' clfon ha.< been nude 10 ensure the tirn< fea<urcd on >hin ~ 
accu!<ltC, b:N:d on a ono-><rond omirrcnc.. ""'!' 12 hours. toice a tbj·. 

t Pants :md sods romp:uihili~· require l:ten color roon:liO<llion :md a 
rool Apple~ \f>tch . 

•• 
This shirt was from the System 7.5 Marketing promo package 
that also included the watch pictured on the front. 
ti Nori Frasier 

SegaMac Team 

SegaMac 
Alex Rosenberg managed to put the 
Mac OS on a Sega cartridge in May 
1995. TI1e Sega machine would launch 
the Mac OS, including the Welcome 
dialog box shown on the back of this 
shirt, and allow the user to move the 
cursor arrow with a joystick. Then it 
would crash. It did, however, win an 
award at the MacHack Expo in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. Alex p1inted these 
shirts and gave them to friends. 
ti Eve Medina 
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System 7.5 
TI1is shirt was given to the core engineering team early in the 
System 7.5 development. 
ti Karen Brewer 

System 7.5 
This shirt was made to commemorate the "cut
in" in December 1994 when all new Macs were 
shipped with System 7.5. 
ti Brian McGhie 

S,1tem l:Jptlete S .9 
81etem 7sl 1:1pclete i :9 

Sy.tem 9 .S.? 
Install This Damn Thing 

System 7 .5 Update 2.0 
System 7.5 Update 2.0 was released in April 1996. The 
development team was not told until the last minute what 
Marketing would name the update. 
ti Eve Medina 



OS Confusion 
In naming System Software, Apple started to get 
confused after the release of System 7.1 Pro. A 
number of updates were released without version 
numbers. A user who had installed these fixes could 
not easily know the state of their computer if he did 
not remember the installation. 

After the release of System 7.5, an attempt was 
made to improve this system. The 
first update was a collection of bug 
fixes called System 7.5 Update 1.0, 
released in March 1995. It was 

Mac OS 

followed by System 7.5.2, an 
update exclusively for the release 
of PowerSurge (the 604-based 
Power Macintosh 9500/132, et al.) 
in August 1995. 

You've always been part of the picture. 
We've just made it official. 

System 7.5 Update 2.0 was to be released in the 
fall of 1995 with more bug fixes for NuBus-based 
Macs. However, it was scheduled to be released just 
after the introduction of Autobahn (the PCI Bus 
Power Macintosh 9500/150, et al.), which it would 
not support. In an attempt to avoid confusion, 
Update 2.0 was delayed to April 1996 to include 
Autobahn updates in a single package. 

Internally, Update 2.0 was codenamed Thag, 
after a character in a Far Side comic (LO had 
similarly been called Danook); the Autobahn system 
was called Zeus. Now, and for the rest of time, 
System update 2.0 is known internally as "Zhag." 

Things got worse before they got bette[ 
Development since has included systems and 
updates named Bustet; Son ofBuster, Btide of 
Buste1; Ides ofBustet; Unity, Harmony, Tempo, 
Allegro and Rhapsody. Huh?! 

Mac OS 
Macintosh System Software had its name 
changed in September 1994. Marketing created 
the "Mac OS" and produced this new icon. This 
was in response to the ubiquitous Windows logo 
that was being placed on software packaging 
throughout the world. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Copland Copland 
Internally Copland was codenamed Maxwell. The back 
of this shin shows Maxwell 's equations of light. 

The naming scheme for system software was 
devised prior to the release of System 7.5. The fu ture 
versions would be named internally after scientists and 
externally after composers from the 18th, 19th, and 
20th centuries. Thus System 7.5 became Capone 
(chosen before this arrangement) and Mozan, 8.0 
became Maxwell and Copland, and (the concept of) 
9.0 became Edison and Gerschwin. 

111is shin was given to those who filled out a 
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Mac OS 
Evangelism created this shirr to promote the new logo. 
ti TimHolmes 

MacOS 
Mac OS 
Representing a program codenamed Software 
Storm, this shin was created in December 1996 
as pan of a Developer Relations promotional 
campaign to help third-pany developers seU 
Mac software. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

questionnaire in December 1995 about who they were 
and what they were doing. Actually, it seemed to have 
been done to find out who was working on the project. 
(Everyone promptly ftlled out the form because they 
got a shin.) 
ti Laura Strandberg 
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Macintosh 
Mystery 

OS 

Madnr05b MyS!ro OS 

15 years in 1be making 
72 Macintosh Models 
6,000 API routines 

More !hall ten million sold 
Sprawls Ol'Cr many megaby1es 

Engineer3 working 24 hours a day 
Many s1range "!!d m)'s!eJious feacure 

Copland 

Winchg<er MysreO' Hayse 

38 )"Car3 in the making 
160rooms 

50,000 square feel 
More than ten thousand window 

Sprawls over six acres 
Carpenrers worked 24 hour3 a day 

Many srrange and mysrerious fea1ures 

As Copland development continued to slide the engineers became 
resdess. This shirt was made by engineer Tim Dierks. 
9 Ron Avitzur 

Apple T-Shirts 

Copland 
This shin was given to the entire project 
team in February 1996 for me completion 
of ORO, Developer Release Zero. It would 
be d1e only Copland release. 
9 Carol \Vilser 

I've been Simonized 

4A~ 
Aaron Extension 
Arynne Simon is a communications consultant who began u<lining Apple executives in 
1983. After an early training session, an executive came up with the phrase "I've been 
Simonized." Simon liked it and has used the phrase on t-shirts ever since. 

Somehow this shin came to be created for the 1996 Worldwide Developers Conference 
as a parody of the Aaron shareware extension. The software could be used to give System 
7 the appearance of me Copland interface (now the Mac OS 8 interface). 
9 B1ian McGhie 

COPELAND 

Mac™OS 
COPLAND 
~ 

Copland Coding Retreat 
Oops! This shirt was created for a 
series of seminars to teach 
developers about Copland. The 
graphic artist misspelled Copland 
and someone at Apple approved 
the artwork! Luckily, mere were 
only about 35 that were printed. There were, perhaps, 
two or three that weren't destroyed. 

The shirts and seminars were intended to serve the 
same purpose as the OpenDoc Coding retreats 
(covered later in this book), where there was a common 
look and feel for the events. 

CUPERTINO 

Copland 
'-'-~'----''"'--"=~--'"'--'"'----'--'----'--------' 9 Anonymous 

This shirt was worn for the Ask 111e Experts seminar at 
the 1996 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
9 Brian McGhie 

~ 
C OPLAND CODING 

~r 
CUPERTINO 

Copland Coding Retreat 
Here is the correct version. The 
shin was printed for the first retreat, 
held in conjunction wim me release 
of Copland ORO. 
• Stefan Schaefer 

Mac-OS 

Copland Coding 
Retreat 
This shin was printed 
for me second Copland 
coding retreat. 
• Tim Ho!mes 
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World Tour 
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Mac OS 
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Hong Kong SloPauJo 
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Lott Angel•• T111pel 
Munich Tokyo 

Copland Kitchen 
Early in I996 the name Kitchen began to be used 
synonymously with Coding Retreats. (For 
developers, code guidelines are called "recipes" 
and coding environments are called "kitchens.') 
Evangelism sponsored many three-day seminars 
around the globe in a giant World Tour to teach 
developers how to use Copland. These are two 
shirts from that series. 
• TimHolmes 

Copland Kitchen 
Later in I996, Copland became OS 8, and the 
World Tour continued. (The Kanji script 
translates as "text.") 
• fynnShade 

Mac OS 8 

MaeOS 8Team 

This shirt is from the Copland development 
tean1. It brings to light our contributor's opinion 
that Copland had the highest "shirt-to-ship ratio" 
of any Apple project - the number of shirts 
made, divided by d1e number of products 
actually shipped. (That may be true if we divide 
by zero, but Copland did release ORO. The 
honor may actually belong to OpenDoc, even 

~------------~ though it shipped twice - with Mac OS 7.6 and 
8.0. Our readers may perform the shirt count.) 
• Brian McGhie 
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.. ijlng NewYotk 

... ton N.wo.thl 
ertab•n• Perla 
cu.,.rttno Ian p,..ncl900 

Detroit a.nJOH 
Hong Kong UoPaulo 

Lu"-8 -ul 
London llngo,_.. 

Loo-lff T111pel 
Munich TollyO 

Copland Kitchen 
This shirt was planned for a Copland ORI 
kitchen that never occurred. Developer Release 
I was continually delayed until the project was 
finally cancelled. * Stefan Schaefer 

Hands-On Experience. 
Mac o 8 

Mac OS 8 
This shirt was given to people attending the Mac OS 8 Hands-On Lab at 
the I996 Worldwide Developers Conference. About 2200 people passed 
through the lab and got to closely =ine a pre-ORI version of Copland. 
The shirt was later received by Apple employees at an off-site at 
Blackberry Farm in Cupertino. 
• Matt Ackeret 



OpenDoc 

Software 
Apple is a software company - that is clear from the previous chapter. But Apple 
works on more than just its primary Macintosh technology. Over the years the 
company has developed hundreds of applications, extensions, and more. 

OpenDoc was one of its most ambitious projects (23 shirts will attest to that). 
The OpenDoc environment existed within the Macintosh system and allowed a 
document, called a container, to run mini-applications - live-objects - to create and 
edit different parts of the document. Any number of applications could be used, 
depending on the type of information the user wanted in his file. It was an ingenious 
concept to allow a user to have only the smaller (and less expensive) applications 
that were needed. It might also allow small development companies to create 
specialized programs and gain entry into the market. OpenDoc was, unfo1tunately, 
weighed down by its underlying complexity and was cancelled in early 1997 with few 
applications created for its use. 

One OpenDoc application was an Apple internet access package called 
Cyberdog. Apple has t1ied to provide simple e-mail access since it launched 
AppleMail in 1989. Each time it has lost focus and provided over-weighted solutions 
too big to be useful to the average user. With that burden, Cyberdog was cancelled 
with OpenDoc. 

Apple has had one e-mail success -AppleLink. Originally developed in a 

Open Doc 
The original codename for OpenDoc was Jedi - not specifically for the Star \'(.\)rs 
characters but rather for "Jed and!." Jed and I are Jed Harris and Kurt Piersol, the 
miginal architects of OpenDoc. The soipt is Chinese for "chaos." 
9 Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

continued 
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joint venture with Quantum Computer Services, AppleLink was an on-line service 
that provided e-mail and information to Apple employees and sales offices, Apple 
retailers, and third party developers. 

Apple also began to develop the AppleLink Personal Edition for customers. 
The company decided not to pursue that business and sold the technology to a 
small company who renamed it America Online. Apple later returned to AOL and 
licensed its technology to create e •World. It failed to draw interest from existing 
AppleLink customers or those who could choose the more content-rich AOL. Apple 
had planned to replace AppleLink withe• World but, with the rise of the internet, 
Apple followed the majority of current corporate systems and migrated to an 
enterprise-wide intranet. 

Before the popularity of the worldwide web, Apple created a hypertext (and 
"hyper-icon") application called HyperCard. Though it received favorable reviews, 
the hyperlink concept was not fully understood at the time and it was not widely 
adopted by content providers. HyperCard continues to be enhanced by Apple (and 
sold by the Claris Corporation) and has a loyal following. 

In the late 1980s there was an effort made at Apple to enter the business 
market. Systems such as the Mac II were designed for this purpose. Apple also chose 
to adapt UNIX to the Macintosh with A/UX. AIX is used today on Macintosh UNIX 
machines, mostly in the scientific and higher education markets. 

Apple has usually developed applications for product enhancement. It 
created the Macintosh Programmer's Workshop and MacApp to assist developers in 
making Apple applications. It has created applications ranging from PhotoFlash for 
QuickTake cameras to Macintosh Basics to assist novice users. (We're not quite sure 
where WiggleWorks fits in.) 

System maintenance and enhancements have been a continual part of Apple 
software development. Each piece of the system software is supported by a unique 
group. As innovations continue new groups are formed. And the stream oft-shirts 
continues. 

Open Doc 
Amber was adopted in 1993 as the second 
codename for OpenDoc. This shirt was worn by 
the development team at \'VWOC 1993. 
ti Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

OpenDoe.,~ 

' 

Open Doc 
This generic polo shirt was from the first cross
platform OpenDoc coding kitchen, held in Orem, 
Utah. The Macintosh programmers worked until 
midnight each night while the Windows 
engineers left at 5:00 to watch movies. Naturally, 

at the end of the week the best demos were shown on the Macintosh. 
(This shirt may be simple but at least it's photogenic. During our research 

we encountered another OpenDoc shirt, with a pattern pressed into it, that 
refused to be photographed. It's creator, Robin Wagganer, explains: "Early 
on, Chuck Piercey had created denim jackets for the team - only 5 or 6 
were made- and they had this 'embossed' logo on the back. I thought 
they were incredibly cool and tried to re-create the look on t-shirts. I 
bought high-quality shirts, however, which meant I failed. The logo jumps 
out at you when there is fading around the edges, but the shirts I got would 
not fade! Instead we called them the 'subtle' shirrs and, while they are still 
interesting, they are not as wonderful as I had hoped when I had them 
made. They were created as prizes for a contest at \'\IWDC 95. '') 
ti Sbaan Pruden 



OpenDoc 1.0 
This was the original OpenDoc logo. This shirt 
was given to the OpenDoc project team at its 
initial release in June 1995. 
• Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

OpenDoc"' 

· · ' ,'~ -~''Gil @-
Open Doc 
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OpenDoc 1.0 
This shirt was also given to the OpenDoc project team. The design, 
affectionately known as "the horns of victory," received very positive remarks. 
It was later removed by the "Logo Cop" in Corporate Identity because it 
looked too space age. 
• Rick Donnelly 

Open Doc 
This was the second - and final - OpenDoc 
logo, used at early events in 1995 and 1996 when 
Apple was still doing joint shows with IBM and 
Novell. "Thousands" of these shins were made 
and given to those who staffed a demo station at 
these events. 
• Robin \Vagganer 

Boston 
IJUILDING 

Computer 
COMP ONEN T 

Society 
8 0 FTWAKE 

June 2 6·27 • Bo1 t oa , ll A 

Open Doc 

Open Doc 
111e second OpenDoc logo, shown here from a green
sleeved jersey, was known as "the Band-Aid logo." This 
shirt was given to sales reps. at a session of the 1995 
Sales Conference who raised their hands to indicate 
they had given OpenDoc demos to their customers. At 
this early session about 20% had raised their hands but, 
showing that they were quick learners, by the last 
session it was closer to 80%. 
• Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

All three OpenDoc teams (from Apple, IBM and Novell) 
used this cartoon on shirts. C!Labs, the consortium to 
promote OpenDoc, bought usage rights for the shirts. This 
was the fi rst Apple version. 

This cartoon, created by Rich Tennant for Computer World, was the basis for a 
number of OpenDoc shirts. TI1is version was first given to attendees at the 
1995 Boston Computer Society Conference, before being sold by BCS at 
Macworld Boston. 

• Judy Hovis • Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 
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Opm1Doc 

components made easy 

~ NOVELL 

OpenDoc 
This shirt is Novell 's version of the 
Rich Tennant cartoon. This slogan 
was never used. 
9 judv f-lovis 

OpenDoc 
This shirt was made by Novell, Apple's partner to 
implement Open Doc for Wmdows. Novell 
dropped OpenDoc when their business declined 
in 1996. This was an especially racy shin for a 
conservative company from Utah. 
9 Sbaan Pruden 

UIUDOTED BY C\ lAI$ 
Open Doc 
TI1is shin is from Macworld Boston 1996. C!Labs was promoting its 
progrnm to test OpenDoc objects and would provide this label to 
those objects that communicated properly. C!Labs was Component 
Integration Labs, a consortium that promoted OpenDoc. 
9 SbaC111 Pruden 

Apple T-Shirts 

OpenDoc 1.0 
Several OpenDoc engineers formed the band 
called Eleven (from the movie Spinal Tap - "Well 
it 's one louder isn't it? It's not ten.') and played at 
a pany for OpenDoc 1.0 in 1995. An occasionally 
loud band, they rewrote the lyrics of some 
contemporary songs to satirize OpenDoc, OLE, 

and Apple in general. There 
have been requests for a 
reunion tour but nothing 
had been organized at press 
time. TI1e band members 
were: Vincent Lo - vocals; 
Constantine Nicholas -

drums; Don Olson - bass; Nick Pilch - vocals, 
keyboards; Richard Rodseth - keyboards; Geoff 
Schuller- guitar; and Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 
- keyboards, vocals. 
9 Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

l' 
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Open Doc 
TI1is shirt was worn b\' the Apple and IBM team representatives at 
Macworld San Francisco in 1996. Robin designed this shirt from 
various icons created by Vaughn-Harris. TI1e shirt was made to build 
team unity as OpenDoc was taking a beating in the press after Novell 
cancelled Windows development and IBM missed deadlines. 
9 Robin Wagganer 
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Open Doc Open Doc 
111is shirt was created to thank developers who had helped 
to evangelize OpenDoc. 

This embroidered team jacket was given to 
project members in mid-1996 after shipping 
version 1.0. ti Tim Holmes 

OpenDoc 

Retreats 

OPt..NDO(IN 
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01994 8~ 
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OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
Apple sponsored three-clay seminars for 
developers to come for intensive coding 
sessions. There was usually a theme to the 
retreat and there was always lots of junk food 
served. When the developers left they would 
have some working code to show their 

ti Laurel Rezeau 

OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
This was the second OpenDoc coding 
rmeat in 1994 (the OpenDoc team 
would sponsor more than 50 in its 
lifetime). It was named Pan Hut 
because the visiting developers would 
build OpenDoc components, or "parts." 

This Part Hut was named in honor of Kun Piersol and Jed Harris, 
the creators of OpenDoc. OpenDoc fezzes were also made for the 
Pan Hut. 111e fezzes will occasionally haunt Kun Piersol, as they 
did during a job interview when two former OpenDoc team 
members popped in to present him with this gift from his past. 

Hosting retreats in the early stages of a technology requires the 
presentation team to imbue the meeting with lots of humo1; since 
the technologies are a long way from being ready for market. In 
this kitchen in panicular, the technology was so rough around the 
edges that the evangelists had to whisk the developers away for a 
game of laser tag while Apple engineers worked furiously to fix 
the build environment and show-stopping bugs. 
ti Mark Thomas 

managers and clients. Anywhere from 20 to 50 third-party engineers 
would attend each retreat, spending time with Apple engineers and 
creating OpenDoc-basecl products. Several developers did most of their 
work while at the retreat; others got a good jump-stan. 

All of these retreats were pan of a series of developer coding kitchens 
sponsored by OpenDoc Evangelism. The anwork was developed by 
Chuck Piercey and Mark Thomas to bring a consistent look to all of the 
retreats (and so most of the shins, pens, papers, etc., could be orclerecl 
in advance). The an theme was used in 1995 for about 15 retreats. 

This shin design had a resemblance to an old stone entrance, 
reasonably pomaying the "hallowed halls" of Cupenino. 
ti 7Ym f-Io/mes 
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a • • 
QPENDOC CODING 

~rrb/r 
CUPERTINO II 

OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
ti TimHolmes 

OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
ti Robin \Vagganer 

MUNICH 

•• 
OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
ti Mark Thomas 

Apple T-Shirts 

OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
ti Shaan Pruden 

OpenDoc Coding Retreat 
ti Robin \Vagganer 

Cyberdog 
Cyberdog and friends come together in the 
OpenDoc environment. 
ti TimHolmes 
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Cyberdog 
Cyberdog Coding Retreat 
This was the first Cyberdog-themed 
kitchen. \Xlith no artwork yet 
approved for the Cyberdog logo, 
Robin Wagganer asked Steve 
Chambers to create the leaping 
Doberman. (Robin also made dog

Leashes!?\ 

tags with this logo.) TI1e design was quite popular but was 
deemed "too aggressive-looking for Apple" by the Cyberdog 
product manager. The "aggressive" dog paraphernalia, 
however, remains an all-time favmite within Evangelism. 
ti Judy Hovis 

Cyberdog 
Jim Black, Evangelist and content manager for Components 
(i.e. OpenDoc), named the prinmy Cyberdog session at 
WWDC 1996 "Cyberdog Unleashed." Robin Wagganer brought 
a Frisbee-catching dog on-stage at the start of the session and 
the crowd loved it! 

This shirr was a gift at a parry given for Cyberdog 
developers that night at the Capital Club. The fancy club, 
which has a strict dress code, was reserved using new CEO Gil 
Amelia's membership from National Semiconductor. The 
engineers attending knew nothing of the dress code, nor did 
they care, as they stormed the t-shitt box that night. 
ti Judy Hovis 

Cyberdog 
This shil1 was for the release of Cyberdog internet tools in 1996. 
ti Yvonne Tbrogmorton 

Cyberdog 
This shil1 originated at Apple Canada and was 
traded for a shi11 of U.S. origin. Evangelism had 
also considered this line for Cyberdog 
promotion. 
ti Robin \Vagganer 

Cyberdog 
This was the final logo and slogan approved for the release of 
Cyberdog 1.0 in the Spring of 1996. The logo is 
contemptuously known as "the bubble dog." 
ti Judy Hovis 
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Apple 

On-line 

Services 

Applelink CD 
This shin was made for the release of the 
AppleLink CD. All the information available 
th rough AppleLink was put on CD. It didn't quite 
fi t, though, and took two CDs. Only about 500 
copies were sold over two years. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

e•World 
e •World was intended to displace AppleLink as 
Apple's on-line service. Both were eventually 
eliminated in favor of a web browse1'based 
intranet and internet e-mail. 
ti Cbris VanHoy 

Apple T-Shirts 

A©S 
Apple Online Services 

World Wide Global AOS O!Tsite • December 1992 

Apple Online Services 
The Apple Online Services group was responsible for AppleLink and 
the AppleLink CD. In late 1992 they were just beginning their 
development of Newton communications. The pie represents the 
group creating Newton - the Personal Interactive Elecu-onics division. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

• 
AppleLink' 6.0 

therefore I am!' 
-DESCAR1ES.R 

Applelink 
111is shin was made for the release of AppleLink v6.0. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

e:World_ 
e•World 
This shin was given to all who attended the 
e•World 1.0 release pany in the R&D counyard 
in June 1994. This was e•World's marketing 
artwork and slogan. 
ti Cole/le Aske/and 

eWorld~ 

! 
eWorld~ 

! 
Beta 'Jester 

e•World 
Many Apple products are beta 
tested by employees. Internal 
e•World testers received a shin 
with this modified pocket logo. 
ti Ginny Reed 



e•World 
Golden Gate was the codename of 
e•World 1.1, released in June 1995. 
ti jess Gibson 

HyperCard 

Software 

e•World 
This was a promotional shin received by people 
touring a pre-release version ofe•World 1.0 in 
May 1994. It was also given to beta testers. 
ti Mitch Huitema 

HyperCard 

• 
HyperCarrf 

This shin celebrates the fi rst bitthday of 
Hyper\:ard 1.0, which had been released at 
Macworld Boston in August 1987. 
ti Ken Lim 

eXte~ator 

ti Goodwill Store, 
Palo Alto 

e•World 
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This shin was created at the release of e•World 
1.1 in June 1995 to show gratitude to the 
development team. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

HyperCard 
111e project team received this jacket, with the 
binhday logo stitched on the pocket. A party 
was held at Macworld Boston to celebrate the 
first binhday of HyperCard 1.0 in August 1988. 
ti Brian McGbie 
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HyperCard HyperCard 

HyperCard llGS 

Iduna was the one of the codenames ofHyperCard 
for the Apple !!Gs. (Photo by Ray Montagne.) 
• Ray Montagne 

This bowling shirt was created for the development team of 
HyperCard 1.0, released in August 1987. Each member's name 
was stitched on the front pocket. 

This shirt was given to team members in 
Publication Services who produced the fi rst 
HyperCard book in 1987 

• Brian McGhie • ;udi Seip 

HyperCard llGS 

HyperCard for the Apple Iles, released in December 1990, was 
codenamed Bui.finch. It was named for author Thomas Bui.finch 
(1796-1867), whose popular book The Age of Fable brought together 
the sto1ies of Greek mythology for the first time in the modern era. 
• Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

AIUX 
A/UX 
NUX, Apple's version of UNIX, was released in 
February 1988. NUX 1.0 was based on AT&T 
UNIX System V version 2 (5.2). NUX also 
supported Berkeley 4.2 and 4.3 extensions, 
and X Windows. 
• Brad Burgan 

A/UX 
Circle K was the codename of NUX vl.1.1, 
released in September 1989 to coincide with the 
introduction of the Macintosh Ilci. It included 
increased support for such Mac Toolbox items as 
color, LocalTalk and desk accessories. 
• Laura Strandberg 



A/UX 
• Colette Aske/and 

• 
A/UX 

-·A/U ){ 

Software 

NUX v2.0 was released in 1991 and 
included support for MultiFinder, 
EtherTalk, IN!Ts, file sharing, and 32-
bit-clean applications. 
• Patty Nation 

Why your UNIX machine 
should be a Macintosh ... 

A/UX 
This was the marketing shirt for NUX 2.0. 
• Keith Shukait 

A/UX 
NUX v3.0 was codenamed Hulk Hogan and 
released in 1992. It included System 7 features 
and Data Access Language support. This shirt 
was made by Winston Hendrickson. 
• Keith Shukait 

A/UX 

A/UX 
This shin was for the 
release of NUX 2.0. 
• Kristi Dasher 

NUX 2.0.1 included the Developers Tools 
programming environment for creating NUX 
applications. It contained a C Llbrary for access 
to the Mac Toolbox and UNIX Llbraries. 
• Pam Shukait 

MAE 
Cat-in-the-Hat 
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was the original codename of MAE, the 
Macintosh Application Environment. MAE 
allowed Macintosh applications to run on UNIX 
machines from Hewlett Packard, Sun and IBM. 
Rather than seek permission to reprint the Dr. 
Seuss characte1; the shins for the development 
team were simply bought at a retail store. 
• Shaan Pruden 
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Applications 

Script 
Hapfm. 
AppleScript 

Macintosh Basics 
Macintosh Basics was introduced with 
Performas as a training application for 
first-time users. 
ti Apple Records Management Arcbives 

This shin was first created by Mark Thomas as an incentive for the 
AppleScript engineers. They were asked to work over a weekend to prepare 
for an all-day marketing seminar, coinciding with the AppleScript alpha 
release. There was near-mutiny when the engineers who took the weekend 
off found that the hottest shin around was one that they didn't have - and it 
was for their project. After the engineers that worked that extra weekend 
wore their shins in style for about six months, they decided enough was 
enough and made them the official team shins. "Pure Guava" on the sleeve 
(not on this shin) was the differentiation that showed who was really on the 
team. The shins were later given at \Xl\XIDC 1993 to developers who wrote a 
script at the AppleSc1ipt seminar. 
• Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

Wiggle Works 
Wiggle Works 
WiggleWorks was an educational CD application released in 1994. 1l1ese 
three shins were given away at the release patty in the R&D counyard. 
They each show a character from the program. 
ti Keith Sbukait, Colette Aske/and, Elizabeth Dykstra-Erickson 

Script, Gustav, Script! 
Gooddog. 

AppleScript 
Gustav was the team mascot and codename 
for AppleScript. Gustav, a rottweiler, belonged 
to Donn Denman, one of the original 
Macintosh engineers. The saying is similar to a 
popular producer's signature at the encl of1V 
shows, "Sit, Ubu, Sit. Good dog." The 
AppleScript About... box still notes "Gustav 
van Strebel" as team mascot. 
• Apple Records Management Arcbives 



CD Setup 
This is a rough sketch of a shin design discussed for the CD 
Setup v5.1 team. The project was codenamed Monarch -
hence the drawing of "The King" with butterfly wings. CD 
Setup was released with the Apple CD600, therefore, the 4x 
CD symbol is included. The design idea was eventually 
dropped. Also discussed at the meeting- but later rejected 
- was a design of Elvis skeet-shooting CDs. 
ti Mau Peterson 

Macintosh Programmer's Workshop 
MPW vl.O, the Apple developers tool, was released in 
1986 and included all the tools necessary to create 
Macintosh software. 
ti Laura Strandberg 

MacApp 
MacApp is an object-oriented class library for 
creating Macintosh applications. It was originally 
based on Object Pascal. Initially, it was sold 
separately from MPW. 
ti Goodwill Store, Sunnyvale 

Software 

CD Setup 
CD Setup, the collection of extensions and applications 
that operate.Apple CD-ROM dtives, was codenamed 
Monarch. (It continues to be known by that name 
roday.) This shin is from the otiginal Monarch release of 
version 5.1, coinciding with the Apple CD600 release in 
the spring of 1995. 
ti jess Gibson 

MacApp 

Macintosh 
Programmer's 
Workshop 
MPW v2.0, the Apple 
developers tool, was 
released in late 1987. 
ti Amy Rapport 

Apple began tO promote MacApp with the release 
of version 2.0 in 1988. MacApp's object-miented 
class library relieves the developer from having to 
wiite every function call tO the Mac Toolbox. 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 
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Drive Setup 
Drive Setup, the hard drive initialization 
application that replaced Apple HDSC Setup, 
was codenamed Dragonfly. (It, too, 
continues tO be known by that name today.) 
Drive Setup (DSU) 1.0 included suppon for 
IDE standard hard d1ives, first included in 
the Quadra 630 and PowerBook 150. 
Development ofDSU was performed under 
the same management as CD Setup. 
ti jess Gibson 

S. De\eloper 'Ibols 
Developer Tools 
This shin includes the icon used for 
a version of MPW and shows a 
toolbox transforming into software. 
ti Amy Rapport 

I t!c!;c/J,yl ~ ~l; 
-t- SY~T.£M 7.0 . ,. .. - - ~. 

'PeJ~.FECir 10.0 
MacApp 
MacApp v3.0 was released with System 7 in 1991 
and included suppon for c+ +' 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 
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Bedrock 
Bedrock was the codename of a joint program between 
Apple and Symantec begun in the early 1990s. It was a 
development environment that would allow a coder to write 
a single program that would run on Macs with Motorola 
68000 processors and PowerPCs, and on Windows machines. 
It suffered from endless delays and was cancelled in late 1993 
before a product was released. 
41 Apple Records Management Arcbives 

PhotoFlash You oughta be 
,_ in pictures. 

Photo Flash 
PhotoFlash was the photo manipulation 
application included with QuickTake cameras. It 
was licensed from Storm Software and released 
with the QuickTake 100 camera at the Seybold 
conference in 1993. This shirt is from the 
Seybold release pany. 
41 Judy Hovis 

Graphing Calculator 
Graphing Calculator was written by Ron Avitzur 
and Greg Robbins during development of the ftrst 
Power Macs in 1993. They managed to finish their 
programming on the Apple R&D campus despite 
having been laid-off at the beginning of ci1e project. 
(Look for the complete story in early 1998 along 

~ with the release of version 2.0.) 
The aitWork for these shirts was designed using 

Calculator, moved to PageMaker, transferred to 
tape, convened to disk, and then computer 
embroidered. 
41 Ron Avitzur 

Installer 
Installer v4.0 is the universal installer program 
developed by Apple. Version 4.0 was first 
shipped with System 7.5 in 1994. It is available 
for licensing to any developer and includes the 
familiar Easy Install , Custom Install and Custom 
Remove features. 
41 Matt Ackeret 

ResEdit 
ResEdit is Apple's resource editor application 
used for modifying the internal components of 
Macintosh files and applications. This shirt is 
from the release of version 2.0. 
41 Brian McGbie 

uCalc 
NuCalc by Key Curriculum Press 
NuCalc was the codename used during the initial 
development of Graphing Calculator. It later 
became the name of the version released by Key 
Curriculum Press for Motorola 68000-based Macs. 
• Ron Avitzur 



System 

Extensions 

TrueType Fonts 
Bass was the codename for the TrueType scalable 
outline fonts. The name was used with the idea 
that when a person draws a fish they typically 
draw an outline. The flexibility of True Type was 
seen in the lettering on this shirt, shown 
mirrored upside-down. 
ti Brian McGhie 

QuickTime 
111is denim shirt was from the release of 
QuickTime 2.0 
ti Bl'ian McGhie 

Software 

TrueType Fonts 
TrueType fonts were developed in a joint effort 
with Microsoft and released as part of System 7 
in 1991. TrueType fonts are scalable outline fonts, 
meaning the computer stores information about 
a font's outer edge and resizes it as necessary. 
ti Brian McGhie 

Exceptional type for impressive results. 

QuickTime 

Apple Font Pack 
This shirt was given away at tl1e Apple booth at 
Macworld San Francisco in 1993. Apple 
announced the release of the Apple Font Pack, 
an additional 35 TrueType fonts - that 
included "Zeal." 
ti Shaan Pruden 

This shirt was made for the QuickTime 2.0 team 
when Jonathan Knowles became the product 
manager in the summer of 1995. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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Truel'ype Fonts 
Goudy was the name of the original release of 
the TrueType engine and fonts. Goudy was an 
historic figure involved in type foundry. 
ti Brian McGhie 
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QuickTime 
Ethel was the codename for the initial release of 
QuickTime for Windows. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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QuickDraw GX 
QuickDraw GX was an advanced p1inting 
technology, first released as a system update 
after System 7.1 Pro in 1993. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

AppleMail 
AppleMail was first conceived in 1989 to provide 
basic e-mail services from within Macintosh 
system software. It turned into OCE (or AOCE
Apple's Open Collaboration Environment) and 
included PowerTalk and PowerShare. AppleMail 
technology was also used in e •World. Gursharan 
Sidhu, the creator of AppleTalk, used to say, it 's 
"not just mail!" 
•Judi Seip 

Apple T-Shirts 

QuickDraw GX 
El Kabong was one of the early code names for QuickDraw 
GX. The canoon shows Quickdraw McGraw in disguise with 
a mask and cape, hitting himself over the head with a guita[ 
The character typically apprehended criminals by striking 
them and yelling, "Kabong." 
• Mike Lem 

PowerShare 

QuickDraw GX 
This shin, with the embroidered collai; was 
deemed too feminine by some men, and they 
refused to wear it. 
• Laurel Rezeau 

Digital signatures allowed PowerShare 1.0 to authenticate documents. 
Encryption was used for the data stream between the PowerTalk 
computer and the PowerShare server. The sleeve an is placed in a 
small, secret location. 
• l'vonne Tbrogmorton 

PowerTalk 
Ventoux was the codename of the PowerTalk 
AP!s (Application Programming Interface - the 
function calls used by developers to access 
Macintosh software's features). 

Ventoux is a mountain reson in France whose 
main road rises at a serious 10% grade. The town 
plays host to a number of bicycle races each year. 
Spectators, who prefer the uphill segments 
because the 1iclers pass by so slowly, will picnic 
all day along the route. It is a tradition to honor a 
favorite rider by painting his name on the road. 

Evangelist - and cyclist - Mark Altenberg 
named the project for the extended uphill battle. 
In the encl, the project team got a color p1intout 
of their names painted on the road to Vemoux. 
• EveMedina 

PowerTalk and PowerShare 
PowerTalk and PowerShare, pan of AOCE, were 
included in System 7.1 Pro in October 1993. PowerTalk 
was pan of the system software of each Mac, providing 
mail, drag-and-drop attachments, and digital signatures. 
PowerShare was located on an attached server to 
manage PowerTalk within a group. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 



•• 
The Power To Read The Rest 

Macintosh Easy Open 
This shirt was given to the project team in June 1992. Macintosh 
Easy Open provided the system greater flexibility to open files for 
which the "creator" application did not exist. 
• Rick Donnelly 

Software 

QuickDraw 3D 
QuickDraw 30 was released in 1996. It is based 
on RAVE technology - Rendering Acceleration 
Vinual Engine. 
• Tim Holmes 

Apple Guide 
Brian made this shirt to boost morale when he 
took over the Apple Guide group. 
• Brian McGhie 
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Apple Guide 
Reno was the codename of Apple Guide and 
Macintosh Guide, first released with System 7.5 
in 1994. Apple Guide provided interactive help 
and coachmarks to active applications using 
floating windows. When used in the Education 
market, Apple Guide got a lot of negative 
feedback from teachers over the "Huh?" button 
(which was actually used in the guide). 
• jess Gibson 

We've Got A Clue .. 
AtEase 
Tiny Toon was the codename of AtEase, released in 
1994. AtEase provided system protection for 
administrators and easy access for novice users. 
• Mike Lem 
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Plain Talk 
This shirt was given to volunteers who donated their voices for one hour of reading. The speech 
recognition group was collecting samples while developing the Mac's "Text-to-Speech" technology. 
That technology was also used to develop PlainTalk for System 7.1 and was the first speech 
recognition software to go into the Quadra 840AV. 
ti Karen Brewer 

ti.Macintosh 

I .. 
ChineseTalk 
This shin is from the release of the original 
ChineseTalk for System 6.0 in 1988. 
ti Brian McGhie KanjiTalk 

This shirt is from the release of the 
01iginal KanjiTalk shipped to Japan 
in April 1986. 
ti Brian McGhie 

KanjiTalk 
This shirt is from the release ofKanjiTalk 7.5, 
released in January 1995. 
ti Brian McGhie 



AppleTalk 

Networking 
Every Macintosh ever built has come with the ability to connect to a network. Each 
Mac has included a serial pon and AppleTalk software. With the introduction of 
AppleShare in 1988, a Macintosh could be used as a network ftle servec And, since 
the introduction of System 7.0 in 1991, each Mac on a network can appear to be a 
unique server. 

At about the time of the introduction of the Mac II, Apple began a great push 
into enterprise networks. In 1988 the Network and Communications group was 
formed. N&C would create connections to IBM and DEC mainframe networks, and 
many more. This chapter is a celebration of the group's prolific talents. In three 
years N&C would produce a series of hardware and software products that provided 
connectivity to almost any conceivable network. 

In the early 1990s the Apple Business Systems group, and later the Enterprise 
Systems Division, would fine-tune the connectivity products offered and begin to 
create and sell network solutions. Many of those solutions revolved around Apple's 
Workgroup Servers, as they continue to do today. 

''Ar?Tal11 is 
nor · a cable.''.. 

Apple Talk 
Gursharan Sidhu, the creator of AppleTalk, often 
said, ''.AppleTalk is not a cable." (It is a 
networking communication protocol; LocalTalk 
is a cable.) With Sidhu's strong Indian accent it 
was very memorable. He even went so far as to 
release a general memo as a reminder. 

Following the 1989 Sales conference in Kauai, 
an Apple group headed off to Waikiki. It was 
common in this group to try to imitate Sidhu's 
proclamation after a few drinks (with great 
affection; Sidhu is highly respected) and the 
subject eventually came up. After a few more 
drinks the group made its way to a small t-shirt 
shop, handed over a business card for logo 
reproduction and the rest is airbrush history. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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RAT {rat) n. 
1. Any of various long-tailed rodents resembling mice, 
but larger, esp. one of the genus Rattus. 2. In the deep 
South, the opposite of "left". 3. Remote Asynchronous 
AppleTalk. 

Remote Asynchronous AppleTalk 
Remote Asynchronous AppleTalk was a joint project with Nonhern Telecom in 1987. 
It consisted of a control panel ( cdev) and LaserWriter driver that allowed access to 
AppleTalk printers using serial connection, i.e., a modem. 

The fi rst definition is taken from the dictionary. 111e second is counesy of Ed 
\Xlischmeier's wit. The third is the name of the newly defined product. 

"""""""~=~~_..c-' """""'==-~~=~~=~~~~~--~==~ 9 PamAiles 

976 
Don't ca ll us ... 

AppleTalk Remote Access 
Codenamed 976 (like the newly popular phonesex lines 
of the late 80s), AppleTalk Remote Access vl.O allowed 
outside access to a complete AppleTalk network. Access 
was gained by calling in, leaving a phone number, and 
having the server call your modem. 

~----------------~ ~------- ti Judi Seip 

AppleTalk for Macintosh llfx 
AppleTalk was revised for the release of the 
Macintosh II IX (codenamed Zone 5). The IIIX 
had a new Input/Output design which used 
two MOS Technology 6502 microprocessors. 
The design was also used later on the 
Quadra 900 and 950 
ti Mike Lem 

Apple Talk 
The three courses listed on the sleeve were pan 
of an Apple three-day networking seminar. 
ti Judi Seip 

•• 

Open Transport 
Apple created a new network communication 
protocol in 1995 called Open Transpon. It was 
designed to be more efficient than AppleTalk, 
especially on Macs with a PC! bus. 
ti Goodwill Slore, Cuperlino 
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MacWorkStarion 

LanStar AppleTalk MacWorkStation 
Apple and Nonhern Telecom came together for 
a joint project that later became an NT product. 
• PamAiles 

MacWorkStation allows a Macintosh to 
communicate with and use IBM mainframe host 
applications as more than just a dumb terminal. 
Originally used as an internal tool, it was 
released as version 3.0 in 1988. 

Akbar & Jeff's 
Networking Hut 

(' earn) Ormerly w eenie 

Networking & Communications 
Dave Molter (Akbar) , Dick Menscher, and 
Jeff Miller (Jeff) were early members of the 
Communications group formed by Buzz 
Dean in 1988. 
• RickSewi// 

•Judi Seip 

LOOKING FOR WJANC£D COMMIJNICATIONS 
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Networking & 
Communications 
Tamara Whiteside contracted 
with Matt Groening for the 
creation of d1ese canoons in 
exchange for Apple 
equipment. 
• RickSewill 

Networking & Communications 
The Networking & Communications Group 
was often simply called "the Commies." 
• Rick Sew!// 
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Orion Artemus 
From the Apple Corporate Timeline: In 1988 
'l\pple acquired 01ion Network Systems, Inc., 
which develops and markets IBM-compatible 
Systems Network Architecture (SNA) software 

products that allow non-IBM processors to 
communicate over networks with IBM 
processors." 

Jerry Brown was upset about the 
purchase of 01ion in 1988, thinking that 
Apple could develop better products on 
its own. Artemus slew Orion in the 
stories of Greek mythology. 

ti Mike Byrne 

MCP 
Zorro was the codename of the Macintosh 
Coprocessor Platform development. 
ti RickSewill 

A/ROSE 
MRDOS (Minimum 
Realtime Distributed 
Operating System) was 
renamed A/ROSE. It was 
a kernel on a NuBus 
card, or preemptive 
multischeduled cards, 
for motherboard naming 
services and allowed 
printing from a card. 
ti RickSewill 

... lJ Jtill 
AfXJ-DOS 

ti RickSewill 

MCP 
The Macintosh Coprocessor Platform was created by Joe Hingston and 
Paul Thompson. It allowed a microprocessor, such as the Motorola 
68000, to exist on a NuBus card and to relieve the Macintosh processor of 
certain network functions. To create this "smart card," the designers 
"took processing time away from the CPU by creating communications 
controllers and adding device drivers software with protocol stacks." 
ti RickSewill 

A/ROSE 
A/ROSE (Apple Realtime Operating System 
Extension) allowed Nu Bus cards to take 
control of the Macintosh away from the CPU . 
ti RickSewill 



More connectivity. 
More functiona4ry. 

More interoperability. 
More extensibiliry. 
More flexibility. 
More power. 

More productivity. 
More consistency. 

And yes even more fun. 
' ' 

Networking & Communications 
N&C introduced a considerable number of 
new products at WWDC in 1989, many of 
which are listed on the 1989 Products 
Release shin in the Events chapter. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Token Ring 
Frodo was the codename of one of the Apple 
Token Ring products. 
ti RickSewill 

Networking 

Unleash The Power 
Of LUf>.2! 

MacAPPC 
A 3090 was an IBM mainframe. LU6.2 was 
IBM's version ofTCP;IP. MacAPPC put APPC 
(IBM's Advanced Program-to-Program 
Communications) on a Mac, on top of LU6.2, 
to let the Mac communicate with mainframes. 
ti RickSewill 

MacX 
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~ 
HacXZS Project 'li!am 

MacX25 
MacX25 was a mainfran1e communications 
protocol. MacX25 allowed Macs to connect to 

X.25 packet-switched networks. This character is 
"Cyclops" from the Marvel Comic bookX-Factor. 
S judiSeip 

DeXter was the codename of MacX, released in 1989. MacX 
enabled a Macintosh to run X \'Vtndow-based applications 
that would allow access to Digital and TCP/IP environments. 
MacX allowed Cut and Paste from X Window applications to 

Mac applications. 
The codename honored saxophonist Dexter Gordon, 

known as "Long Tall Dexter;" who was most popular during 
the 1960s. ' 
SjudiSeip 

Networking Publications 
Understanding Computer Networks was a book created for the 

~--------------~ semi-layperson in 1989 by Networking Publications. It was widely 

I understanding computer Networks S. 
I 

distributed within the company by E111i Abisher, manager of 
Networking Product Marketing. 
ti Judi Seip 
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Livonia 
Livonia was the codename of a 
LocalTalk serial card that allowed 
multiple connections to many 
different serial networks. The card, 
created by Mark Devon, was 
referred to as "the product that 
will attach to anything, even the 
kitchen sink." It was used with 
such products as the AppleTalk 
Remote Access server and the 
AppleTalk Internet Router. 
ti RickSewill 

The Communications Toolbox began to be integrated into System 
7.0 in 1989. "La voyage estas la rekompenci" translates to "the 
journey is the reward" - Steve Jobs' motivational slogan during 
Mac development. It is in Esperanto, an invented international 
language drawn from many European sources, designed to 

promote world communication and peace. Paul McCartney is inside 
the phonograph. Apple had recently settled a lawsuit with Apple 
Corps, the Beatles' recording company, after creating tl1e Apple lies 
with a dedicated audio chip, breaking their agreement not to 

reproduce sound. The team apparently thrived on caffeine - as 
shown by the well-worn paths, workers carrying Diet Coke, and 
one wearing a shirt that says "I (Coke) my (Mac)." SQL (Structured 
Query Language) was the basis of DAL (Data Access Language) that 
was made part of the System 7.0 Data Access Manager. DAL was 
formerly C!J l , acquired from Network Innovations Inc. (NII) in 
1988. NU shows up under the magnifying glass. 
S Amy Rapport 

Networking & Communications 
The N&C group had many responsibilities in 1990. 
CTB, the Communications Too!Box, was the basis of 
their work, providing all the tools necessary for 
communication development. MCP was the 
Macintosh Coprocessor Platform design standard for 
putting a mionprocessor on a NuBus card. MOSE 
was the system extension that allowed system 
functions to be taken over by an MCP card. SNAps 
was a communications protocol for lBM networks, a 
major focus of the group. CPD and CPQ were the 
Connectivity Product Development and Quali ty 

~--------o __ N~-----~ clepanments of the group. Also part of the group 
was Orion which had been bought for its SNA 
technology in 1988. 
et RickSewi/I 

Networking & Communications 
N & C Integration Testing performed quali ty 
testing in 1990 during development of System 7.0. 
et Kristi Dasher 
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AppleTalk Internet Router 
Nonh was the 1989 codename for AppleTalk 
Internet Router, software that connected multiple 
LocalTalk, EtherTalk and TokenTalk networks and 
made them act as one large network. 
ti Judi Seip 

• Data Access Language 

Over Two Billion Served! 

• 
DAL 
SQL (Structured Query Language) was the basis 
of DAL (Data Access Language). Its commands 
allowed communication with IBM and DEC 
mainframe databases over any network. 
ti Judi Seip 

DEC LanWorks 

Apple. and Digi1aJ 

inlroduce 

DEC. Lan WORKS for Macintosh. 

May I, 1990 

LanWorks was a DEC software package of client software for 
the Macintosh. It provided access to file sha1ing, printing, e
mail, applications and file conversion on a Vl\f.. mainframe. 
ti Judi Seip 

Flint was the codename 
of a network diagnostic 
tool, cancelled in 1990. 
ti Judi Seip 

AppleTalk Internet Router 
Betelgeuse was the codename for the 1992 
AppleTalk Internet Router update. Betelgeuse, 
also known as Alpha 01ionis, marks the left 
shoulder of the constellation Orion. 
ti .fudiSeip 

t h• \ 11p lf' lllglUJ .U llun 1 
"1J o111llrn1 lun in 1ht' Cllenc /St'rvc r Murketpl al•t"' 

ti. momn 
PATHWORKSN for Macintosh" 

DEC PathWorks 
Path Works was a DEC software package, co
developed with Apple in 1990, that acted as a 
nerwork gateway berween AppleTalk and 
DECnet. 
ti Judi Seip 
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Mac Terminal 
Killer Bees was the codename of MacTerminal II, 
the predecessor of MacTerminal v2.0. When the 
project fell behind schedule many of its features 
were removed to give the project new life. It 
then became known as SuperPrawn. (Photos by 
Glenn Austin.) 
ti Glenn Austin 

MaCJerminal 2.0 

Apple T-Shirts 

I • Best Seller Gets Better! I 
Mac Terminal 
MacTerminal 2.0 was released in 1990. It added 
suppon for Vf320 terminals and DEC's Local 
Area Transpon (LAT) protocol. 
ti Amy Rapport 

Network Software Installer 
NS! provided updates for all the network 
communications protocols available in the 
Communications Toolbox. Version 1.0 had been 
codenamed Lumahai. Following the Polynesian theme, 
version 2.0 was codenamed Balihai. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Network Software Installer 
NS! version 3.0 might not have seemed to be a 
necessary update. A rhyming codename was 
created, again following the Polynesian theme. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

MacTerminal 
SuperPrawn was the 
codename ofMacTerminal 
2.0. MacTerminal was a 
software application that 
allowed a Macintosh to 
emulate a VflOO terminal 
over an Ethernet or TCP;1P 
network. (111e photo has 
been altered to avoid any 
trademark confusion or 
copyright infringements.) 
ti Apple Records 
Management Archives 

Mac TCP 
Verduras was the codename of a 
version of MacTCP. The MacTCP 
control panel allowed a Macintosh to 
communicate using the TCP;1P 
protocol. It was originally released in 
1990 to communicate over IBM 
Token-Ring networks. Version 1.1 was 
released in June 1992. Verduras is 
Spanish for vegetables. 
ti Judi Seip 



APPLE ETHERNET IS PLUG AND PLAY 

NOT PLUG AND PRAY 

Ethernet NB Card 
The Apple Ethernet NB Card was released in January 1991. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

IBM · 9. 

IBM 
Apple and IBM collaborated on a 
number of networking projects as 
part of their 1991 alliance. 
ti Tim Holmes 

Networking 

. 
ISDN 

2B+D.or 
not 2B+D? 

Apple ISDN Card 
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Hardware designer Joe Hingswn created the Apple ISON 
Card and software in October 1991. 
ti Rick Sewill 

SNA•ps 5250 
B52 was the codename of SNA • ps 5250, diem 
software d1at would allow a Macintosh to 
emulate an IBM 5250 terminal for access to 
applications on an IBM AS/400 midrange 
computer. It was released in 1993 and offered by 
both Apple and IBM as pan of the effons 
stemming from their 1991 alliance. 

Apple had originally released SNA • ps 
gateway software in 1991. SNA • ps allowed a 
Macintosh to act as a peer system on IBM 
Systems Network Architecture networks using 
LU 6.2 and Type 2.1 protocols. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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Connectivity 

CARDS & CABLES 

9 ABS Connectivity Products Group 

Connectivity 
•Mike Lem 

. . . . . 
ESD ti VITAL 

VITAL 
VITAL was a network development and 
management strategy that was sold as a dass 
and binder of information through APDA 
(Apple Programmers and Developers 
Association). It was detived from Apple's own 
practices and expe1ience. ESD was the 
Enteq)l'ise Systems Division. 
•Mike Lem 

Apple T-Shirts 

Connectivity 
Apple Business Systems created solutions for the enterptise 
that included network connectivity. 
• Mike Lem 

Connectivity 
• Mike Lem 

VITAL 
According to Apple, "The VIThL technical 
architecture is a blueptint for building and 
maintaining modular, dynamic information 
systems." It was also a platform independent 
architecture. VITAL shared a similar icon with 
AppleShare v4.0, in an attempt to create a 
product fam ily identity. 
• Patrick Sln1kait 

9 ABS ·Connectivity Team 

Connectivity 
• Mike Lem 

• Connectivity 
Quality 

Connectivity Quality 
Ron Carpenter drew the 
otiginal paper cup design 
which Laurel Gamel turned 
into this colorfu l graphic for 
the test team's t-shirt in 1994. 
• Mike Lem 
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Workgroup 

Servers 

AppleShare WGS95 
007 was the codename for AppleShare 1.0, 
released in 1987. AppleShare allowed a 
Macintosh to run as a Local Area Network 
file server. 

The Workgroup Server 95 project was codenamed Menagerie. Based on 
the Quadra 950, Menagerie was a collection of many subprojects. Chinook 
was the WGS 95 itself, Barracuda was MDC for WGS 95, and Fugu was 
AppleShare forWGS 95. 

S judiSeip 

WGS 60 and 80 
Blugu was the codename for the Workgroup 
Server 60 and 80, released in March 1993 These 
servers were based on the Centris 610 and 
Quadra800. 
ti Brad Burgan 

AppleSearch 
WAIS (Wide Area Information Server) was 
originally developed in 1991 by Apple's 
Advanced Technology Group, Dow Jones, Peat 
Marwick, and Thinking Machines. It allowed 
users to search for specific text, including 
"similar" documents, across a Wide Area 
Network and required MacTCP. WAIS became 
AppleSearch and was released in October 1993. 

This shirt commemorates the release of 
AppleSearch vl.5 which added the ability to 
search WAIS servers over the internet. 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

ti Shaan Pruden 

WGS 6150, 8150 and 9150 
Starbucks was the codename for the Workgroup 
Server 6150/60, 8150;80 and 9150;80, released in 
April 1994. They were the first servers based on the 
PowerPC processor. (This photo has been altered 
by removing the letters "s-t-a-r-b-u-c-k-s" and a cup 
of coffee in the center. See www.AppleTshirts.com.) 
ti john Dasher 

WGS 7250 and 8550 
Summit was the codename for the Workgroup 
Server 7250/120 and 8550/132, released in 
February 1996. This event was the first developer 
kitchen for these new servers, which were based 
on PCl-Bus Macs and required Open Transport. 
ti TimHolmes 

Apple Internet Server Solutions 
Making waves was the codename for AISS, the Apple 
Business Systems group's first internet servers for the World 
Wide Web. Released in 1995, AISS was a complete internet 
hosting software package bundled with a Workgroup Server 
6150/66, 8150/110 or 9150/120. 
ti john Dasher 
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Engineering 
Moving away from products, we begin to view the people at Apple - who they are 
and what they do. Behind the high-visibility enginee1ing teams are many support 
groups - dozens of teams, departments, groups, divisions. The engineering process 
is meticulous - over analyzed, some would say - and well supported. Apple p1ides 
itself on providing the proper tools for its people and their support personnel are 
some of the best. 

The development groups at the company have much to show for their work 
A marketable product (and simultaneous t-shi11) are clearly defined items that display 
a group's efforts well. In contrast, the remaining departments must take a different 
approach. The support they provide to the design teams is not so tangible. They 
provide themselves an identity by creating team-building shirts, often with a mascot 
or catch-phrase as a rallying point. They use shirts to commemorate the conferences, 
education and other benefits they have provided to their fellow employees. 

Quality and ease of use have been pait of Apple's goals since its founding. 
Each has developed into its own unique and impmtant department within 
Enginee1ing. Information and continual education are keys to success. Apple has 
recognized this by promoting employee learning from early in its existence with 
Apple University. Apple has also created hundreds of publications for user and 
developer education and has promoted its products to third-party creators with 
Developer University. 

Apple Product Testing 
This shirt, from the Spring of 1985, was the first made for Apple's software 
quality group. It shows "Chain Saw Teddy the Tester," a holdover from Apple Ile 
development, where quality was Testing Every Day. It built a team identity for 
the group, who tested the Apple II and early Macintosh development. 
ti Ginny Reed 

•• Apple 
Product 
Testing 
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• Software QA 
W Christmas '86 

Apple Product Testing 
This shirr was created for the software quality team that 
worked ovellime in December 1986. The group was testing 
Macintosh System 2.0, for the release of the Mac II and SE, as 
well as the System IIGs update release. 
9 Laura Strandberg 

Product Quality 
This shirr was created in 1987 for the PQS group, 
who tested the Apple Ile, Apple !!Gs and 
communications products, such as modems. PQS 
preceded the SQE and SIAC groups. 
9 Goodwill Store, Sunnyvale 

SIAC 

Apple T-Shirts 

Quality does not take 
a vacation. 

But I will next year . .. maybe I 

Macintosh Quality 
9 Goodwill Store, Capitola 

SIAC 
This shirr was worn by the Systems Integration and 
Applications Compatibility group members during the 
1990 Worldwide Developers Conference. 

This was a group identity shirt for the Systems 
Integration and Applications Compatibility team. 
9 Laura Strandberg 

9 Carol \Vilser 

Apple Product Testing 
This sweatshirt was created as a 
SIAC team-building effort in 1990. 
Testers were able to choose the 
color of their shirts. 

SIAC tested all Apple II and 
Macintosh hardware and software. 
Soon after, the SIAC group was 
reorganized by product-line. 
9 GinnyReed 



SQE 
SQE was the Software Quality Engineering 
group. This shin was from a team-building event 
at Blackberry Fann in Cupertino in April 1992. 
Our contributor reports, "It was great fun, 
especially the water balloon toss!" * Kristi Dasber 

MIQ 
The Multimedia Integration Quality team tested 
all Apple hardware and software for 
compatibili ty with third party multimedia 
products. The group could be very "free
wheeling" as the back of this shin revealed. Ot 
was unavailable at press time. It was an intricate 
flow chart whose main process boiled clown to: 
Test -> D1ink Beer-> Test -> Drink Beer, etc.) * Alanna Spence 

.. 
ISQ 

ISQ 
!SQ was the Imaging Software Quality group 
that tested such products as scanners and 
monitors. This shin was for testing the Apple 
Color LaserWriter in the Fall of 1993. * jess Gibson 

Engineering 

Central Software 
In a 1992 reorganization, CPU software engineers 
were moved from the Software division to their 
respective hardware groups. A unique identity 
was created for the remaining testers and 
engineers in a group called Central Software. * jess Gibson 

HLQ 
In 1995, Central Quality became 
Integration Quality, with a 
number of subgroups. One of 
those groups, the High Level 
Quality team, tested hardware 
and software to ensure its 
readiness for users. They were 
the final level of testing before a 
product was shipped to 
customers. This shin was 
designed by Brian Judd in 1996. * Author's Collection 

Garrett Borunda, Noli Frasier and 
Tom Shea created this shin for the 
System 7.5 (Capone) quality team. 
Following the gangster theme, the 
group members' mugshots are 
plinted on the shin-back with the 
reference numbers of their 
favorite bugs. * Nori Frasier 

tllllll 1111 1" 
lltlllll Plltlll 

Plllllllll Plllllll ,. ~ 

Central Quality 
Central Quality was pan of Central Software. 
• Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 
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Communications Technologies 
Communications Technologies performed network 
testing in 1995. This shin symbolized an employee as 
'l\pple Owned Equipment." ('l\OU tags" are used to 
track all hardware within the company.) 24-5743 was 
ci1e division and depanment number of the group. 

Eve relates this story: "When John Kaminar first 
wore this, he and I went out shopping. First we were at 
Toys-R-Us, where a barcode scanner is placed in the 
center of the store so customers can check the price of 

their items. John tried to slide the front pocket area of 
his new polo shin into the scanner. However in his 
quest to bend over backwards, as it were, he kept 
knocking his head on the back of the scanner. The 
attempt was unsuccessful. We then found ourselves at 
Tower Records where the scanners are handheld. The 
sales clerk asked if he could scan John. Again he was 
unsuccessful as the design is not a legitimate barcode." 
ti Eve/Vledina 

Communications Technologies 
Communications Technologies tested such 
networking items as OpenTranspon, SMP, and 
Apple Remote Access. 

Virtual User 
Vinual User was an automated testing system, known early in its 
development as Shimmer. Ir allowed a central computer to run 
scripts that controlled the mouse and keyboard input of other 
computers on a network. This shin was received at an open-house 
promotion in early 1990. 
ti Rick Sewill 

Virtual User 
This shin was 
created for the 
Integration Quality 
Automation team in 
early 1996. It was 
intended to be 
readable from a 

....................... greatdistance. 
ti TimHolmes 

ti Eve Medina 

* Virtual User 2.0 
Automation Systems 

Vinual User 2.0 was released in 1992. This shin was 
given to users who responded to a survey. 
ti Karen Brewer 

HLQ Automation Tearn 

Virtual User 

Ya 
Gotta Be 
9orta 
Teohnioal 

The HLQ Automation Team wrote 
Vinual User scripts for repetitive 
testing. The saying on the front of this 
shin was used quite often when 
describing the team's hiring oiteria. 
When it was suggested in the meeting 
for the t-shin design, me reaction was unanimous 
laughter. Sid was the name of a team member's sock 
monkey that became the group mascot. 
ti jess Gibson 

"Qld'e Klde" 



HIT Quality 
Human Interface Technology tool architect Bob pfeifer created Mi5, 
an automated test tool , in 1990 as an alternative to Apple's official 
internal test tool, Vinual Use[ The name was from the British 
Secret Service Mi5 and Mi6 popularized by James Bond. This shirt, 
created by Jim Robinson, was given to the HIT test team and Mi5 
users in early 1995. 

The from artwork was very popular in the group and was 
incorporated into the shirt. Bob is shown on the shin-back barking 
orders; he is wearing a helmet with the words "Born to test." It is 
similar to the promos for the movie Full Metal]acket which had a 
peace-sign and the words "Born to Kill. " 
9 Anonymous 

PROJECT 
ROLL-OUT 

Don't feed the testers! 

AQM 

Engineering 

User Testing 
This shin was a reward 
from the User Testing 
group for those 
volunteering to test new 
products.Judi got it in 
1990 for testing a pre-

The Power To Test Our Best 

AQM was the Apple Quality 
Management group. The 
group had these shirts primed 
as Apple made a push to 
implement TQM (Total 
Quali ty Management). 

release PowerBook in a darkened 
room in a secret off-site location. 
User Testing was pan of the User 
Interface Group, which became 
the Human Interface group. 

'-----------------__J 9 Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 9 Judi Seip 

Human 

Interface 

1 had a hand 
In Maclntosh 

Svs+em Sof+ware 

Macintosh «\'.:. Human Interface 

Human Interface 
The Human Interface group has developed key 
technologies used in Macintosh system software. 
9 Elizabeth Burg 
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u se r exper i e n ce group 

User Experience • Apple Business Systems 
The Macintosh experience was important to the 
Business Systems group as well. 

~---------------~ ti Lynn Shade 

Human Interface 
This shirt was given to the Human Interface 
group in 1989. 
ti PamAiles 

Human Interface 

111is shin was made 
as a group identity 
for Human Interface 
Technologies. 
ti Brian McGhie 

This shirt was given to attendees at the WWDC 1994 who previewed the Copland 
interface. Previewers were not told it was Copland because the development 
group did not yet want their technology public. A shirt was promised for all who 
came and the seminar was well attended- but the shirts arrived late and there 
was much ill-will. Fanfare was the external codename for MUSE, the Maxwell USer 
Experience - in other words, the Copland Interface. 

The shirt was also given at a Human Interface Technologies off-site in 
Monterey and was eventually given to everyone in HIT. 
ti Rick Donnelly Human Interface 

Macintosh Human Interface Guidellnes 

"A>w•f' ' ' ,;gh> Tu;, ~n .,~ 
some people and astonish the rest. " 
MnrkTwttln 

Human Interface 
This shirt was given to the team that produced 
the second edition of the Human Interface 
Guidelines in a book and in a CD called 
"Making It Macintosh" in 1993. The icon 
artwork is from the CD. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

This shin was made for the Human Interface group in 1995. 
ti TimHolmes 



Design 

ATG 

Engineering 

USER-CENTERED DESIGN 

Human Interface 
This Human Interface group was part of ATG, 
the Advanced Technology Group. ATG was 
always at the forefront for research and design 
of the Macintosh User Experience. 
ti Cole/le Aske/and 

ERG 
This shirt was given to the Educational Research 
group in 1985. ERG was later reorganized into the 
Advanced Technology Group. 
ti Laura Strandberg 

This shirt was given 
to the Advanced 
Technology Group, 
the leading edge of 
Apple Research 
and Development. "'--"~'"'""'"'-'-~~-~~~~~~-"" 
This shirt was heat sensitive and would fade from lavender to white 
when heat was applied. It could create some very interesting 
patterns (as well as scare the life out of this unsuspecting 
photographer! - GT). 
ti Keitb Shukait 
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Human Interface 
The people shown are making semaphore signals of ci1e 
word HUMAN. 
ti PamAiles 

ATG 

Interactive Media Lab 
Advanced Technology Group 

4* Apple Computer, Inc. 

The Advanced Technology Group ran the 
Interactive Media Lab and was responsible for 
creating a number of Apple innovations. 
ti TimHolmes 
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EMC 
The EMC group conducted electromagnetic and 
RF interference testing for FCC qualification of 
hardware products. Apple owned a cement pad 
in a field in Pescadero where the group did most 
of its work. Pescadero is a remote coastal town, 
about 30 miles south of San Francisco, protected 
from Silicon Valley EMF signals by the Santa Cruz 
Mountains. 
ti Colette Askeland 

Mass Storage 
This shin represented the Mass Storage group. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

.. M A 

STO~AGf 

A M 

Mass Storage 
111is shin was made by the Mass 
Storage group in 1992. 
ti jess Gibson 

Apple T-Shirts 

SEEi< P-ERFECTION 

MASS 

STORAGE! 

OPERA'l'IOl>IS 

•• 
Mass Storage 

The farmers in the area didn't like the 
blank pad used by EMC and the 
unprotected area wouldn't allow testing 
in bad weathei; so a structure was built. 
They took great pains to make it look like 
a barn. But to guard against EMF 

This shirt was made by the Mass 
Storage group in 1992. 
ti Brian Carter 

interference the top half was made entirely of fiberglass - down to the 
bolts. (111ree "Far Side" cows have been blacked out for this book.) 
ti Ken Lim 

Monroe 
This shin was made to help build a unique 
identity for the "outcasts" at the Monroe Avenue 
buildings in Santa Clara. Monroe housed such 
groups as Imaging and Mass Storage. 
ti Colette Aske/and 

Design Support 
Columbo was the name of Apple's first 
component pans search engine. Developed by 
IS& T (Information Systems and Technology, 
Apple's MIS depanment) and Engineeiing, it 
was dubbed "the engineer's detective." 
ti Colette Aske/and 



Advanced Products 
9 Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

Peripheral Product Design 

Engineering 

~?Ue~e~, 

CPU Team 

CPU TEAM 
December '86 

This apron was given to the members of Eric Har:;lem's 
hardware engineering team who attended an off-site meeting 
in Pajaro Dunes. As a team-building event, the group spent 
an evening learning to cook Chinese dishes. 
9 Cole/le Aske/and 

IT'S NOT MY JOB! 

IT'S OUR JOB! 

• PRODUCT DESIGN 

Product Design 

The Peripheral Product Design group made mice, 
keyboards, printers and monitors in the mid 1980s. They 
became Imaging and later split into two groups, Imaging 
and Displays. 

This was a team-building shirt from 1989. 
9 PamAiles 

9 Cole/le Aske/and 

CAD Technology Group 
TI1e characters mean "su·ength" or "dragon." 
9 Colette Aske/and 

Engineering Design Applications 
9 Cole/le Aske/and 

Lego was the codename 
of the first all-metal case 
for the Macintosh. It was 
first introduced with the 
Centris 650 in 1993. 
(The altered letteriing of 
the trademarked name, 
LEGO, has been 
removed to avoid the 
implication that the 
t-shirt was authorized by 
or originated from the 
LEGO Group.) 
9 Brad Bwgon 
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Product Design 
Product Design sponsored another chili 
cook-off and started an annual event. 
9 Roy Aske/and 

Silicon, metal, plastic, 
heart and soul . 

•• 
P R 0 D U C T 

D E s G N 

Product Design 
Roy created an Ergonomic Guideline with a full 
set of instructions on how to set up a desktop. 
For the guideline he created illusw1tions using 
this "stick-figure." One of those figures was used 
for this team identity shirt. 
9 Roy Aske/and 

Product Safety 
9 Colette Aske/and 
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only the best 
frogdesign 

4ft. This shin was given to Apple 
employees by frogdesign, an 
innovative industrial design 
company. Steve Jobs liked 
their work and kept them on frogdesign 
retainer with Apple from 1981 
to 1986. All early Mac cases, as well as the Apple Ile, were based 
on their sleek designs. 

(When contacted about reprinting its shin, frogdesign gave 
an enthusiastic thumbs-up and provided a full-color brochure of 
company history with the Apple design page already selected.) 
ti Roy Aske/and 

Apple T-Shirts 

~ESIGN 
!Design 
These two shins of similar design were 
created by !Design, an industrial design firm 
starred by a former Apple employee. 
ti Roy Aske/and 

sorry the AppleSofl engineer .. unknown · 

•

- has unexpectedly quit. •, 
I • • _. 
•.;: : .. 
.... r-~~~!!!!!!!!~~ 

.. : . l Who Cares n' tici S-,m~t-1iiig H 

AppleSoft 
This shin was made during the two-year salary freeze in 1993 and 1994. 
AppleSoft encompassed the entire software development division. 

ENGINEERING 
INTERFACE + DESIGN 

ti Ron Auitzur Engineering lnterface+Design 

LSD 
LSD was the Library Standards Development, a 
set of CAD tools for engineering design. 
Manufacturing needed a consistent development 
product for board design and the LSD team 
created a standard set of tools. The project was 
so unglamorous that they spiced it up by calling 
it LSD and having a "deadhead" design the shins. 
ti Cole/le Aske/and 

EI&D provided suppon to hardware engineers. This group 
became known as Quality, Engineering and Design. 
ti Colelle Aske/and 

LSD 
The second trip was a guideline revision to 
update the first LSD fm technology changes. 
The standards are still available today as 
"Design Guidelines." 
ti Coleue Aske/and 

International Software Group 
ti Nori Frasier 



Support 

Cray X-MP Supercomputer 
In 1989, the product design team in charge of 
Aqualius convinced John Sculley that a 
supercomputer would help their designs and 
draw people to the company. (Aquarius was a 
new Macintosh design based on an Apple
designed RISC chip.) The supercomputer was 
not a good fit for the project - which was 
memo!)' intensive, while the Cray was processor 
intensive - and was utilized by other groups. 
The team would have been better served with 
Sun workstations on each desk. 

This shin was supplied by Cray. A Cray 
engineer working on the project noted that not 
only was the Cray being used to design the next 
Macintosh but, at his company, Macintosh was 
being used to design the next Cray. * Apple Records Management Arcbives 

Engineering 

My other computer is a Cray. 

Cray X-MP Supercomputer 
At the end of the 1988 fiscal year, the predecessor 
of the AppleSoft division had an excess in their 
budget and had to "use it or lose it." They had 
been approached by Cray, who had a recently 
cancelled order (Cray only built a few 
supercomputers a year). Engineering got a good 
deal, paying $18 million, instead of $25 million. 
The division used the computer for software 
emulation, chip prototype analysis and otl1er 
engineering design. This shin was given to 
employees with a "Goofy" account on the Cray. * Brian McGbie 

Thinkhs/ 
and carry a mouse 

c:: 
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Engineering Support 

Engineering Support 

Engineering Support 
The Engineering Suppon group was formed in 
1983. SWORD was the online software ordering 
application for the software library. 
* Mike Lem 

The Engineering Suppon group was in charge of 
maintaining documentation, bug-tracking software and 
the software library. * Bryan Carter 

Radar 
Radar was Apple's internal bug-tracking 
software. This shin was given to employees 
attending an open-house in 1990 to promote tl1e 
new system. Radar was originally a document of 
the application ')\ardvark," before becoming a 
stand-alone application. * Carol \Vilser 
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Engineering Support 
TRACS was an automated test-mauix system created 
for the Copland project. It was complemented by GSS, 
the Global Schedule System, that contained the project 
documentation. 
S Laura Stra11dbe1g 

Engineering Support 
Engineering Suppon sponsored many programs to 
suppon Research and Development. These inducted 
Worldwide Product Configuration Management, an 
engineering documentation group, and SWORD, and 
internal on-line software orde1ing system. 
S jess Gibson 

Engineering Support 
Apple's centralized enginee1ing documentation 
group was renamed Worldwide Product 
Configuration Management as its role in 
developing product management systems grew. 
S Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

Apple T-Shirts 
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Engineering Support 
This shin was given at an open-house promoting 
Radar in 1991. 
S Carol \'(fi/ser 

•• Documentation 
Champion What's up doc ... umentation? 

Information Source 
The Information Source CD was pan of 
the Service Division in a joint effon with 
the Tech Info Library. 
SjudiSeip 

Engineering Support 
Engineering Suppon also maintained documentation. 
S Colette Aske/and 

ti Missing the picture lately? 

Graphics Source 
The Graphics Source was a 1988 
HyperCard database of past anwork 
made by Publication Services. 
sfudiSeip 



Desktop Services 
ti Peter Baum 

Engineering Services 
ti Cole/le Aske/and 

ATC 
Apple Technical Coordinators were 
employee volunteers who provided 
desktop support for their workgroup. 
The program would take some of the 
weight off of IS& T support in Napa. 
ATCs learned support for their group 
by learning extensively about system 
software, p1iming problems and other 
troubleshooting. When training was 
completed, the new ATC would 
receive this shirt, along with a hat, a 
plaque and a banner to hang outside 
his or her cube. 
ti Keith Shukait 

Engineering 

Desktop Services 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

ATC 
This shirt was given to the ATCs who 
completed d1e System 7.5 training 
and to the Napa Training Center 
support team, who would handle 
internal phone suppon. 
ti Brian McGhie 

."'.,,.,~~\\~\l\ 
{'•\;.,.. . 

'~:--
Apple 

Technical 
Coordinator 

ATC 
ti Mike Byrne 
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Show Your Best 
MCSG, the Macintosh Computer Software 
Group and predecessor of IS& T, gave awards 
each year for the best use of the electronic 
desktop. Pam won in 1987 for her work in 
helping create the Macintosh SE Tech Toui:Judi 
won in 1988 for creating d1e Graphics Source 
HyperCard stack. 
ti Pam Ailes, Judi Seip 

Macintosh 
System 

EXPERT 

ATC 
ti Mike Byrne 
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ATC 
The Apple Technical Coordinator University 
training program sponsored an annual 
seminar for only a few of the ATCs. The 1993 
program was held in Los Angeles and the 
group went to Disneyland. 
ti Keith Shukait 

•• The power to seivice the best. 

Desktop Support 
ti Mike Byrne 

Network Assistance 
ti Goodwill Store, San Jose-Meridian 

Apple T-Shirts 

Desktop Support 
ti Mike Byrne 

ECO/Network Services 
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Desktop Support~ 

. ,.,.Byrn, = 

Network Assistance 
ti Goodwill Store, San Jose-Almaden 



Awie 
SerVIce 

Apple Service 
This shin was made for the Apple Service group 
in 1985. They handled diagnostics and repairs in 
Bandley3. 
SjudiSeip 

Service Training 
ti Shaan Pruden 

• ARPLE Champion 
ARPLE 
ARPLE was the Apple Reference Performance & 

Learning Expert program of resources for the 
sales force. The ARPLE group ptints 30,000 CDs 
per month for the field. The CDs include 
software demos and presentations. 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

Engineering 

NATIONAL Im. 
~ MEETING 95 

Service Training 
ti Goodwill Store, Santa Clara 

Service Operations 
This shin was given to Service Operations when 
the group's first IBM mainframe went online in a 
building on Lazaneo Olive. 
ti PamAiles 

ARPLE 
ARPLE's mascot, The Thinker, was part of this 
1995 promotional t-shirt. The shin was also 
used to honor conuibutors to the ARPLE 
information CD. 
ti Judi Seip 
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Service Training 
This shin was made in 1992 to welcome well
respected manager Lucy Carter into Service 
Training. She artived from her post at Apple 
Atlanta Field Training and Marketing. Nick Iuppa 
was also joining the group and his name was 
inked in to include him. 
ti Judi Seip 

TechStep 
TechStep, also known as BlackBox, was a one
piece box with an "octopus" cable that 
connected to all the pons on the back of a 
Macintosh. 111e box would perform hardware 
testing for Apple dealers and their repair 
facilities. 
ti Brian Carter 
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Tech Info Library 
The Tech Info Library was in the Customer 
Service Division. They provided information 
about Apple products to the public. This dog 
was affectionately known as TILLY. The group 
still has a se1ver in Austin named Tilly. 

Although See's Candy came out with a "See's 
to the rescue" ad campaign at the same time in 
1992, this was designed beforehand and was 
not a takeoff 
ti PamAiles 

Employee 

Education 

SDTG 
The Software Development Training Group 
offered training to internal engineers. 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

Apple T-Shirts 

StartingLine 
StaningLine was a catalog of merchandise for 
Apple dealers and field representatives. It 
included such things as product spec-sheets, 
marketing fliers and merchandise items Qike t
shirts!) for customer promotions. The group 
also ran MarketPlace mini-stores for employees 
in Austin, Fountain, Sacramento and Napa. (TI1e 
Fountain, CO, and Napa, CA, operations were 
sold in 1996.) 
ti Chris VanHoy 

Apple University 
This shin marked the beginn ing of Apple 
University. At the 1983 olf-site introduction of 
'l\pple Computer/Management Education" the 
AU staff wore these shins while singing a revised 
version of the Beatles' song, "Revolution." 
SjudiSeip 

SDT 
Tired of being known as the SDTG group, the 
Software Development 'fraining Group became 
just SDT in 1991. 
ti Pam Ailes 

CDSN 
CDSN was the Connectivity Demonstration 
Systems and Networking lab in Dallas. An 
Apple Systems Engineer could dial-in with 
Apple Remote Access to connect to a Vt\X, IBM 
mainframe, Novell server or UNIX server -
basically, one of everything. 

CDSN was also the CD Service Network 
from the Customer Service division. This CD 
was a quanerly publication widl demos of all 
products for the field. It especially included 
network products that supponed the CDSN 
lab equipment. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Apple University 
TI1is shin was disuibuted to all employees to 

promote Apple University in 1983. 
ti Brian Carter 

R&DU 
The SDT group again changed their name in 
1992, becoming R&D University. The group was 
disbanded in the 1993 reorganization. 
ti Pam Ailes 



R&DU 
Learning Tree International was hired in 1992 co 
teach a UNIX course co Apple engineers. Course 
evaluation was always important and a little 
coaching didn't hurt. 
ti Pam Ailes 

SDT 

Engineering 

ATU 
R&DU 
To avoid confusion with DU (Developer University), 
R&D University was considering a name change co 
ATU, Apple Technical University, just before they were 
disbanded in 1993. 
ti PamAiles 

SDT 
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SDT 
This shirt was given to engineers attending an 
SOT class. (Alice Webber writes: " 'I am always 
teaching' is a close translation. There is no form 
'magistrem' and, if there were, it would be 
accusative and, therefore, ungrammatical.") 
The intended translation was "Once a ceache1; 
always a teacher." The dog's name was Buster. 
ti Rick Sewill 

The check mark was very important in the SOT group. It meant 
chat an employee had done an annual survey. The surveys were 
performed co find out what training employees needed co do 
their jobs and whether their current training was adequate. 

The team would send out the survey with a single shoelace 
printed with the SOT lettering and complete the pair when the 
survey was returned. She decorated this sweatshirt herself at a 
design-your-own party for the team. 

The SOT instructors for the System 7 class wore 
this shirt. There were two levels of classes - one 
for engineers, the other for users, such as 
managers and AAs (Area Associates) . System 7 
introduced Balloon Help, shown on the back of 
chis shirt. 

ti PamAiles 

Reseller Training 
Accelerate was an intensive training program 
designed co teach new Apple Resellers about 
Apple products and policies. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

ti PamAiles 

Reseller Training 
Apple Resellers, Systems Engineers and Sales 
representatives received "Knowledge 
Information Training" for new Apple produces. 
TI1ey would then receive the 'l\pple Support 
KIT" designation. 
ti Sbaan Pruden 

APPLE UNIVERSITY 

SATELLITE 
SEMINARS 

Management Training 

•• 
This shin was given co employees attending Apple 
Management Training, a series of seminars 
customized co the individual group. The design was 
interesting, and the shirt was lacer sold in TI1e 
Company Score. 
ti Judi Seip 
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Management Training 
This shirt was given m employees attending an 
Influence Skills Workshop, sponsored by Human 
Resources in 1988. It is unclear if the Personal 
Integration Group (PIG) ever actually existed. 
ti Eve Medina 

•• 
We Made It Happen 

Apple University 

Apple T-Shirts 

Influence 
Skills 

Workshop 

• 
Management Training 
This shirt was from a leadership development 
program for key managers sponsored by 
Apple University. 
ti Colette Aske/and 

INNOVATION 

Pam Ailes and Charles Lloyd received this shirt for their participation in developing the 
Global Campus. Global Campus was an Apple Menu item which enabled a user to easily 
access services, training and products from other groups' servers. Pam and Charles 
created information for the Software Development Training group's server. 
ti PamAiles 

Publications 

8 
PUBLICATION 

SERVICES 
Publication Services 
Publication Services was formed in the mid-1980s. 
It supported both user and developer publications 
groups. This jersey was created for their 1988 
entry in the Apple intramural softball league. 
ti Lau.rel Rezeau. 

Network Education 
AppleTalk College was a sequence of lunchtime training 
sessions for nontechnical employees, given for the 
Networking Publications group by Gursharan Sidhu, the 
creator of AppleTalk. 
ti Judi Seip 

Computer Education 

Computer Education 
ti PamAiles 

Publications 
This shirt was created for the team identity of the 
Publications group of writers in 1988. 
ti Judi Seip 



Publication Services 
This shirt was created for the breakup of the 
Publication Services depanment in 1988. The 
manager created a yearbook and sweatshin to 
commemorate the team. '* Laurel Rezeau 

Inside Macintosh 
Phoenix was the name for the DTP book design 
(or style template) created in 1992. The Phoenix 
standard was used in the re-release of Inside 
Macintosh in 1994. '* Laurel Rezeau 

Engineering 

Inside Macintosh 
This shin was given to 
those who worked on the 
1991 release of Inside 
Macintosh Volume VI. 1754 
was the number of pages 
in that volume. '* Laurel Rezeau 

Developer Technical Publications 
Summer of '92 
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APPLE Co~1Mt• 'l1CAT1oss LIBRARY 

ACL 
APPLE CoMPl'TER • AomsoN-W ESLEr 

ACL 
The Apple Communications Library was a joint 
venture with Addison-Wesley in 1988. Apple 
wrote the books and Addison-Wesley published 
and marketed the product. 
'* Judi Seip 

11f JT\(f f/r\. ~((fir\(\ 
(If /Tlfi,000,000 ~(IT 
((((\( BOOKS'"'( 
flf/T\((( 1992 \((fir\\ 
11\IT\((flr\ 1~ \(~{({((((flr 

Addison-Wesley 
This shin was from a parry to celebrate Addison
Wesley publishing one million books for Apple. '* Laurel Rezeau 

Inside Macintosh 
ACE was just a fun attempt at a group identity by 
the creator of this shirt. It was given to the team 
that worked on the re-release of Inside 
Macintosh by subject in 1994 '* Laurel Rezeau 
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DTP 
This was a group identity shin for Developer 
Technical Publications created in 1991. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

Developer Press 
The Macintosh Programmer's Toolbox Assistant 
CD was released in 1995. It provided the Inside 
Macintosh reference material in electronic form. 
ti Laurel Rezeau. 

Top Ten Good Things About Being In VG& 

10. It can only get better. 

9. Valley Green Drive Is a prettier name 
than Infinite Loop. 

8. The elevators are so slow we WANT to 
take the stairs. 

7. The dec:or makes our houses look great 

~·, 
- 1§1 -
#Q~ 

by comparison. Developer Press 

Apple T-Shirts 

6. We don't have to go to the fitness 
center-we get plenty of exe~se Developer Press was moved from 
walking to the R&D campus. R&D 3 to VG 6 on Valley Green Drive 

s. We don't have to worry about bomb in 1995. The group explained its 
th~ts--nobody knows where we are. feelings about moving to the older 

4. It's doser to the liquor store. and smaller building away from the 
3. The aichltec:ture prepares us for· a stay main campus (although there is a 

at S•n Quentin. 
2. One word: ~tte. coffee can in the central counyard). 

Item 5 referred to an actual threat 
1. Th• toilets flush on the flrst tryl 
~----~----------' that had recently occurred at one of 

the R&D buildings. 
ti Laurel Rezeau. 

DTP 
Developer Technical Publications created 
manuals and suppon documents for third-pany 
developers. The group was later renamed 
Developer Press. 
ti Laurel Rezeau. 

Developer Press 
This shin was given to employees working at the 
Developer Press booth at WWDC in 1995. 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

N&C Publications 
This shin was created for the group identity of 
the Networking and Communications 
Publications group in 1990. 
tl judiSe1p 



N&C Publications 
Gursharan Sidhu, the creator 
of AppleTalk, did not like the 
first draft of the AppleTalk 
developers' book by 
Networking Publications. He 
felt it did not adequately 
cover the technical aspects of 
AppleTalk. The book was held 
up for one year while Sidhu 
was busy with AppleTalk 
development. 

Finally, the group had a 
week-long off-site at Ricky's 
Hyatt in Palo Alto to finish the 
book. Judi liked that process, 
sa)~ng "we thought 'outside 
the box' in an insulated 
environment, and 'just did 
the job'." 
9 Judi Seip 

Developer 

Support 

•• 
DEVELOPER 

I !fl 
~ UNIVERSITY • 

Developer University 
This shirt was made by Creative 
Services in 1989. 
9 Apple Creative Services Archives 

Engineering 

lflTWO•ll.1111• 11.•• 
co-.•1nuu.t1o•t 

PUIUCUIOMt 

N&C Publications Apple Publishing 
This shirt was created for the group 9 Patty Nation 
identity of the Networking and 
Communications Publications group. It 
shows symbols for "see, hear, and do" -
three steps of the learning process. 
9 Judi Seip 
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~ U~IVERSITY 

1bols:fpr tbe Mind 
Developer University 
This shirt was given to all who attended a 
Developer University class. 
9 TimHolmes 

Developer University 
This shirt was made by Creative 
Services in 1989. 
9 Apple Creative Services Archives 

Developer University 
9 Lynn Shade 

• Apple Developer Group 
1990 

Apple Developer Group 
This tank top was from the Apple Developer Group's annual 
summer beach party, usually held at Santa Cruz or Half 
Moon Bay. ADG was a broad organization from the early 
1990s covering all developer related issues. 
9 Laurel Rezeau 
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Tools for the Mind 

Developer Support 
111is shirt was given to employees who 
contributed technical notes in 1987. 
ti Brian McGhie 

Multimedia Lab 
The Apple Multimedia Lab was a research group 
organized in the late 1980s to develop new uses 
for multimedia. In 1989 they created the Visual 
Almanac, a HyperCard-based video 
encyclopedia. 
ti MikeByme 

.. 
[!J ---•• 

Apple T-Shirts 

Developer University 
ti Lynn Shade 

APPll! DEVELOPER SUPPORT 

1;zj 

Developer Support 
This shirt was given to the Developer Technical 
Support team in 1992. 
ti Peter Baum 

PowerPC Development 
In 1994 all Macintosh developers 
were encouraged to recompile 
their applications for the PowerPC 
processor. Code written 
specifically for the PowerPC was 
termed "native." 
ti Amy Rapport 



Engineering 

Multimedia Program 
The Apple Multimedia Program was created in 
1993 to assist multimedia developers with market 
research and training. The program included 
guidebooks, a newsletter, an area in AppleLink 
and a developers conference. 
9 Shaan Pruden 

Corporate Development 
CD;SIG was the Corporate Development/ 
Strategic Investment Group. 
9 Ken Lim 

Evangelism 
OpenDoc evangelists wore this shin at Macworld San 
Francisco in 1996. 
9 Shaan Pruden 

Evangelism 
In March 1995 Evangelism had an off-site at Lake 
Tahoe. It was a team-building event to embrace 
the many new hires after the deep cuts in the 
1993 layoff. It rained the whole time and 
everybody just worked- "yuck." 
'* Shaan Pruden 

Announcing a new way to make a Mac. 

-------------= :=:. === ==-='='=• 
Solutions for a small planet• 

Multimedia Program 
9 Keith Shukait 

Evangelism 
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The Evangelism Technology road show began in 
November 1996, showing the Mac OS, 
OpenDoc, multimedia tools and marketing plans 
to developers. Road shows were less expensive 
than full developers conferences. 

This logo was designed by Robin Wagganer 
and was also available as a pin. At the 1994 
WWDC, Apple evangelists went around pinning 
them on people who had evangelized the Mac. 
9 Shaan Pruden 

EVANGELISM 
Evangelism 
This shin was created by evangelism to 

promote relations with IBM, and to announce 
Apple's Common Hardware Reference 
Platform technology. 
9 TimHolmes 



Marketing 

Operations 
Operations consists of the day-to-day suppott that makes Apple a business. 

Everything from Sales to Childcare help Apple and its employees thtive and survive 

the ttials of eve1yday life. Most of these groups fall under the Apple USA division, 

formed in 1988. 

In an engineeting-based company, where groups are defined by the products 

they create, Operations teams typically provide a se1vice and have no tangible 

product. They rally around a team identity, which is most often brought to focus at 

meetings and group off-sites. (An entire chapter of this book has been devoted just 
to conferences.) 

One group that does have a "product" is Marketing. Advertisements and 

brochures are easily identified with this group and they are sworn to uphold Apple's 

corporate identity. The art group working with Marketing is called Creative Setvices. 

They create the posters, mugs and shirts that become part of Apple press releases. 
Their work is sptinkled throughout this book. 

Creative Services 
Although Apple was very conscious of its corporate identity 
and public relations, Creative Services was usually one of the 
first groups to be hit by layoffs and reorganizations. This shirt 
was created by Dennis Gobets in May 1989 to protest one 
such 'thinning.' 
• Apple Creative Services Archives 

• 1 :{T 
_/11 

fl I~( 
_J_ 

' 

l 
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I KNOWI'M GOING 
TO HEAVEN 

'CAUSE I'VE SPOO M\' mm 
wnHPAUL 

. We~miS5Y9J. 
Yoo've lm1 a r6l1 ---

Creative Services 
Paul Pruneau, ci1e Creative Director, was very creative but, as a manage1; 
he pushed people very hard. He staned many group competitions and 
rivalries to try to get the best from his staff before he left in 1990. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Creative Services 
In 1990, the Creative Services staff had an 
internal design contest. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

• 

MINDS OVER MARKErs HITTIIB BEACH 

Marketing 
In 1987, Marketing went to the Santa Cruz Beach 
Boardwalk as a team-building event. 
ti Pam Ailes 

AmE MARKETING 
6·26-87 • 

Creative Services 
Camp Fernandesz was an off-site seminar, led by 
Ron Fernandesz, to teach new software to the 
Creative Services depanment. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

1991 Thanks fOr coming in tOOay. 
And tonight Fall Product Introduction 

Apple Creative Services And tomorrow morning. 
And tomorrow night • And this weekend 
And next weekend 

Creative Services 
Creative Services worked ovenime 

~ for the 1991 product release which 
included the introduction of the 
PowerBook. The staff had been 
reduced in a layoff earlier that year. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

•• 
Apple Marketing and OJstomer Support 

Summer Celebration 

. ... 
June 21, 1988 

~·· ... 
·.: ., . • • 
.. . ......... •" .. . :· 

- ~ ·nl\GIN.'. ~~ ' .•.. 
-··· • 

• • • .. 
Marketing 

• 
.. , .,,, .... ..... 
. ~ . , .. 

Apple USA had a big bash at Raging Waters to boost morale after me April 
1988 reorganization. Allan Loren, president of Apple USA, gave a speech. 
The group received this shin and a matching beach towel. 
ti Jeanne Carter 



It's lime 10 pull it all together 

A<frcttising Janet Strauss Ann Winkler Pam Quint 
Patty Cunin Beth Hogan Direcl Marketing Catherine 
Nunes Marie Moore Y\oone Nava Da\1d Scholz Paul 
Papageorge Candy DeSam~ Eric Bonetti Suzanne 
Turner M2rl<et Operatiom & Tracking Louise Smith 
Mary Planding Vesna Swam Carol Domke Sieve 
Bernstein Mary Joe Hueneman Jadcie Gonz.ales Greg 
Migaki Doug llen:ow Beck)• l.orenzer Kris VanHoy 
Publk Relations Usa ll)me Stacey ll)mes Betty Thylor 
Sandra Bateman Ellen Pana! NanC)' Raff Keri w.tlker 
Doedy Hunter Ric Jones Event Marketing Paula 
lleliko>e Sheila Milligan Julie Marquette Russ Havard 
Lonnie Wilson Cheryl Bunch John McKee A~chele 
lJJckenbihl Turn Vrncen Ddxrah Risi El;., Lape Da"e 
Billmaier jery! Gerhardt Em:uril'e Offices Julie Riegel 
Julie Arenas Dotted Line Michael Markman Lamont 
Monroe Katy Mcllinald 

Marketing 
Marketing Wormation and Communications was 
the standard marketing group that controlled 
commercials, therefore, the reference to minute 
by minute. This shirt was created to bring the 
group together after a reorganization. 
• Chris VanHoy 

We're just like other marketers 
-only more direct 

And more effective. 

Marketing 
This was created for the Direct Marketing team. 
• Apple Creative Services Archives 

Public Relations * Apple Records Management Archives 

Makif'@iml"'l' 
Minute by minute. 

Operations 

• • • () 

•• u () 

& Apple Product Marlcetins • 
t • ei o I " • • (> . " . .. . .. .. . 

I 

o I 

ti Apple Product Marketing 
I 

I 0 

Marketing 
• laurel Rezeau 

Media Production Group 
Apple Computer, Inc. 

111 

Apple· 
"It's the Media 

' not the Mileage" 

Marketing 

Marketing 
The Media Productions Group produced video, art and 
multimedia for Worldwide Performance Systems' technical 
training meetings, such as Summer Camp. This shin was 
made for an MPG off-site seminar. 
*Judi Seip 

Market Intelligence was supposed to have been inside their customers' and 
competitors' brains. 
•Ken Lim 
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9 . Market Inteillgence 

a contradiction in terms 

Marketing 
People used to mock the Market Intelligence group 
as an oxymoron, saying it was much too similar to 
Military Intelligence. 
ti Ken Lim 

Marketing 
ti Ken Lim 

•• 

Two elemenls together to 
form a third one 

Marketing 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Marketing 
MAD was an internal database. 
ti Goodwill Store, Santa Clara 

•• 

"Staying Connected" 
COMMUNITY 

AFFAIRS ... 
Community Affairs 

The 1988 Community Grants '®rkshop 

Apple considered itself to have a "pannership" 
with the community and would reward wonhy 
groups with computer grants. Employees would 
"stay connected" by volunteering to read grant 
applications and helping to decide which grants 
to reward, as they did at this workshop. 
ti Alan Paulson 

• Apple 
Community Affairs 
Community Affairs was formed in 
1982 to serve the U.S. In 1997 it was 
recreated to include the global 
community. 
SjudiSeip 



Education 

K-12 Support 
This shin was created for the Apple Education 
team in 1992. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

I Helped lviake The 
Education Tradeshows 

A Success 
K-12 Conference 
This shin was from the 1986 K-12 conferences. 
The anwork was taken from the Apple University 
Consortium. 
SJudiSeip 

Operations 

• . Macinrosh' F.docatlonal Sdtware Guide 

K-12 Support 
The Educational Software Guide provided 
computer teaching and lesson plan guides for 
K-12 teachers. It was created in October 1992. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

K-12 Support 
The "Thanks to Teachers" campaign of 1989 was 
a nationwide contest of teacher excellence 
awards. Students would nominate teachers for 
national recognition. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

K-12 Conference 
This shin was designed by Jean Stevens for a 
K-12 conference. 
ti Patty Nation 
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K-12 Support 
The Educational Software Guide was also 
produced on a CD. The design was recreated on 
this sweatshin. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

ti. 
More \bur Solution to the Head of die Cllss! 

K-12 Support 
ti Goodwill Store, San Jose-Almaden 

Apple K- 12 &location 
Opening minds 1'1ith a new set of keys. 

J:\r'~ ~fl~~ 

• 

K-12 Conference 
This shirt was for a K-12 conference. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 
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K-12 Conference 
Education was the focus of the 1990 K-12 
conference. The education group used that 
theme to create this inspirational sweatshirt. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

K-12 Support 
Alan Kay created a project, named Vivarium, 
to bring technology to elementary schools in 
Los Angeles. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

0 • 
K-12 Support 

• 
Oak Springs I F.R. Rice 

£1cmcnwy Schools 

The Apple facility in Austin, Texas, adopted these two schools. This shin did 
not follow logo guidelines and was later redesigned so that the logo was 
smaller and stood alone, uncorrupted by the children. 
ti Anonymous 

Apple T-Shirts 

K-12 Support 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

I'm an Educator 
\Vi.than 

Advantage. 
F.ducator Advantage"' 
Group Purchase Program 

Ach -~mtage: 

K-12 Support 
In the Educator Advantage program, Apple sold 
home computers to teachers at a discount so 
they would plan lessons around Macs for school. 
ti Alan Paulson 

K-12 Support 
This shin was given to a special project group that quickly created 
an education sales promotion in 1991 (probably to reduce some 
significant inventory). 
ti Ken Lim 



Operations 

Apple Computer 

Hi-Ed Support 
The Apple University Consonium was started in 
1984 with 24 schools "to explore innovative uses 
for the Macintosh - in science, mathematics, 
history, enginee1ing, the ans." - So Far; page 61. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple University Consortium 
I.atinAmerim 

Hi-Ed Support 
Apple also supponed its Higher Education 
markets outside the United States. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Whatistlieme-~of life? 

•• Applt· Srudot REP 

Hi-Ed Support 
Student reps worked for Apple wherever computers were 
sold on campus, usually in the bookstore. They were 
campus Mac evangelists; they organized promos, events 
and software demos. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 
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• WHEELS FOR THE MIND 

Hi-Ed Support 
This shin was given to the Education Marketing group at the 
announcement of a new push into the education market in 1988. The 
design showed a typical student on a bicycle, with a Mac and a backpack, 
symbolizing the hope of a Mac for every student. 
ti Jeanne Carter 

Hi-Ed Support 
"Hardware is the Mother oflnvention" would be 
a rough translation. 
ti Pam Ailes 

Hi-Ed Support 
Eve received this shin for her 1991 summer internship. 
ti Eve Medina 
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The futures so brigh~ 
we gotta weJr shaaes. 

•• 
Hi-Ed Support 
Devon Ivester created the realistic-looking 
graphic on this highly sought-after shirt. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Apple &A(JfA 

, 

~theworld,onepersoo at a time. 

AOTA 
Special Education 
The American Occupational Therapists 
Association helped ci1e Apple Disabilities Group. 
ti Jeanne Stewart 

Some people just don't know 
when to quit 

Special Education 
Dr. Alan Brightman headed a small group in 
charge of Special Education. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Only 
students 

Hi-Ed Support 
111e Simpsons 1V show was just starting and this was ci1e first licensing from 
Matt Groening (a blilliant acquisition by Creative Services). 111e shirt was to 
be shipped to campuses across the country for a back-to-school promo. 
35,000 shirts were lost and had to be remade. Groening's lawyers wanted the 
old shins found and returned so that his designs wouldn't flood the public 
market. They were found over a month later on a loading clock in Tennessee. 
ti Pam Shukait 

Hi-Ed Support 
This shirt was made to promote the 1994 Apple 
Back-to·School Bundle, a collection of software 
picked specifically for students. 
ti Kevin Moore 



'' 

The power to be }001' best. 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple 
Education 
Resource 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

-

Operations 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

_1, 
~-

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Patty Nation 
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Apple Education Team 

Macintosh 

rm notWJitjng till spring 
fora break 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Hi-Ed Support 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 
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Hi-Ed Support 
This shirt was created for a 1991 back-to-school 
Education Marketing promotion in Canada. 
• Shaan Pruden 

Hi-Ed Support 
This shin was made for the Apple Australia Education team. 
• Stefan Schaefer 

Apple Library of Tomorrow 
• Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Hi-Ed Support 
Apple Pacific was represented by five regions. 
• Patty Nation 

Dedicated 
to learning 

~~ 
''Ylflt~ 

Hi-Ed Support 
Worldwide Education was a shon-lived 
marketing group headed by Dan Eilers, a former 
manager from Claris. 
• Shaan Pruden 

Hi-Ed Support 
This shin was made for the Apple Australia 
Education team in 1996. 
• Stefan Schaefer 



Finance 

Finance 

•• 
DEVEIDPMENT 
DIRECTORY 

QJ F\'87 

U.S.S.M. Fina n<c 

"HIT THE BEACH" 

This shirt was created for the kickoff of new Finance classes 
at Apple University. 
ti Brian Carter 

Apple Database 

Finance 
The Apple Database was a worldwide financial database created 
in 1989. It is still used today but never lived up to its fu ll potential. 
ti Brian Carter 
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u.s.s.M. FINANCE 
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY 

"/ 

Finance Finance 
US Sales and Marketing's Finance group 
had a beach party to celebrate closing 
the books of Q3 1987. 

US Sales and Marketing's Finance group had a 
New Year's Eve party to celebrate finishing the 
FY88 Business Plan. (Apple's fiscal year begins 
in October.) ti Pam Shukait 

• llPPLE USll 
SllLES FOREC llSTING 

llND 
1.S. &. T. flNll NCE 

PR.OPH£1 - loin 1111r1c1:ut•"t 
l •r fM llO'f 

Finance 
Prophet was a Unit and 
Revenue forecasting 
system. (Bi ll The Cat, with 
a wizard's hat and magic 
wand, has been removed 
from this photo to avoid 
copyright infringement.) 
ti Brian Carter 

Finance 
ti Brian Carter 

ti Pam Shukait 

BUSIN ESS 

Finance 
This shirt was given to Apple USA employees in October 1988, 
at a communications meeting to discuss the new business plan. 
In the late 1980s, Apple groups would create a t-shirt for just 
about any occasion. 
ti Brian Carter 

Finance 
FAME was Finance and Management 
Excellence, a reward created by Finance 
Director Ken Ratcliffe in 1989 for special 
contributions. The shin came with a gift 
certificate for a local restaurant. 
ti Brian Carter 
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Sales 

Sales 
Apple Solution Professionals Network (ASPN) 
came after Systems Integrators (Sis) and Value 
Added Resellers (VARs) in providing Macintosh 
solutions. ASPNs provided consulting services 
such as custom FileMaker Pro databases. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

ti Macintosh Champion 
Corporate Sales Div.ision 

Sales 
This shirt was given to customers by Evangelism 
at a thank-you party in Ottawa, Canada, in 1996. 
ti St~fan Schaefer 

Sales 

Apple T-Shirts 

Sales 
The sales force leaned toward polo shirts such as the one 
pictured here. This shirt was also available in pink with a 
blue collar. 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

Sales 
This shirt was made for Apple USA Systems 
Integrator managers. 111ey managed custom 
Macintosh development, creating solutions such 
as Hallmark Kiosks by Pharos Corp. and a 
controller for Hughes Aircraft satellites (one 
Macintosh with three large monitors replaced 
over a dozen terminals to fiag discrepancies). 
ti Shaan Pruden 

7 Mac 7 was a joint project with Boeing. 
Business Learning Research, a 
complementary group to Strategic 
Sales, and a group of Account 
Executives helped create a better 

"""'~==========--"---' learning solution for a Boeing Control 
Sales 

Sales 
In 1990, Apple and KPMG Peat Marwick 
announced an alliance that formed Executive 
Integration Services (EXIS), a new division of 
Peat Marwick in Palo Alto. They provided 
systems-integration services for corporations 
installing Macintosh executive information 
systems. (KPMG had done executive system 
development for Apple in 1988.) Apple provided 
technical support to the EXIS division. 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

Sales 
Strategic Sales received this shirt in 1987. 
ti PamAiles 

Display Unit. The unit was a console on 
747 and newer planes between the pilot 
and copilot. Apple provided hardware, 
software and technical support to 
enhance the learning process. 

Strategic Sales was in the 'Jhangle Building in 
1986 under Chuck Berger. They became partners 
with large corporate accounts to do joint 

ti PamAiles 

projects. The group later became Strategic 
Alliances, then the Business Development Group. 
ti PamAiles 
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AIS 
i 

- ,._ 

RED OCTOBER 

Sales 
The Business Development Group merged with another 
group to become Apple Integrated Systems. Their charter 
was to integrate Apple into corporate networks. 
ti Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

"Weve got it all together 
Sales 
This polo shirt was given to AIS employees in 1989 
ti PamAiles 

Sales 
The Government Sales group was located in the 
Triangle building in 1986. It later moved to 
Reston, Virginia, to focus on Federal sales. 
ti Pam Ailes 

9. 
Apple 

Integrated 
Systems 

.. 
Federal 
Systems 
Group 
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Sales 
The Qantas project provided information, 
such as graphics and product specifications, 
to the A!S group to aid communication with 
corporate accounts. This project was similar 
to ARPLE but not for the entire field. 
ti PamAiles 

Sales 
This shirt was from a sales seminar when Apple 
ttied to enter the CAD market. 
ti Steve Sline 

CLUB 
Sales 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 
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Sales 
• Apple Records Management Archives 

Sales 
• Goodwill Store, Campbell 

Worldwide 

Operations 

Distribution 
This sweatshin 
was given to 

employees at the 
Sunnyvale 
distribution 
facility. 
• Jeanne Carter 

§a?J& 
?.t@ §g £j, 
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Sales 
This shin was from the Spting of 1995, made by 
Business and Government Systems Engineers. 
• Shaan Pruden 

Sunnyvale Support Center 

Support 
All the employees based at the 
Sunnyvale Suppon Center went 
to a beach patty in Capitola. 
• Jeanne Carter 

Distribution 
Central Operations was 
Apple's main disttibution 
center located in Illinois. 
• Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 
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Distribution 
Worldwide Operations employees received this 
shirt for the introduction of the Power 
Macintosh in 1994. 
ti Keith Shukait 

Service Operations 
ti Brian Carter 

Operations 

Distribution 
This shirt was given to 
distribution employees to 
celebrate Apple's first $2 
billion quartei: The shirt 
design had to be revised 
three or four times to 
provide the proper ethnic 
mix for the workers. 
ti Goodwill Store, 
Cupertino 

THIS END UP 
Worldwide 

.Operations 

•• 

ti Brad Bwgon 
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Worldwide Operations 

Distribution 
The team really gets it right and uses the Binney 
& Smith design to express their knowledge . 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Distribution 
In 1993 the mailroom adopted a version of the 
military logistics phrase "improvise, adapt, 
overcome" and the Oakland Raiders' slogan 
"commitment to excellence." 
ti Keitb Shukait 
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AUSTIN 
Distribution 
Between 1991 and 1993, Finance and 
Accounting, Technical Support, and Disnibution 
were all relocated to Austin . 
ti Chris VanHoy 

Manufacturing 
The Fountain facility is 
nine miles south of 
Colorado Spt·ings. 
Apple staned 

FOUNTAIN 
GRAND OPENING 

JUNE 1992 
production in October ~---------~ 
1991 making PowerBook Duos. The operation 
was sold in 1996 but still makes Macs today. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Hardware Support 
The Scrap Committee was a 1988 program in 
Research and Development to collect old 
prototype computers from engineers. 
ti PamAiles 

Apple T-Shirts 

Distribution 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

0
1s&T 

n~ww 
!!!l• Ll 
• !!JCJMFG 

Manufacturing 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

~ ti Apple Information Security 
I 

Security 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Hardware Support 
The Equipment Recycling Program was an internal push to 
collect old equipment and reallocate it to groups where it 
was needed. Unused items were sent to Systems 
Remarketing, refu rbished and sold to third panies (mostly 
corporate accounts). 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Hardware Support 
Supply Chain Reengineering was a worldwide 
program to create a standard information system. 
The system provided consistent information to 
customers, distributors, sales and marketing, 
manufactllling, service, and suppliers. 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 
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Human 

Resources 

Human Resources 
In 1988, HR had an off-site at Great America 
amusement park, which had just opened a new 
ride called 'The Edge." 
• Chris VanHoy 

Human Resources 
• Goodwill Store, Palo Alto 

Ask Me Anything .... 
Human Resources 
This shin was given to 
volunteers at the Benefits 
HelpDesk. (The number 
shown was changed many 
years ago and is now 
permanently busy.) 

.... . About Benefits 
The Apple Benefits HelpDesk 

(408) 974-2275 

• Chris VcmHoy 

• 

Human Resources 
This shin was a team-building effon for the 
new decade. 
• Chris VanHoy 

Human Resources 
In 1989, HR returned to Great America. 
(Today, "The Edge" has been replaced by 
"The Drop Zone.") • • ~------~ • Chris VanHoy 

... AND BACK AGAIN! 

INNOVATION 
a 
I 
I 

Human Resources 
• Chris VtmHoy 

Human Resources 
HR gave this shin to all 
employees to promote its 
new AutoEnroll program. 
The program allowed 
employees to receive 
benefits information over 
the network from their 
desktop computers. 
• Brian Carter 
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Human Resources 
This shin was given to employees in 1992 to 

promote a new program developed by Roger 
Heinen, vice president of the AppleSoft division. 
111e program allowed employees a discounted price 
on one package of third-party software each yea[ It 
was hoped that familiarity with outside applications 
would help Macintosh evangelization. 
S Karen Brewer 

Employee 

Support 

Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

I 

Childcare Center 

Human Resources 
The Employees Sales 
group received this 
shin at a 1989 off-site. 
Other groups represented 
in this division also 
received shirts. 

Sales of discounted 
computers is an 
imponant benefit to 
Apple employees. 
Discounts can be 
significant for models 
with high margins. 
S Chris Van.Hoy 

EMPLOYEE SALES 

• -• . \ .. { / .. 
lST ANNIVERSARY 
· CELEBRATION · . . • \·. ----
/ Chif dca·re · 

• / Center / 

• 

• ~· 

The Childcare Center celebrated one year in existence in 1989. 
S Colette Aske/and 

Childcare Center 
The Childcare Center celebrated 
its seventh binhday in 1995. 
S Colette Aske/and 
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The Company Store The Company Store Apple TV 
The Company Store received a new logo (top left of 
photo) when it moved to Cupenino from Sunnyvale. 
ti Chris VanHoy 

This shin was created to celebrate the ten year 
anniversary of The Company Store in 1990. 

The Apple 1V facility, headed by Gail Meredith 
and located in Bandley 8, offered video 
teleconferencing and studio production. The 
Halloween parade would go through the 
building, which would be made into a haunted 
house. ·me 1V group also offered video calls to 
Santa each Christmas. 

ti Chris VanJ-Joy 

Five Star News 
Five Star News was Apple's bi-weekly employee newslette[ 
ti Keith Shukait 

***** News 
•• 

It's News To Me. 
Five Star News 
This shin was received by our cont1ibutor in 
1989 for submitting a story. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Five Star News 
ti Keith Shukait 

ti Keith Shukait 

The {X>wer to oc yourself. 
Employee Clubs 
Apple Lambda was an internal club suppotting gay and 
lesbian employees. 
ti Goodwill Store, Santa Clara 
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5th ANNUAL GARBAGE DIVE 

Employee Clubs 
ti Mike Byrne 

Employee Clubs 
OpenDoc engineer Eric House made 
th is for the Apple Cycling Club in 1995. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Health & Fitness Center 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Apple Scuba Club 

Health & Fitness Center 

Employee Clubs 
ti Mike Byrne 

This tank top was purchased at the Fitness Center. 
ti Richard Burright 

Health & Fitness Center 
Health & Fitness sponsored teams to play 
in recreation leagues. Also pan of this 
seties were Basketball and Volleyball . 
ti Brian Burke 

Health & Fitness Center 
This shin was designed as pan of a 
promotion for a uiathlon-like program. 
ti Brian Burke 



Health & Fitness Center 
ti Bn'an Burke 

Health & Fitness Center 
This shirt was designed for a program that 
connected people with similar fitness interests. 
Unfonunately, the program wasn't popular with 
female employees concerned about being 
contacted by strangers. 
ti Brian Burke 

Operations 

Running Club 

Healt h & Fitness Center 
111e Running Club was formed to create trails 
and loops around Cupenino and the Santa 
Clara Valley. They also helped with the Silicon 
Rally events. 
ti Brian Burke 

HEALTH & FITNESS 

Health & Fitness Center 
The Health & Fitness group received this shin at 
a 1989 off-site. Other groups represented in this 
division also received shins. 
ti Kristi Dasher 

Health & Fitness Center 
ti Cbris Holmes 
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Health & Fitness Center 
This shin was designed as pan of a program 
where employees did a "lap" around a series of 
stations and activities. 
ti Brian Burke 

Health & Fitness Center 
ti Nori Frasier 

Health & Fitness Center 
ti Cbris Vanfloy 
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Customer 

Support 

Customer Support 
The Customer Assistance Center changed its name to 
Customer Relations. The group for nontechnical 
issues can still be reached at 1-800-776-2333 (also 
known as 1-800-BITCH-AT-APPLE by Lew Laurent). 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

http://www.apple.com 

Customer Support 
This shin was given to all employees who panicipated in 
the Internet Demo Day activities in August 1995. 
ti Rick Donnelly 

Apple T-Shirts 

Doin' th 

Customer Support 
The Apple Assistance Center was a 
telephone suppon center for nontechnical 
customer issues. 

Customer 
Support 
The Apple 
Assistance 
Center changed 
its name to the 
Customer 
Assistance 
Center. This shin 
was given to CAC 

ti Mike Byrne 

Customer Support 

members who ~---------~ 

contributed anicles for inclusion in Knowledge Base, a 
mainframe database of current issues and solutions. 
ti Author's Collection 

(The number shown was abandoned and is 
now permanently busy.) 
ti Goodwill Store, Santa Clara 

WARRANTY TEAM 

Customer Support 
Apple Assurance and d1e Apple Global Warranty began in March 1993. Apple 
Assurance was the program to prm~de free technical suppon for all products 
and was implemented by me opening of Apple technical suppon in Austin. 

The Global Warranty program created a one-year warranty for new 
products and implemented a standard warranty for all me worldwide divisions. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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Customer Support 
This shin was given ro new 
paying members of the 

"'•••I HyperCard User Group. It is 
still available roday, although 
there are few new members. 
ti Peter Baum 

Outstanding in the field 
Customer Support 
This shin was created by Judi Seip for Suppon Readiness, who worked 
with Customer Service to prepare the field for new products. Suppon 
Readiness was just another in a series of names for this group, including 
Product Training Technology, and Service Information. 
ti Mark Bell 

April6,1~ 

Apple USA 
Apple USA 

I 
Apple USA 
ti Jeanne Carter 

I 
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•• 
USER GRO U P 

C·-0-··N· .. N· .. E··~··T .. f· .. O·· N 

•• System 7 for Madnta;h. History in the making. 

Customer Support 
Apple made these shins for d1e release of 
System 7 in May 1991. 
ti Cbris Holmes 

, 

Apple USA was formed during a 
reorganization in 1988. It included most of 
the groups involved in Operations. This 
shin was given to the entire USA division 
after a meeting in Flint Center ro 
announce its creation. 
ti Brian Carter ~=:~~·;<i,,iliolliy)"' App le USA 

a saying adopted wholeheaneclly I 
by Apple USA leader Jim • 
Buckley. He used the phrase to c arpe Diem 
sign-off all memos. 
ti Cbris VanHoy ~------------~ 



International 
Apple Pacific was formed in 1988, along with its international brothers, Apple USA 
and Apple Europe (which included Africa). Each group ran sales and suppott 

operations in its region. There has been little technology development involving 

the international groups, with a few exceptions such as the modems mentioned in 
the Peripherals chapter. 

International sales have always been an Apple strength. The Macintosh 

adapted well to many languages, performing better than any system, by fat~ with 
non-Roman-based characters. Since the creation ofWorldScript with System 7.1, 
Macintosh has been the easiest system to 

use in multiple language applications. 

Being far from corporate 

headquarters gave the international 

groups more autonomy. They used their 

freedom to create some ve1y colorful 

shins. (Unfottunately, over great 

distances, many of their stories have been 

left behind.) Apple Australia was especially 

prolific with color. The overseas sales 

success has cettainly conttibuted to such 

bold statements of Apple loyalty. (Also see 

the Pacific Sales section in the 

Conferences chapter.) 

Apple 

Pacific 

Apple Pacific 
Apple Pacific consisted of five regions, 
represented here: Far East, Japan, Latin America, 
Canada and Australia. 
• Sbaan Pruden 
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Apple Pacific 
The five regions of Apple Pacific are 
mapped our on this sweatshirt. 
• Pally Nation 

Apple Pacific 

• Kenlim 

Apple Pacific 
Pacific Center was the Apple Pacific support ream based in Cupertino. 
• Goodwill Store, Sanjose-Meridian 

Apple T-Shirts 

Apple Pacific 
• Apple Creative Services Archives 

Apple Pacific 
• Mike Byrne 

Apple Pacific 
Pacific Center closed in 1995. Apple 
Pacific had often used the wave theme 
as a rallying point (see Apple Pacific in 
the Conferences chapter) . 
• Patty Nation 
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Australia 

.ustralfa 
Apple Australia * Stefan Schaefer 

Apple 
Endeavour 

The general manager of Apple Australia was 
a sailor and the division eventually owned a 
racing yacht. The Apple Endeavour was 
made for the 1988 Australian Bicentennial 
race around Australia. 

Each leg of the race was to have a 
different crew, selected from customers 
and employees. Our contributor, Stefan 
Schaefet; a novice sailor, had his nan1e 
picked from a hat and he was eagerly 
anticipating the challenge. He was to man 
the second leg from Brisbane to Cairns. 

As the race began, a severe storm 
came in and the crew rode it out in rough 
seas, completing their assignment quickly. 
The second leg also looked as though it 
would need an expetienced crew. 

THE ROUND AUSTRALIA 

CREW 
J CLASS 

Apple Australia 
The Apple Endeavor took part in this 1988 race 
(see the sidebar, Apple Endeavour). * Stefan Schaefer 
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Apple Australia -* Stefan Schaefer W 

Apple Australia 

Down 
ldpun 

Apple Endeavour was the racing yacht owned by 
Apple Australia. * Stefan Schaefer 

Apple Endeavour TI1e storm, however, moved out as 
quickly as it had come in. The crew of the 
second leg was left on a calm sea for a 
week sailing at half a knot, a nice - but 
forced- vacation. Apple Australia * Stefan Schaefer 
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Apple Australia 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Canada 

Apple T-Shirts 

LOIS 
INSTALLATION 

TEAM 

Apple Australia 
This shin represented the state 
of Queensland. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

APPRov'Eo 
- SVSlt M S 
-~c-.._oc, ___ ,., , ... , .... _,_ 

ON TOUR 
•Canberra • Melbourne · •Perth •Darwin 

• Adelaich • Sydney • Brisba.ne 
• Tbwnsuille • Hobart 

Apple Australia 
Approved Systems was the Apple Reseller that 
put together LOIS (Legal Office Information 
System) for the Australia Attorney-General's 
Depanment in 1990. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Apple 

Apple Canada 
This shin, with just the corner of a large maple leaf, was a 
takeoff of the jersey fo r the Canada Cup hockey team. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

We made it happen in 1990. 

Apple Australia 
This shin was from Macworld 
Australia 1990. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 
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~0 B.B.R.--
Boss.... . l.R. 

Bod...... l.S. 

Bait.. ... B.D. 

Bulk.. ... W.P. 

Bent..... R.B . 

. Bucks.. ... P.Mc. 

Bold..... R.U. 
Apple Canada 
(The body of this sweatshin was cotton, the sleeves, nylon.) ~ 

ti Shaan Pruden ~ 

B.C. District ..... B.B. 

Apple Canada 

Soon after forming "Bad Boy Row" everyone in the 
office had a nickname. All were listed on this shin, 
along with fairly good likenesses. (Our conttibutor 
bravely admits to being "B-Flat", as in , (big hug) 
"You're tight, she be flat." Not quite PC, eh.) 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Latin 

America 

R 

n1' on 
Doln' 11 rl ~ as-t J 
Hie 1eH c • ... 

..P 

·oesatanao la f uerza De los Campeones' , 

Apple Latin America 
"Unleashing the power of champions." 
II Shaan Pruden 

Apple Canada 
Three sales reps in the Vancouver office came up 
with nicknames for each other and eventually 
called themselves "Bad Boy Row." 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Apple Canada 
Albena Government Telephone was a big Apple 
account. An Edmonton sales rep. made this shin 
for customer recognition. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Apple Latin America 
ti Shc/Cln Pruden 
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Apple Latin America 
ti Stefan Scha~fer 

Individual 

Sites 

Apple T-Shirts 

........ -
Apple Computer 

Apple New Zealand 
(The corporate signature is on the back of the collar 
of this sweatshirt.) 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Apple Far East 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Apple Singapore 
ti Pam Shukait 

Apple Singapore 
ti Patty Nation 



Thanks 

Apple Europe 
ti Amy Rapport 

Apple Finland 

International 

Tack sa mycket 

("Oy" is similar to the Ameiican business use of "Inc.") 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple Taiwan 
ti PamAiles 

Apple Far East 
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Our key international conttibutors, both Apple evangelists, ended their 
honeymoon in Hong Kong by agreeing to make a presentation at the 
Expo. Congratulations Stefan and Shaan! 
ti Shaan Pruden and Stefan Schaefer 



Sales 

Conferences 
Conferences and t-shil1S go hand-in-hand. There are many reasons for sponso1ing a 
conference - publicity in the press, visibility within the industty, gathering 
information, providing information, and creating goodwill with customers, 
developers and business partners. All of these also happen to be good reasons for 
creating t-shil1S (and we know Apple needs only the slightest excuse to begin 
ptinting on cotton). Shins will help keep alive the memo1ies of these major events, 
most of which are vitally impo1tant to Apple business, and so shins are always 
printed to mark these occasions. 

The first of these events was the Apple sales conference. Every October, at 
the beginning of the fiscal yeai; the Apple sales force comes together to leai·n about 
new products and the current sales strategy. If all goes well they will gain inspiration 
for the coming yeat~ As we saw in the first chapte1; in the eai·ly '80s these meetings 
were huge bashes filled with parties, fun and games; they were usually located in 
Hawaii or Acapulco. Recent meetings have been more subdued and closer to home 
to keep costs down but they ai·e imponant nonetheless. 

Apple Sales follows the typical Account Executive/System Engineer setup of 
most technology companies. AEs promise customers the world and SEs follow up 

continued 

USA Sales Conference 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 
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with what is actually possible. Every summer since 1990, SEs have travelled to a 

week-long "Summer Camp" to improve their technical training. These camps are 

usually located on a college campus to enhance the learning theme. 

Apple Pacific had its own regional sales conference each year Hawaii was 
usually chosen since it is conveniently central to the region. The five divisions of 

Apple Pacific came from very interesting and colorful regions; it is easy to see how 

they have enriched this publication with some beautiful t-shi1ts. 

Macworld magazine sponsors a number of annual gatherings for Macintosh 

enthusiasts and vendors. Thousands of Macintosh fans and business people 

descend on the largest shows in San Francisco each January and in Boston every 

August (that's right, Boston in August - typically described as swelte1ing). In recent 

years Apple and others have announced most new products at Macworld shows. 

There have been international shows as well, including Australia, Japan and Hong 
Kong. 

Apple's most important show is the Worldwide Developers Conference, held 

every May in Sanjose. Commercial progranuners working on the Macintosh attend 

the week-long conference designed especially for them. These people know the 
most intimate workings of the Mac and they love it. They are the creators of the 

"killer apps" that have made - and will continue to make - the Mac the best 

computer to use and have caused the world to follow. Apple is wise to support them 
so well - they are the future. 

USA Sales Conference 
Members of the sales force joined John Sculley 
during the 1989 Sales Conference. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

, 

Apple USA 1989 

USA Sales Conference 
"Full Force" was the theme of the 1990 Sales 
Conference. 
ti Brian Carter 
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USA Sales Conference 
1990 Sales Conference. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

USA Sales Conference 

Conferences 

USA Sales Conference 
Each year the sales conference had a theme and 
a sponsoring sales team. The 1990 Sales 
Conference was sponsored by the Federal 
Systems group. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

· ~· iji[~ 1¢fMI Performance 
Apple FY'94 Global Sales Conference 

USA Sales Conference 
Pride Power Performance was the theme of ci1e 1993 Sales Conference. 
The theme was a takeoff of the theme of the 1992 Apple Pacific Sales 
Conference: Pride Power Pacific. Attendees were given a preview of the 
first Power Macintosh machines released in 1994. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Each sales division received a different colored 
shirt for the 1993 Sales Conference. 

USA Sales Conference 
ti Shaan Pruden 

ti Stefan Schaefer 
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ff H mu ummn m mmm 
USA Sales Conference 
1991 Sales Conference. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

USA Sales Conference 
Attendees at the 1993 Sales 
Conference in Las Vegas could sign 
out a QuickTake camera; the best 
picture won a prize. In another 
event, teams were pitted against 
each other to answer questions; the 
winner got 500 in gambling money. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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USA Sales Conference 
"WorldWide Wired" was the theme for the 1995 
Sales Conference in New Orleans. 
ti Sbaan Pruden 

Summer 

Camp 

•• 
Counselor 

Camp 1\pplc 
Summer Camp 
Each year there were different colored 
shins for teachers and students. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

Apple T-Shirts 

•• USA Sales Conference 

Summer Camp 

The Apple Pacific team received this shin for 
the 1995 Sales Conference. 
ti Stefan Scbaefer 

Summer Camp was an annual week-long technical training 
conference for the sales field. Its predecessors were Camp 
Apple in Atlanta and Bayou B1iefing in New Orleans in the 
summer of 1990. 
ti Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

Summer Camp 
The 1991 Summer Camp, at Nonhwestern University in 
Chicago, was the first official camp for the whole USA. 
Systems Engineers and presenters would come for a week 
of learning products, attending labs, and networking. 
ti Judi Seip 



Summer Camp 
The 1992 Summer Camp was held at the 
University of Washington in Seattle. (Mt. Rainier 
is backwards in this anwork.) 
ti Apple Reconls Management Arcbives 

Technical Training 

Conferences 

Summer Camp 
The 1993 Summer Camp was held at the 
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. 
SjudiSeip 

Summer Camp 
The 1995 Summer Camp was held at the 
University of California, San Diego, in La Jolla. 
ti Sbaan. Pruden 

Technical Training 

Tech Stan was a new-product training seminar given 
to Apple Systems Engineers in 1993. 

Technoicls was a group from the field who worked for 
the Apple Briefing Centers in Campbell, New York, 
Irvine, Dallas, and Reston, Virginia. Twice a year; usually 
April and November, they presented to consulting 
Systems Engineers the Apple Assumptions Package, 
which outlines products being released in the coming 
six months. In the Fall of 1993 the engineers gm the 
latest information at the new R&D campus at Infinite 
Loop -therefore they got the "poop in the loop." 

ti Apple Records Management Archives 

ti Shaan Pruden 
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Summer Camp 
The 1994 Summer Camp was held at George 
Mason University in Washington, DC. This was 
the first year of the PowerPC so the name was an 
excellent tie-in with the politics of Washington. 
ti Sbaan Pruden 

g e e k UJ eek I!!! pi k e s .p ea k 

Summer Camp 
The 1996 Summer Camp was held at Pikes Peak in 
Colorado. Speakers wore propeller beanies, 
following the camp theme. Conference badges 
were in plastic pocket protectors. 
SjudiSeip 

Jump Start 

Technical Training 
The Customer Service Division, the group that sponsors 
Summer Camps, die! a winter technical training course in 
1994 called Jump Stan. They printed this design on a blue 
mechanic's shin. 
SjudiSeip 
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Technical Training 
Tech Talk was another winter training course 
sponsored by the Customer Service Division. 
ti Judi Seip 

Pacific 

Sales 

•• 
Wave of the Future 

Pacific Sales Conference 
"Wave of the Future" was the theme of the 1989 
sales conference in Kauai. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Apple T-Shirts 

Technical Training 
Tech Tour was another training course held by 
the Customer Service Division in a Sunnyvale 
hotel in the Spring of 1996. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin represented the Apple Australia team 
at the 1986 sales conference in Maui. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin represented the Apple Australia team at the 1989 
sales conference. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Mno..!nd 
DIVILOPMINT 

Technical Training 
This shin was made in 1993 for the Performance 
Systems Development group, then the name of 
the technical training group that trained the 
field, including the Summer Camp conferences. 
ti Judi Seip 

GDAY 
Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin recognized the Apple Australia team at 
the 1989 sales conference. 
ti Chris Holmes 

Team 
Australia 
on top of the 

Pad.fie Ware• 
KauaJJJBj 



Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin represented die Western Canada sales 
office at the 1989 sales conference. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Conferences 

~D The West 

/ti Uictoria 

/ ti Uancouuer 

/ti Calgary 

/ti Edmonton 

....._ lJ < ( -8-.. 
~ 

./' 

..r/ s 
La On.da Calien'fe 

w. L-atif\ An\eric a 
Pacific Sales Conference 
Translation: "Heat Wave" - the theme of the 
1990 sales conference. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin, representing Apple Australia in 1990, 
was one of the most reviled of any sales 
conference. Rumor had it that the designer 
couldn't go to the conference because of cost
cutting measures and picked the color on 
purpose (although neon was still showing up in 
regular fashions at die time). 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin represented the Western 
Canada sales office at the 1990 
sales conference - also known as 
"Hawaii 9-oh." 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Apple Pacific 
Sales Conference 
FY'91 
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Pacific Sales Conference 
Apple Canada made this shin for the 1989 sales conference, 
to recognize Apple's continued suppon of Pacific Cente[ 
ti Shaan Pruden 

•• 

Pacific Sales Conference 
"Heat Wave" was the theme of the 1990 sales 
conference in Waikiki. 
ti Sbaan Pruden 

Central Sales 

Canada 

Pacific Sales Conference 
At Apple Pacific sales conferences, each 
group would make a shin representing their 
division. The shins would then be traded 
with members from od1er groups to 

promote interaction and team spiJit. This 
shin was the trader from the Toronto 
DistJict of Apple Canada in 1991. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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Pacific Sales Conference 
At the 1991 sales conference the Apple Pacific group had 
a meeting at Club 0 in San Francisco. Club 0 was 
located over a pool, which Apple people soon took over. 
S Apple Creative Services Archives 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin, from the 1992 sales conference in 
Hawaii, was the trader from Apple Australia. 
s Stefan Schaefer 

Pacific Sales Conference 
"Can't Stop the Power" was the theme of the Apple 
Pacific sales conference in 1994. This was the trader 
shin for the Pacific Force team from Cupenino. 
s Stefan Schaefer 

Apple T-Shirts 

Pacific Sales Conference 
S Shaan Pruden 

- " Glndnnsh1•h 1r11bnr 
h1 m• LU·.-· ·l1 ·1 n u ·r1y 

11ocm11okh dalni aisi11011cle era/co 
aiso yaaalmsi ra1 11nyma la nep 
nastikap sepllli11pipi roinsgape 

rank-lisa tt•oani/ 11111/wad 
umenlip" 

Pacific Sales Conference 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shirt was the trader from Apple Australia 
in 1991. 
S Stefan Scbaefer 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shin represented the Apple 
Australia team at the 1993 sales 
conference in Las Vegas. 
S Stefan Scbaefer 

This shin represented the Apple Far East team at 
the 1994 sales conference in Kauai . 

Pacific Sales Conference 
This shirt was traded by the Apple Japan 
team in 1994. 

S Stefan Schaefer s Stefan Schaefer 



Macworld 

Expo 

AppleFest 

Australian Mean 
MAChine 

Apple Pacific FY' 95 ales Conference 
October 24 · 28, Kauai, Hawaii 

Pacific Sales Conference 

111is shin was traded by the Apple 
Australia team in 1994. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

AppleFest was the early-1980s 
equivalent of Macworld Expo 
but was focused on the Apple II 
product line. 111ere were 
alternating shows berween 
Boston and San Francisco, just 
as there are with MacWorld 
today. Although AppleFest 
included non-Apple II products 
such as Apple ///, Lisa, and early 
Macintosh, it was an Apple 
U-focused event. As Apple's 
product emphasis shifted from 
the Apple II to the Macintosh, 
AppleFest was replaced with 
MacWorld. 
ti Ray Montagne 

Conferences 

Pacific Sales Conference 
111is shin was given to all attending in 1994 . 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

Macworld Expo 
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John Sculley wanted customers to believe he 
would offer competitive p1ices on the products 
just released in 1990. 
ti Pally Nation 

Macworld Expo 
This shin was worn by the staff in the 1992 Expo booth. 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 
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Macworld Expo 
This shirt was given to seminar facul ty in 1994. 
ti Peter Baum 

Apple T-Shirts 

Macworld Expo 
This shirt was worn by the 
event staff in the 1993 
Expo booth. 
ti Apple Records 
Management Archives 

MacllntOehLC 

MIMltntoah Q~ 

---· ........... 

--4.0 
AlbM 2.0 

QulckTlme tor wanttows 

°'HckThn• 1.e '°" M.ctntotoh 

~•l4Hn7.1 

•• 

Macworld Expo 

Macworld '95 
This shirt was worn by workers at the Apple 
developer booth in San Francisco in 1995. 
ti Brian McGhie 

Macworld Boston '94 
Macworld Expo 
111is shirt was worn by workers at 
the Apple booth in a tent outside 
Boston's World Trade Center. The 
tent was flooded by summer rains. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

Macworld Expo 
ti jess Gibson 



Apple Computer 
Macworld Expo 
The theme was continued in San 
Francisco in 1996. 
ti Mike Lem 

Conferences 

Macworld Expo 
This shin was given to seminar 
faculty in 1995. 
ti PeterBaum 

• Apple 
Developer 
Relations 

Macworld Expo 
Developer Central 
workers wore this shin 
in the Apple Developer 
Relations booth at the 
1996 Macworld San 
Francisco. The arrow 
goes up the sleeve and 
points tight at the 
wearer's head. 
ti Shaan Pruden 
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You, a Mac, the world. 

MacWorld Boston '95 
Macworld Expo 
This slogan was first used in Boston in 1995. 
ti Chris VanHoy 

Macworld Expo 
This version was available in The Company Store. 
ti Goodwill Store, San Jose-Meridian 

t~-
(;'\t,rJJ 

0 

, 

25,000,000 
MACWORLD 
I :ffif.filPPI4 

Macworld Expo 
This shin was distributed at the 1996 Macworld 
Boston. Our contributor was out to dinner with 
a team from Apple Evangelism when the waitress 
began having fun with the computer visitors and 
gave them nicknames with a permanent marker. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 
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Worldwide 

Developers 

Conference 
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Apple T-Sbirts 

WWDC WWDC 
1989 Apple Worldwide Developers Conference. WWDC brought 
together Macintosh programmers from large and small businesses every 
May in San Jose. 

1990 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
• Caro/\Vilser 

• Rick Sewill 

1991 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
• Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

WWDC 

WWDC 
1992 Worldwide Developers Conference. 1l1e 
Apple Developer Group was a broad organization 
from the early 1990s, responsible for all developer 
related items. 
• Karen Brewer 

,~. : 

. · APPLE · 
WORLDWIDE 
DEVELOPERS 
CONl'EllENCE 

Tin Apple Wurlfiw11le Dr.velopr.rs Cunlerenr.e 

1992 Worldwide Developers 
Conference. All of these 
items were pan of the 
conference, including a 
lunchtime contest to build 
the best sculpture out of 
Lego pieces . WWDC'93 nw ... h<rlOl)lp:lnfwouktd<Trhoilr~ .. 

'---=--'-"'""'-'---'-'--"-"-"----~-=-=--__, • Sbaan Pruden WWDC 
1993 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
• Sbaan Pruden 



WWDC 

w 
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1993 Worldwide Developers Conference. The 
Shared Library Manager was a system extension 
which evolved into the Code Fragment Manager. 
ti LynnShade 

" •• 

WWDC 

1994 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
ti Goodwill Store, Mountain View 

WWDC 
1995 Worldwide 
Developers 
Conference. 111is 
was one of three 
similar shins 
provided to 
attendees. 

Conferences 

WWDC 
1993 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
ti Brian McGhie 

WWDC 
1995 Worldwide Developers Conference. The 
same design was used each ye-Jr for speakers and 
attendees. ln 1995 attendees' shins were blue. 
ti TimHolmes 
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WWDC 
1993 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
Developer Press created publications to suppon 
third-party programmers. 
ti Goodwill Store, Sunnyvale 

Develop your software. 

ti jess Gibson 

Mac™OS 
The software you were born With helps you write code 

into the wee small hours, find the bugs in your 
competirors' products, and create fake demos for the 
first six months of a project. It dese1ves the operacing 

system designed to work With it: the Mac OS. 

1995 Apple Worldwide Developers Conference 
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Develop your software. 
The software you were born with helps you outthink 

Marketing (while making less money), induce 
migraines al Microsoft, and create animated, stereo, 

3-D interactive About Boxes. It deserves 
the o~rating system designed to work with it: 

the Mac OS. 

WWDC 
1995 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
S Eve Medina 

WWDC 
1996 Worldwide Developers Conference. This 
shin was made by Stefan for people giving 
Copland presentations. 
S St~fan Schaefer 

WWDC 
1996 Worldwide Developers 
Conference. This realistic 
print of a pocket and button 
was created by Bruce Lee fo r 
Apple Developer Relations. 
S Laurel Rezeau 

Develop your software. 
The software you were born with helps you follow 

thousands of different threads on the internet, 
whip up gourmet feasts using only ingredients from 

the 24-hour store, and use words like "paradigm" 
and "orthogonal" in casual conversation. It deserves 

the operating system designed to work wi th it: 
the Mac OS. 

WWDC 
1995 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
S Brian McGhie 

WWDC 
1996 Worldwide Developers Conference. 
S Tim Holmes 

.. 
AAJle' 

l'!hJ,i.fo .I 
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WWDC 
1996 Worldwide Developers 
Conference. Joel Hornbeck helped 
organize this after-hours event in a 
downtown San Jose warehouse. 
Free passes were handed out at 
W\'\IDC. The story goes that there 
was a suggested donation of $5, but 
a band-member sraned working the 
door and forced the issue. Joel was 
arrested that night for not having a 
business license. 
S Rob "The Infamous Supe1jly Mac 
Daddy of Apple" johns 



Stump the Experts 
The "Stump the Expens" program 
at WWDC began in 1992. This 
seminar staned with a volunteer 
panel of about a dozen Apple and 
non-Apple programming expel15 -
it has since grown to over two 
dozen. Prizes are awarded to the 
winning team and it has become 
very competitive in recent years. 

Teams of attendees and 
expel15 get to ask technical 
questions of each other in turn. 
Questions must be worded carefully 
-Q: "Do you know ... " A: "Yes." 
would count as a correct answer. A 
point (and t-shilt) is awarded for 
each correct answer; points are 
totalled at the end of the hour to 
determine the winning tean1. 

Other 

Conferences 

Conferences 

Stump the Experts 
This shirt was from the first Stump the Experts 
seminar in 1992. 
• Brian McGhie 

Stump the Experts 
The fourth, in 1995. 
• Brian McGhie 

CONFERENCE • 1984 

MacHack 
The MacHack hackers' conference was held each summer 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 111e conference was created to 
allow Macintosh programmers to exchange coding 
expertise. This shin was from the first MacHack in 1984. 
II PeterBaum 

Stump the Experts 
The second, in 1993. 
• Brian McGhie 
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Stump the Experts 
The third, in 1994. 
• Brian McGhie 

Stump the Experts 
The fifth , in 1996. 
• Brian McGhie 

MacHack 
This shin was from the founh MacHack conference in 1987. 
• Peter Baum 
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MacHack 
This shin was from the fifth MacHack conference 
in 1988. 
It PeterBaum 

Comdex 
Apple had a presence at most Comdex 
business computing conferences (although 
they have announced that they will not be 
attending in 1997) . 
It Karen Brewer 

lnterop 
It Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Real World 
'A.;p1e aiii<le · 

Mac Hack 
This shin was from the Apple Guide seminar at 
the 1995 MacHack conference. 
It Bryan Carter 

Comdex 
This shin was worn by Apple 
representatives in the Apple booth. 
It Shaan Pruden 

lnterop 

New Technology 
Building Blocks 

I T D 0 W 

Macintosh 
Programming Techniques 

I T D O W 

More Mac 
Programming Techniques 

Late Nigi,; ~l~h M; cHack 

Applied Ma~ S~rlptlng 
Sy.;.;n~ec a c+: io~ ~he l Mac 
Real W~rid' A~pie Gulde 

Openo:x" ?~;r;;.mtng 
for the Mac 

icoMDEX '94 1 
Comdex 
Eve provided some equipment to a group 
doing a Comdex display and received this shin 
for her effons. 
It Eve Medina 

It Goodwill Store, San Jose-Almaden 



lnterop 
ti Goodwill Store, Campbell 

Mactivity 
Apple sponsored this annual conference for 
Macintosh networking. 
ti Goodwill Store, Mounlain View 

Conferences 157 

Interactive Multimedia 
ti Brian McGhie 

AppleWorld • Apple Work! 
T,;pd '93 

1993 TAIPEI TAIWAN 

PACRIMTroOOUJGIF.S jj JI!. 'It J!l!l 
MICROTEK 
HEWLETt 
PAC~ARO 

COMPOSE 
B&!l 
lll11!lllill 
Nim 
)lb'!1Pc'.'f"l 

~ 
PICO 
RA5TER0PS 
SCREEN 

UMAX 
UNIQ Enttrprim 
/>1,rir. 

6KOOO Um Group 
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Ji 1fl'Hl:. AppleWorld 
j~8'*-:lt:-1f ti Mike Lem 
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:,-
MANUFACTURERS 

HANOVER 
CORPORATE 
CHALLENGE 

Corporate Challenge 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Nous sommes tous de jeunes barbares 
que nos jouets neufs ei~rveillent enoore. 

Japan Developers Conference 
Apple sponsored many international 
conferences. Roughly mmslated, this says, "\Vie 
are made up of young savages who delight in 
our new toys." 
ti Lynn Shade 
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'"''° ·~*f~~:3? • 
An All Star*·· Bigger than 

the original 
Broadway Production 

Forums 
Apple Australia ran a series of business forums 
around the country in 1989. They would always 
have an influential speaker to draw prospects 
and raise the corporate proftle. It was basically a 
small trade show. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Worldwide Localization 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Worldwide Localization 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

Apple T-Shirts 

Forums 
John Dorllevy had organized the 1989 forums. 
He thanked those involved in 1989 with this shirt 
- including its imprinted memo with 
suggestions for 1990. 
ti Stefan Schaefer 

Worldwide Localization 
ti Amy Rapport 

~orums! 1 1990 J 
@~@= @~@-- @~@~ 

Australia Developer Conference 
(Photo by Ray Montagne.) 
ti Ray Montagne 

Drsign a Masttrpitct 

NCGA 
Apple had a booth at the 1988 National 
Computer Graphics Association 
conference in Anaheim. 
ti Pam Ailes 



A/EiC IHUMS '91 

ili§?flfitld 
(\q s;i 'til ;x e) noun. 
1. The cap'dbiliry of doing many things well. 
2. The quality of having many uses or applications. 

Apple Expo Center 
• Apple Creative Services Archives 

China Market Forum 
TI1is conference was held as a brainstorming 
session. The group of developers and business 
people focused on ways to get themselves and 
Apple into China. 
• Stefan Scbaefer 

• OOPTeam 
OOPSLA 

Apple Xhibition 

Conferences 

•• 
Sun11ner 
CES 1992 

Consumer Electronics Show 
• Mike Lem 

Worldwide 
Enterprise Meeting 
• Goodwill Store, 
San Jose-Almaden 

Information Architecture 
• Apple Records Management Arcbives 

NGO Forum on Women 
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This shin was from the Conference on 
Object-Oriented Programming 
Systems, Languages, and Applications 
in October 1992, at Vancouver, Btitish 
Columbia, Canada. 

• Apple Records Management Arcbives Apple sent a group to the Non-Governmeni.al Agencies Forum on 
Women in 1995. The group provided technology services fo r the 
conference, including printing a newspapei: • Shaan Pruden 
• Mike Lem 
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Instructional Products Show 
111e Socieey fo r Technical Communicaeions 
awarded ehese credies co Apple ae ehe 1995 On
line Communicaeion Competition. 
9 Brian McCbie 

Apple T-Shirts 

Java Summit 
The Java Summie was sponsored by Tools 
Produce Markeeing and was intended to provide 
insight and begin setting standards for Java 
implementation. Attendees were VPs, upper 
level engineers and decision makers. 
9 Robin Wagganer 

HyperSynergie 
HyperSynergie was an annual event sponsored 
by the Montreal office of Apple Quebec at an 
olf-siee reson. le received its name in its early 
years when Education, Business, and 
Government cuseomers would creaee 
HyperCard stacks ae ehe meeting. 
9 Sbaan Pruden 



Corporate 

Events 

Apple Events 
An Apple Event is more than a programming tool or a public relations meeting. An 
Apple Event is really an internal meeting or Apple-sponsored event tl1at is exclusively 
'l\.pple." Only at Apple could an event be defined by how good an excuse it was to 
make a t-shilt. 

Employees have enjoyed concetts, marathons and olympiads, all sponsored 
by the company. Anniversaiies, milestones and product demonstrations have all 
been commemorated. Only one beer bash is mentioned explicitly here, but many 
events in this book were cettainly accompanied by a few dtinks "on the house." 
Ftiday afternoon beer bashes were a hallowed tradition through most of the 1980s. 

Of course, the Loma Ptieta Eatthquake was one event that had a profound 
effect on Apple people. Some of the stress of this disaster was relieved through the 
humor oft-shirts. The eaithquake mai1aged to shut down one lai-ge Apple building 
and (as we have seen in tlle Mac OS chapter) cause an additional delay in the 
development of System 7.0. 

This is 
Apple 

This is 
Apple 
on 
drugs 

Any questions? 
1991 Layoff 

111is shin was made by Steve Jobs loyalists after the 1991 layoff in which they blamed John 
Sculley for poor business management. The result was this va1iation of the ubiquitous public 
service announcement that had shown a frying egg representing "your brain on drugs." 
Under Sculley's management Apple had made the psychological transition from a stan-up 
company to a Fonune 500 corporation. Some long-time employees were not accepting of the 
added emphasis on the bottom line. 
9 Anonymous 
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40th Birthday 
This shirt was worn by all die vice presidents at 
the executive staff meeting on the day of Mike 
Markkula's 40th birthday in 1983. 
9 Gene Carter 

Apple T-Shirts 

APPLE'S TENTH ANNJVERSARY 

10th Anniversary 
Tiiis shin was created for 
Apple's tenth anniversary in 
January 1987. It was inspired by 
Malcolm "X" baseball caps that 
were popular at die time. 

'----~---~ 9 Chris Vanf-loy 

I 

I L' ..... 

millionth 
macintosh 

reunion 
• 

3.17.87 

Millionth Macintosh 

J 

This shin was given to diose who attended a 
communication meeting in March 1987 to 

announce die sale of one million Macs. This 
...... -~----...... -~...,...~~ .......... milestone took three years to reach; by 

[reamApple · [ l:J 
Macintosh 1 Oth Anniversary 
This shirt was sold in Tiie Company Store to celebrate the tenth 
anniversary of the Macintosh. The text of die "1984" commercial and 
all the Macintosh models are listed on the front of this shirt. 
9 jess Gibson 

Macintosh 10th Anniversary 
This shirt was created for the tenth 
anniversaiy of die Macintosh and the 
release of the PowerPC in 1994. 
9 Shaan Pruden 

comparison, the Apple II sold its first 
million in June 1983 after six years, but 
sold its next million by November of 1984, 
just one and a half years later. 1n late 1986, 
Macintosh orders had begun to pass those 
of die Apple II. 
S Kenlim 



Macintosh 

August 1995 

20 Million Served 
This shirt was shot from 
the R&D balconies into the 
crowd gathered in the 
courtyard for the Windows 
95 introduction meeting. 
9 Mike Lem 
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Apple Events 

21Million 
Macs Say ... 

• • • thanks! 
October 1995 

21 Millionth Macintosh 
This shin was made by Apple Evangelism for a 
Microsoft Oktoberfest party in Redmond. It was 
given to Macintosh developers at Microsoft to 
show appreciation for their efforts. 
9 Shaan Pruden 
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rm helping launch a legend. 

Fall 1989 Products 
111is shin represented the release of the Macintosh 
Ponable. Histoty has shown the real legend released in 
1989 was the Macintosh Ilci. 
9 Chris Van.Hoy 
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Personal LascrWrilcr NT 
A/UX 2.0 

Hypc rcard 2.0 
fvbcA pp 

Softwnrc Tools 
Fall 1989 Products 
This shirt was given to all who 
attended the communication 
meeting announcing new 
products for Fall 1989. 

Fall 1990 Products 

9 Laura Strandberg 

This shin was distributed at the communication meeting announcing new 
products for Fall 1990 
9 Carol \Vilser 
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• 
Macintosh. 

More than you imagin~ 
For less than you tfiink. 

Fall 1990 Products 
This shirt, featuring the ad campaign for 1990, 
was also given at the Fall 1990 new product 
meeting. (This was the shirt most often 
contributed to this book) 
ti Jeanne Car/er 

Apple Product Faire 

Apple T-Shirts 
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Apple sponsored this day-long event in May 1984. Employees and their 
fam ilies came to see demonstrations of new products and software. 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

Borland Beer Bash 
Borland handed out this shirt at a beer bash for 
Apple employees in 1987. They were giving 
demonstrations of Reflex Plus, for which Borland 
and Apple had just signed a co-marketing 
agreement. Borland was, of course, headed by 
Frenchman Phillippe Kahn. 
ti Brian Carter 

Vive Le 
Macintosh 

October 1987 

This shirt was handed out at the communication meeting 
announcing new products for Fall 1992. There were so 
many new products coming out that there was talk of 
replacing t-shirts by handing out a jacket and then adding 
patches fo r those working on new projects. T-shirts were 
considered too imponant to the employees and the idea 
was quickly discarded. 
ti Brad Burgan 

c 

DESIGN TIIE PERSO.'JAL ffi\1.PUTER 
OF THE YEAR WOO 

Year 2000 Project 
The Year 2000 Project was an open design 
competition for indusuial design students. They 
came to Apple to design a new compute[ The 
winning project was later displayed on campus. 
ti Brian Carter 

-~ .............. 
_.,.,.....~ ...... 

Surfin' Technology Fair '95 
UlUH'S COMPUTH PRODUCTS 

Product Expo 
This shirt was from an afternoon product faire in the R&D 4 
cafeteria. Apple would occasionally allow d1ird-party vendors 
to display their products to Apple employees in a miniature 
afternoon expo on campus. 
ti Eve Medina 



Commute 
Alternatives 
Faire 
This faire was 
held by Apple to 
comply with new 
laws passed to 
encourage non-
auto commuting. In gentle mocking, all 
these Acts , Laws and Committees are 
represented on the back design: 
Transponation Demand Management, 
Metropolitan Transponation Commission, 
Commute Alternatives, California Clean Air 
Act, Alternative Transponation , High 

Apple Events 

Occupancy Vehicles , Bay Area Air Quality Management District , Trip Reduction 
Ordinance, Transponation Control Measure, American Public Transit Association, 
Association For Commuter Transponation, and Congestion Management Program 
ti Laurel Rezeau 

Wedcn\;nhorittw oalhfmm .... pam>ls. 
We borrow itholn ow childten. 

Gourmet Earth Day 
Apple Latin America sponsored this event. 
ti Shaan Pruden 

This shin was from Eatth Day in 1989. 
ti Judi Seip 

Apple Pops 
Apple sponsored a series of concerts in 1986 at 
the Shoreline Amphitheater in Mountain View. 
ti Chris VanHoy 
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Macos AppleSoft ]ob Fair 
AppleSoft Job Fair 
The AppleSoft division held this 1995 Job Fair in the R&D 4 cafeteria to hire 
new Macintosh programmers. Along with the loss of staff from an earlier 
layoff, engineers had been lea~ing Apple over frequent salary freezes and 
lack of direction with Copland. 
ti Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

ti Apple Computer 
April 22, 1995 

Earth Day 
This shirt was from Eatth Day in 1995. 
ti Colette Aske/and 

Party 
This shirt was from a party for a few friends at Steve 
Wozniak's house. Cloud 9 is from CL9, Woz's first 
post-Apple project to create a handheld device. 
ti Peter Baum 
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AU Family Day 
This shin was created for Family Day at Saratoga 
Springs campground in Saratoga, an event with 
plenty of games and an for parents and children 
to do togethei: Apple University was trying to 
promote "family" in the Summer of 1989. 
S Pam Shukait 

Resellers Conference 

Apple T-Shirts 

Power Macintosh Racing 
This shin was sold in July 1995 when an Apple
sponsored formula race car was displayed outside 
R&D 1. CKS Panners also created for Apple such 
products as interactive in-store Newton displays. 
S Kevin Moore 

111is shin was created for a resellers conference in 1990, sponsored by 
Apple Australia and held on the Gold Coast near Brisbane. 
S Stefan Schaefer 

one apple j teadino throuoh action ) 

Worldwide Managers Meeting 
S Apple Records Management Archives 

Education Meeting 
This conference was for Education customers of 
Apple Canada. 
S Shaan Pruden 

Power 
Macintosh 
Racing 

Mission: Impossible 
This shin was given to employees at the 
company screening of Mission: Impossible at the 
Century theaters in May 1996. Apple Product 
Placement had created a major role in the movie 
for the Macintosh PowerBook. 
S Brian Burke 

U CANT TOUCH THIS 

CSPS Conference 
S Judi Seip CSPS Conference 

Mo11terey, 1990 



Sales Meeting 
SjudiSeip 

Sporting 

Events 

Apple Events 

~~ !DDTHWEST 
~~NORTHWEST 

Business Sales Meeting 
This shin was created for a Business Sales 
regional off-site at Incline Village, Nevada. The 
region ran from Washington to New Mexico but 
did not include California. 
S Shaan Pruden 

Silicon Rally 1987 
c.e~ the Bicer4ennlal ci the US. OJnstitulion 

• 

/ 
/ 

I 
I 

I 
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Business Sales Meeting 
To open this 1994 sales meeting, Jim Buckley 
rode onstage on a Harley Davidson, rewed the 
engine and drove right off the stage. He hun 
his wrist but got up and finished his keynote 
address anyway. Audience response to 
subsequent speeches was a resounding 
"Vroom, vroom!" 
S Shaan Pruden 

• SILICON RALLY 1986 • 

Silicon Rally 
The first Silicon Rally was a 12k run through 
Cupenino sponsored by Apple. The race began 
and ended at Apple's Matiani 1 building and was 
followed by a great party. 
S Amy Rapport 

Silicon Rally Silicon Rally 
The second (and third) Silicon Rally was only 
five kilometers in length. 
S Apple Records Management Archives 

The third (and last) Silicon Rally staned and 
finished at Cupenino's Mem01ial Park. 
S Carol \Y/ilser 
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Corporate Games 
The Apple Corporace Games were held almosc 
annually at Foothill College in Los Alcos. The 
Games were a series of fun evencs designed co 
promoce compecicion and cooperacion 
between divisions. 

Corporate Games 
•Mike Lem 

• Carol \Vi/ser 

Corporate Games 
• Goodwill Store, Santa Clara 

Softball 
Apple Finance would always have a quaner close party to 
celebrate closing and balancing Apple's accouncing books. The 
Sunnyvale Worldwide Operacions accouncing depanmem would 
sponsor the] uly pa11)' by having a softball tournament at 1ivin 
Creeks Park, nexc to its facilicy. 
• Brian Carter 

Corporate Games 
• Brian Burke 

Corporate Games 
• Karen Brewer 

Softball 
ti Jeanne Carter 



Softball 
'Tax League of Their Own 92" was che sracemenc 
made on this gray jersey by che Finance 
depanmenc's softball team. (The photo has been 
removed at the copyright owner's request.) 
9 Apple Records Managemenl Archives 

Softball 
Apple teams 
would join the 
Cupertino City 
League, as chis 
team did in 1991. 
9 Brian Car/er 

World Cup Skiing 
Apple sponsored a World Cup Freestyle skiing 
event in January 1993 at Whistler Blackholm, 
near Vancouver, Bri tish Columbia. PowerBooks 
were used at the gate and all scoring was clone 
on a Mac. 
9 Sbcian Pruden 

Apple Events 

Softball 
This shin represented the team from 
manager Ken Ratcliffe's department. 
9 Brian Car/er 

Party First Aid 
Ski Challenge 
9 Apple Records 
Management Archives 

Racing 
A group, 
mostly from 
Apple Finance, 
got together 
via Applelink 
in 1987 to 
attend a day
long drivers 
school at 
Laguna Seca. 
9 Brian Carter 
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Softball 
Most quarter close parties had been cu t back by 
1992. But die summer softball tournamenc 
concinuecl uncil most of Finance was moved to 
Austin in August 1992. 
9 Brian Carter 

River Rafting 
The Business Development Group went on a 
river rafting trip on the American River in 1986. 
Pam reports it was a great ream bu ilding 
experience. She also counts herself as one of 
two foresighted individuals who wore wetsuits 
that day as chere were many warerfights and the 
water was cold. 
9 PamAiles 
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The 

Earthquake 

Earthquake 
TI1e Networking and Communications 
depattment created its own shirt to boost 
morale after the earthquake. 
a RickSewill 

The San FrancisL , 1:.arthquakl· '89 

Earthquake 
De Anza 3, at 10500 De Anza Boulevard in 
Cupenino, was damaged in the eanhquake and 
required extensive repairs. Employees were 
forced to relocate during the repair work. 
a Mike Lem 

Apple T-Shirts 

Earthquake 
The Desktop Recovery Team of technicians was charged 
with repai1'ing damaged data and hardware throughout 
the company after the Loma Prieta eatthquake. 
a Mike Byrne 

It quaked the ground 
ir rocked the w 

and pla~t~t crurubl •d 
l111h-l;. lb. 

Cv"n lh<iltgh 

alo! wtnt wrnnit • 

... N&C. 

DeAnza III Refuge e 
October 17, 1989 s :o4 PM 

Earthquake 
After the eanhquake the Red Cross was jotting 
notes onto paper when people would call to 

volu nteer. Apple volunteers created a database 
to place the volunteers and available resources 
where they were needed most. 
a Judi Seip 

Earthquake 
In early 1991 the Pink (Operating System) group 
moved back into the De Anza 3 building. 
a RickSewill 



The 

Logo 

Corporate Identity 
The Apple logo is one of the most recognized in the world. Apple has certainly 
earned that recognition. Clearly the company has changed the world. 

The first Apple logo - the one with Newton sitting under an apple tree -

can be seen on page 8 of The Mac Bathroom Reader. It was created by Ron Wayne. 

However, it did not convey the forceful simplicity typical of the trademarks of 

successful companies. In early 1978, Rob Janov of Regis McKenna, Apple's public 
relations agency, created the six-color logo. A section of the apple was removed to 

look like a bite had been taken from the fruit. The section also, conveniently, fit the 

lowercase "a" of the original "apple compute1~ inc." signature (see the Apple II 
chapter). 

With the release of the Macintosh, Apple revised its corporate font to 

Garamond. In describing the personalities of type, Desktop Publishing by Design 
says, "The Annual Message From The Executive Offices might well be set in 
Garamond. It's an extremely graceful, refined, and legible face that suggests the 

confidence that comes from success." 

Today, Apple, like any large corporation, holds its logo and signature 
trademarks with great respect. They are considered an extension of Apple; when a 

customer sees the logo or signature, they see the company. Therefore, there are 

continued 

9 Erik Beckjensen 
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serious guidelines to follow whenever they are reproduced in p1int. For example, 
the logo should always be set apart from surrounding elements. The clear space 
around the logo should be equal to the size of the logo on all sides. (It is left as an 
exercise for the reader to review this book to see how often that single rule is 
broken in the freedom oft-shirt design.) 

"One of the deep mysteries to me is our logo, the symbol of lust and knowledge, 
bitten into, all crossed with the colors of the rainbow in the wrong orde[ You 
couldn't dream of a more appropriate logo: lust, knowledge, hope, and anarchy." 

- Jean-Louis Gassee, The Mac Bathroom Reader, p. 9 

• Shaan Pruden 

• Apple Records Management Archives 

• Co/eue Aske/and 

• PamShukait 

• Apple Records Management Archives • Cole/le Aske/and 

• Apple Records Management Archives 

• Colette Aske/and 

• 

• 
• 

• fudiSeip 



Signature 

S Chris Holmes 

S Laurel Rezeau 

S Timlfolmes 

Corporate Identity 

S Apple Records Management Archives 

S Chris Van/fay 

~~ple 
S Mike Lem 

S Chris Holmes 

S Apple Records 

Management Arc/Jives 

S Judi Seip 
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Apple 
S Cbris Van/fay 

Apple 
S Shaan Pruden 

.. : ... ,.:..·4 p "· .··,,,,.,. I,, 't; 

~ . , ·i 
. .... 1 .. ..• ' ' .... 

.I • 

S TimHolmes 

, 

Apple 
S Chris Van/fay 
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• Cbris Vanf-foy 
• Chris Vanf-foy • Cbris Vanf-loy 

• Sbaan Pruden • Sbaan Pruden 

• Cb1is Vanf-foy 

• Pam Ailes 

• Chiis Vanf-foy 
• Ken Lim 

• Apple Records Management Arc/Jives • Cbris Vanf-foy 

• Apple Reco1ds Management Archives 



Public 

Image 

S PamAiles 

Corporate Identity 

Apple II 
This was the advertising campaign for the 
Apple II in 1983. It countered the IBM PC ad, 
"A personal computer," for which IBM had 
provided a large budget. 
S Peter Baum 

S Apple Records Management Arcbives 

S Colelle Aske/and 
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www.always.apple.com 
This shirt represented the always.apple web site of success stories from 
Apple customers. 
S Cbris VanHoy 

S Apple Records Management Arcbives 

S Brian Carter 
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Apple 
The power to be your best 

ti Gene Carter 

ti Erik Beck-Jensen 

1 Why do people 1ove Macintosh? I ]ustask 
ti Apple Creative Services Archives 

ti Apple Records Management Archives 

• The Internet. We're all o.er it. 

Apple 

SURVIVE 

ti .\pple Computer 
ti Mike Lem 

Moo fl 
ti Autbor's Collection ti Rick Sewill 



DESKTOP 

9 Ken lim 

~~ 
This pastel summer shin was designed for The 
Company Store. 
9 Apple Records Management Arc/Jives 

• 

PR t:_SCl-!ooL 

9 Nori Frasier 

Corporate Identity 

" You'll never 
go back to the 
drawing board 

again. 

·---

BES-\ fKIE/Y' DS 

9 Judi Seip 

p l. 

I 
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Rivalries 

IBM 

External Forces 
From its early days Apple always considered IBM to be its chief competition. It 
created a rivalry within employees to spur innovation. With the introduction of a 
graphical interface on the Macintosh, computer superi01ity shifted to operating 
system software. It was not until the early 1990s that signs emerged at Apple of this 
realization. Clone licensing had created near irrelevance for IBM and hardware in 
the PC-compatible market and power shifted to Microsoft. As Windows attempted 
to imitate Macintosh software, Apple began to take notice. That rivalry continues 
today. 

Apple has been a famous company, often encountering the same 
complications with the media as a movie superstar might. Many publications have 
enjoyed a healthy existence following Apple's public and private "life," reporting on 
every detail and rumor. Employees do tend to follow these publications and have 
been known to wear shirts given to them; some of these shirts are displayed here. 

Apple and IBM have collaborated on many projects, even as Apple 
proclaimed them to be intense rivals. A group of Apple employees 
provided Apple colors to the letters "1-B-M" and blue stripes to the 
Apple logo on a black long-sleeved shirt. 
9 Karen Brewer 

IBM 
This light-blue shirt was created in 1983 by the Lisa group, who 
considered IBM its biggest rival in the business market. The black-striped 
IBM logo has had a "byte" taken from it and a solid Apple stem added. 
9 Laura Strandberg 
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Let's SAA. 

OASIS 
Let's FUD SAA 
Fea1; Uncenainty and Doubt was IBM's sales strategy against 
its competitors. Its System Application Architecture provided 
a standard to remove any worry that a customer's product 
would work with IBM. 

Apple was coming out with its own Object Architecture. 
john Sculley introduced it in 1987 with a big speech, 
accompanied by this shin. He assured employees that they 
would be putting fear into IBM with this new system. 

(The blue-striped letters "F-U-D" have been removed 
from this photo to avoid any u-ademark conli.1sion.) 
ti Apple Records Management Archives 

IBM 
This black shin was a protest by some Apple 
employees to the 1991 agreement to form Taligent 
and co-develop the Pink operating system. The 
blue-striped Apple logo was reused, followed by 
the pink-striped letters "I-B-M." 
ti PamAiles 

We don't have time for bizarre. 
ApJlk & l'lurJo; Sofinure lnteRrnrlon •95 

Claris 
In 1995 Apple decided to give all of its software to Claris to manage. 
Because Claris had limited resources, someone commented that the 
whole situation was bizarre. In response to that comment, manager 
Emily Millar replied, "We don't have time for bizarre." It stuck. Liana 
notes, "We still are working out the kinks of this marriage (but) we can 
look at our shins and think of how far we have come." 
ti Liana Kishi 

Apple T-Shirts 

ti Apple 
--------- ----= -=-=~~S: 

IBM 
In 1991 Apple, IBM and Motorola all signed an 
agreement to co-develop the PowerPC 
microprocessoi: 
ti Pam Ailes 

Claris 
Claris was formed to continue development and 
sales of the early Macintosh progrnms MacW1ite, 
MacPaint and MacDraw. After separating from 
Apple, Claris was able to develop many new 
products, including applications for Windows 
systems. 

This wholly-owned subsidiary of Apple was 
often treated with little respect. Responsibility 
for Apple software products would come and go 
with minimal consultation. Though Claris may 
have responded to these changes with 
occasionally vulgar t-shirts, it has always earned 
cominued profits for its parent company. 
* Shaan Pruden 



Claris 
This shirr was created fo r the release of a new 
version of FileMaker Pro. 
ei Shaan Pruden 

External Forces 

Star Trek 
PC Week repo11s: When asked in March 1992 about 
making System 7 run on Intel processors, Roger 
Heinen, manager of Macintosh software architecture, 
said, 'i\11 the MBAs in the world can't convince us it's a 
good model." 

Yet, in 1993 Apple imagined Companion, a variety 
of software that would allow a form of System 7 to run 
on top of many devices, from PDAs to RlSC 
computers. Pait of this development was Star lrek. It 
combined System 7 with DR-DOS (then owned by 
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Novell) into a system designed to run on Intel PCs. "Like Putt.Ing Lipstick On A Chicken" 
(Digital Research Inc. , creator ofDR-DOS, had been L-----------------~ 

sued by Apple in 1985 for creating GEM Desktop, 
software that prm~ded a Mac-like interface to a PC. DR 
was too small to fight back and settled the suit by 
altering their program 's interface.) 

When Bill Gates heard of Apple's plan to put the 
Mac OS on an Intel machine, he responded by saying, 
it would be "like putting lipstick on a chicken." 
ei Karen Brewer 

1-- -----------------------~-/ - 1--; 

Windows 3.0 

- - -
Windows 
This shin was created as a parody of a typical 
Windows dialog. The three buttons, especially, 
mock Windows' error-handling abilities as simply 
an extension ofDOS. 
ei Brian McGhie 

Windows 
This shin was part of a public relations news kit 
given to key members of the media prior to the 
release of Windows 95. "Been there, done that" 
had been a popular saying at the time. The shin 
showed the Macintosh fea tures that had been 
developed since 1984, long before being copied 
by Windows. 

This shi11 was eventually sold in The 
Company Store and the Staningline catalog. It 
became very popular; there have been two 
additional printings to keep up with demand. 
ei Keitb Shukait 

Windows 
In late 1992, Roger Heinen, then Vice President of the 
AppleSoft division, was having an elegant office made on the 
founh floor of R&D 2. To encourage his software engineers 
during his tenure he was always saying, "Beat Windows." 
Suddenly, as employees returned from Ch1istmas vacation, 
he was announcing that he was leaving for Microsoh! They 
created this shin as a tongue-in-cheek statement of what 
they hoped he might accomplish in his new job. 
ei Karen Brewer 
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Windows 
This was the original "Been there, done that" 
shin. It was created by David Nagel's executive 
assistant. However, it could not be used for 
public release because it did not fo llow Apple's 
logo guidelines. 
ti Chris VanHoy 

WindowS95 
Macintosh '89 

--

Windows 
This shirt was from the Windows 95 introduction meeting. 
The phrase was also used for a popular bumper sticker. 
ti Eve Medina 

Mac Attack 95 ! 
Windows 
At the communications meeting for the Windows 
95 introduction, an AppleLlnk address was given 
for employees to make suggestions on ways to 

defeat Windows marketing. Each contributor was 
given this shirt. 
ti Colette Aske/and-

,_. 

Macintosli95 
Why Wait 

For 
Windows 

99? 
Windows 
This shin was from the Windows 95 
introduction meeting. 
ti Author's Collection 



Media 

External Forces 

HE AP P L E II MAGAZINE 

inCider 
inCider 
9 Matt Ackerel 

Resource Central 
Resource Central was called 
Open Apple for about ten years, 
before Apple made them 
change. It became A2-Central 
and produced an 8-page 
pamphlet. The magazine's 
parent company also produced a 
mail-order catalog and made a 
HyperCard-like program called 
"HyperStudio," which 
distributed a magazine via stacks. 
9 Mall Ackeret 

· forrn0tion 

M G 

,,, 

hlt 1:// \\' \\ \\'.rn ,1c tcch.com 

Mac Tech 
9 Goodwill Store, Cupertino 

Tech Works 
9 Peter Baum 
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Macintosh Bible 
These were the fi rst two commandments from 
the Macintosh Bible support book. 
9 Peter Baum 

MACWQfilJ_) 

Macworld . S4 · h 
The first issue of Macworld was distributed m 19 wit 
the release of the Macintosh. . 
9 Apple Records Management Arcbwes 
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MacWEEK 

MAC THE KNIFE 

Mac The Knife 
This shin represemed lhe icon of MacWeek's 
rumors column, Mac The Knife. Tim repons, 
·~ccord ing lo a highei~up al MacWeek, il is a 
counlerfeiL I found il in lhe back ofBMUG 
(Berkeley Macimosh Users Group) in a pile 
of boxes." 

Anolher source repons il may have come 
from one of lhe Mac The Knife panies 
thrown by MacWeek on the Tuesday before 
each Macworld Expo. The panies are usually 
in a dive bar with the anendees inviled 
(often shoulder-rapped and pulled in) not 
long before. 
ti Ti111Ho/111es 

Apple T-Shirts 

The Power Tu Crush The Other Kids. 

SNL 
The slogan on this shin originally appeared in a 
commercial skit on NBC's Saturday Night Live. 
This shin was bought outside Macworld San 
Francisco in 1995 for 5. It appeared for sale 
again in 1996 (for $10) with a registered 
trademark(®) sanction. 
ti Charles Gousha 



Codenames 
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John and Jane Doe 
Mem01ies and t-shirts fade. Shilts are passed from one owner to the next as quickly 
as money changes hands. These shirts have been collected without background 
information through no fault of their owners. They are included here because they 
are histotically significant - even if the reasons are not currently known. It is hoped 
that they may be significant to one of our readers who will contact us. Again, if you 
wish to update information on any shin in this book, or provide new shilts to the 
next edition, you may contact the author through Pomo Publishing at P.O. Box 
66222, Scotts Valley, CA 95067-6222 or via our website at 
http://www.AppleTshitts.com. 

Keds 
Keels was the codename of an unknown product, probably a hard drive. The strny 
goes chat the Apple development team approached Keds for permission to reproduce 
the logo on at-shin. Keels response was to send each member a complementa1y shin . 

• Zaphod 

«Anything for 11 iwirtl lift!" -Znpbod 
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......... 

lflll 

Labyrinth 
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Groups 
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Bandley5 

Bandley s Computer 

Apple T-Shirts 

The Power to be Best. 

··~ Apple 
S ervice 

Management 

System 

I WORK 
WITH BURT 

I 
HURT 

S. Appie Desk10p Commrn 1!c<1rion · 
flw Meeti11µ, Q(tbe ,ili1uA· 



DIRECTORY 
CtlRE 
TEAM 

john and Jane Doe 189 

• Macintosh· International 
Software Exchange 



Appendix A 
How to Acquire T-shirts From Apple 

There is an art to acqui.ting Applet-shins. Here are a few tips for insiders looking for 
those special status symbols. For those of us on the outside, the latter half of this 
tutotial is valid too. 

Work where the shirts are. Work for a key manager, someone with high 
visibility and personality, on an impmtant project. Be sure to be there for milestones 
in the project, especially near its completion. Work in a depanment ctitical to the 
project. Working on low-key projects or in unrespected departments may cause you 
to be overlooked. This is especially true with current budget restrai.t1ts. 

Know the M. Usually the Area Associate - and sometimes the SPoC (Single 
Point of Contact), DRI (Di.t·ectly Responsible Individual) or Quality Lead- will be in 
charge of disttibuting shi.tts. That person will know who is fully deserving of 
recognition. Simply put-if you're good to them they will be good to you. 

Be kind. Do favors for just about anybody and they will find an extra shin as 
your rewar·d. Volunteer to stack boxes, do extra testing, count inventory, update 
databases and anything else nobody wants to do. 

Go to a release party. When major products are completed, often there is a 
corporate-sponsored bash in the R&D cou1tyard. Signs are usually posted only in 
the R&D buildings, so visit the cafete1ia occasionally. 

Once the party begins, watch the crowd. Lin1ited budgets have reduced the 
number of shirts given away but demand has remained strong. Keep an eye out for 
party organizers car·rying lar·ge boxes. They will usually pop into the cafetetia but 
they have been known to appear· in the R&D 1 attium, as well. The most popular 
spot is near the food service area of the cafetetia. Having a wall on two sides 
provides protection for the workers from the ensuing feeding-frenzy. 

Attend events. Go to an off-site event or a conference. Shins provided to 
attendees bting back positive memoties of key training events and are often still in 
the budget. Also, volunteer to work there and, again, watch for the boxes. At ce11ain 
conferences like WWDC, look for small merchants selling great sati.tical shi.tts of 
Apple and others. 

Make it yourself This is especially true in recent years as t-shirts have been 
removed from development budgets. lfyou want a project (and your lmd work) to 
be recognized then jump on in. The logo and signature font ar·e on the corporate 
intranet. There is sure to be plenty of help and advice provided by colleagues - if 
they don't take over the whole thing entirely. Most of the shi.tts in this book were 
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designed by employees who are not professional graphic anists. Many 
designs are simply variations of existing Apple anwork or clip-an. It's easy. 
(Note: the author has never actually ttied this.) 

Know a salesperson. Be a disttibutor or impottant buyer or 
influential journalist. Complain that only the best companies know your 
size. In the Apple world, t-shitts follow money and influence. 

Buy it. Go to The Company Store and spend $15.99 or visit Apple 
Designs on the Internet at http://www.appledesigns.com (choose Frames, 
then Core Shopping List). Also available to the public is Apple's Consumer 
Promotions at (800) 590-5005 to order Apple promotional apparel. 

There are also places on the Internet that sell Apple merchandise. 
Try Sun Remarketing, http://www.sunrem.com/; 
PowerOn Computer Services, http://www.poweron.net/; or 
MacGalaxy, http://www.macgalaxy.com/pages/store/store.html. 

Don't forget to do as I did in my research - shop at the Goodwill 
Stores in the Santa Clara Valley. 

Again, make it yourself. Apple's font is Garamond condensed to 
about 60%. Just play with the kernit1g and tracking (it's pretty tight). 
Subtitles are Helvetica Neue, available from Adobe. For logos, Apple 
Trademark Permissions can be reached through the corporate operator. 

Ask Apple to make reptints. The Company Store sells a valiety of 
clothillg, most of which is ptinted with the corporate logo or a form of the 
current marketing campaign. That's fine for some people. But what if you 
find a fav01ite plint in this book that you simply must have. 

Ask Apple if they will rep tint the design you like. Visit the Apple 
T-Shitts web site to voice your opinion. If enough requests are made, we 
may be able to influence the company's on-line selection. Why should 
Apple object to the chance to make a few extra dollars and receive some 
free advettising? The "Been there ... done that" shin has been reptinted 
many times due to high demand. Many of the shitts in this book were 
prit1ted by a sit1gle vendor specifically chosen by Apple. This vendor has 
kept most of the designs and can reproduce them at Apple's request. 

There is one giant roadblock, however - Apple tradition. That 
tradition recognizes special people with special gifts. The value of that 
reward is diluted if too many people own the same shitt. Of course, this 
could be overcome by creating a distinguishing feature on the 
reproduction indicatillg it is a copy, such as using a different color fabtic or 
adding The Company Store logo. But remembe1; even opening The 
Company Store to the public met with many objections as employees 
realized that Apple logo items would be available to anybody. 



AppendixB 
The Making of Apple T-Shirts 

I test software for a living, which means I get paid to break things. For me, being 
creative involves the finer arts of unpredictable user input. Creating an 01iginal 
manuscript was something I had never dreamed of. Howeve1~ the idea for this book 
seemed too good to pass up and I proceeded to change my career. 

Most of the process I learned from scratch. I have always felt that after 
learning something difficult it was my obligation to try to teach others. The entire 
basis of this book was to provide others with an obscure, yet powerfully interesting, 
segment of information that I had experienced. I would now like to share my 
publishing experiences with you, followed by a bibliography of helpful publications. 

Each shirt was stretched flat across a two-foot-square cakeboard. Shirts were 
photographed with a Pentax 35mm SLR camera using Ektachrome 160T slide film. 
Lighting was two 500W tungsten bulbs mounted directly to each side, raised to a 45 
degree angle. The camera was placed directly over each shirt using a tripod with the 
front legs shmtened and the rear leg fully extended and mounted with heavy 
transformers to prevent tipping. (Lighting was the weakest link in this setup. 
Scrimping on my first major purchase meant poor quality lighting with large hot 
spots.) 

Slides were scanned using a Polaroid SprintScan 35 ES. Images were then 
edited with Photoshop IE provided with the scanner. Most of the editing involved 
adjusting the variations in exposure from tl1e inconsistent lighting. Each image was 
then adjusted to 300 dpi and stored as a TIFF file on a Zip disk. 

(Most color presses have a line screen of 150 to 175 lpi. The rule of thumb is 
to use twice that as the image dpi. Using 300 dpi gave an image whose quality 
would, in my opinion, fall between a magazine and scenic photo book. File size was 
a great concern when storing nearly 1600 images. Any increase in resolution would 
increase the file size by the square of the change.) 

Using my good-old-reliable Quadra 800 (with System 7.5.3 Update 2.0), 
images were placed into PageMaker 6.0 and framed using the Keyline plug-in. 
Stories were stored in a FileMaker Pro database, revised in SimpleText and placed 
into PageMaker. Fonts were purchased from Adobe Type-On-Call. 

I love PageMaker. I took a one-day class from MacAcademy and was running 
nearly full speed. The desktop publishing book I used was the perfect reference. It 
was so easy, I was able to design the cover and my business cards all in PageMaker. 

P1inting is much faster if the images are saved as CMYK and not RGB. 
PageMaker can make the conversion from RGB to CMYK but printshops prefer not 
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to use up that processing time. So I ended up upgrading to Photoshop to 
make the conversions because Photoshop LE does not support CMYK 
mode. Some quality was lost here, as well, because the range of colors (the 
gamut) supported by RGB and CMYK are different. It would have been 
better to convert the images to CMYK mode before editing. 

Since you're now reading this, all the files must have arrived 
together at the print shop (and it's too late to tell about any disasters 
there). If you would like more details or opinions on any aspect of this 
creation, send off an e-mail to gordon@AppleTshirts.com. 

Johnson, Stephen. Making a Digital Book: Art, Computers, Design, & the 
Production of"7be Great Central Valley: California's Heartland. "Pacifica, 

CA: Stephen Johnson Photography, 1993. 

Shushan, Ronnie and Don Wright, with Laura Lewis. Desktop Publishing by 

Design: Everyone's Guide to PageMaker 6 Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 

1996. 

Valant, Gary. Vintage Aircraft Nose Art. Osceola, WI: Motorbooks 
International, 1987. (This just proved to me that a narrowly focused 
photographic reference book could be created and indexed, and then find 
an audience.) 



AppendixC 
How To Submit Shirts for Future Editions 

"Do you have (my favorite shirt)?" is always the first question when I meet face-to
face with future contributors, researchers and readers. And the reaction is usually 
surprised skepticism when I say that I do - there are more than one thousand 
represented in this book. 

Yet, how many shirts has Apple created in twenty years? My guess is 
somewhere between three and four thousand. (That's almost one every working 
day!) Obviously, there are many left to add to this collection. 

If there are shirts or st01ies that you would like to see in future editions, I 
welcome your input. Send your stories to one of the addresses below. 

To add a shirt to the next edition it will need to be photographed. Send a 
query or visit the Apple T-Shim web site to see if the shirt has been added to the 
collection. If your shirt is still needed, arrangements can be made to have it 
photographed at my research office in Cupettino. 

Your help is greatly appreciated. This book would not exist without the kind 
contributions of people like you. 

Submit stories and shirt conttibution queries to: 
Gordon Thygeson 
gordon@AppleTshirts.com 

or write in care of: 
Pomo Publishing 
P.O. Box 66222 
Scotts Valley, CA 95067-6222 

To see if a shirt is already patt of the Apple I -Shirts collection, visit our web site at 
http://www.AppleTshirts.com 
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"Like Putting Lipstick On A Chicken" 

Gordon Thygeson is a Software Test 
Engineer. He is the owner of 62 Apple 
shirts. He has contracted at Apple five 
times since 1992, working on nine projects. 
He most recently completed testing the 
initial release of the Apple FireWire 
Support extension. 

Gordon was born and raised in the 
Santa Clara Valley. His friends and family 
have worked at Apple since 1rs. Through 
them he developed a deep appreciation 
(read envy) for the public recognition of 
hard work and creative talent that . .\pple 
t-shirts represent. 

In order to document a true insider's 
perspective of Apple, he has photographed 
over 1000 t-shirts. These have been 
contributed by current and former 
employees, the Apple Museum and . .\pple 
Creative Services archives. ThenYill tell 
you much more than can ever be learned 
from a sterile corporate public relations 
press release. They will tell you the history 
of Apple Computer. 

(Note: the author does not really 
believe he looks like Bill Gates la}ing an 
egg, nor does he wear lipstick.) 

Visit www.AppleTshirts.com for sales and 
other information about Apple T-Sbilt-. 



Computers I Macintosh I General 

"When they write the history of Silicon Valley, they're gonna have to use T-shirts." 
-Chris Nolan, May 19, 1997, San Jose Mercury News 

, 

"The Apple T-shirt is a Silicon Valley icon." 
-Arynne Simon, Ph.D. , Communications Consultant Apple 

"T-shirts are not [cheap giveaways]; they are part of the development process." 
-Guy Kawasaki, The Macintosh Way, p.171 

"How many Apple employees does it take to screw in a lightbulb? Four. ] 
One to do it and three to design a T-shirt commemorating the event." 

-Amber Miller, Apple Employee ll l l 
"We are artists, not engineers." 

-Steve jobs, So Far, p. 92 

"This book is fabulously fun! I suddenly need a new wardrobe ... " 
-Robin Wagganer, Project Manager, Apple Developer Relations Events 

"I had a wonderful time reading it. It kept me up till half past midnight." 
-Ginny Reed, Apple Alumna, 1985-1997 

"I've really enjoyed reviewing the book. It's helped me relive 
16 fun years at Apple. I wouldn't trade those years for anything 
and now I can remember them better than ever." 

-Steven Glass, Vice President, Mac OS Engineering. 

[ Why do people love Macintosh? [ 
See page 176. 

Which shirt is your favorite? 
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